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St. John of Suburbia 

(or, Lycanthrope Limbo) 

 
A play 

 

by John P. Bray 

 

 

 

 

CHARACTERS 

Cath/Female Werewolf F, almost 20 

  

Her Dad/Old Man/ 

Priest/Security John 

M, almost 40 

  

Chrissie F, roughly 10, Cath’s younger sister 

  

Her Grandma F, 60s 

  

Alvin M, 20 

  

Satan Dan M, 20 

Props: 

Minimal, but you’ll need a fedora that fits Alvin, a fedora for Old Man, 

and a big, gross werewolf mask that covers the entire head (for Female 

Werewolf).  

Note: 

Zine is pronounced zeen. Zines were photocopied, independently made 

magazines which were distributed at delis, bookstores, record shops, etc. 

Some were thrown away if the material was deemed offensive by the 

proprietor of an establishment. This play is lovingly dedicated to my old 

friend Zachariah Smith whose Zine was written for a very specific 

audience (maybe five of us?).  
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Music: 

There are moments where humming or music is suggested. When I was 

in my late teens/early twenties, I feel like the world was constantly 

providing a soundtrack: music in stores, music in the car, music from the 

streets; generally speaking, folks seemed to hum more, too, and just sing 

for the sake of singing. Please feel free to hum, sing, add music, whatever 

you’d like to do.  

Synopsis:  

Fraternal twins Alvin and Satan Dan have been producing a monster-

erotica Zine said to be the writings of a mystic that uses the alias St. John 

of God. Alvin has been studying religion and VCR repair at the 

community college and would rather remain anonymous. Satan Dan 

could spoil that. Or Alvin could blurt it out.  

A mix of dream and memory, St. John of Suburbia reminds us that those 

who choose to spend time with us, despite what we write, are more than 

enough in this fleeting life.  

 

 

 

 

“I fear that, with our current veneration for the natural and the real, we 

have arrived at the opposite pole to all idealism and have landed in the 

region of the waxworks.”  

- Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Tragedy 

 

 

“Heaven, Heaven is a place, a place where nothing, nothing ever 

happens.”  

- The Talking Heads  

 

 

“How low can you go?” 

 - The Limbo  
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One night in a suburban town, the 

year is 1996. 

AT RISE: 

The stage is essentially bare. ALVIN is discovered. He’s 

nervous. He might hold the props as described, or maybe not. 

It’s more important that he sees the various props than we do. 

The fedora is a must, though. 

 

He addresses us. 

 

ALVIN 

I rehearsed what to say. I rehearsed my posture. I rehearsed how I hold 

the flowers. I decided the John Lennon sunglasses come off. The fedora 

stays on. The penny loafers each armed with a quarter in case my car 

breaks down. Hoof it to a gas station somewhere. Call someone. Do 

something. 

(Beat.) 

God be with me. “What do you do, Alvin?”: I’m studying religion. “Oh?” 

And VCR maintenance. You ever notice how you have to pray for TV 

signal or for the VCR to work? Heh.  

(Beat.) 

Okay. They might not ask. It’s the third official date and I’m already 

meeting her dad. I’m fine. This is fine. This is good. Fedora at a jaunty 

angle. Paper clip on my navy-blue sports jacket. It has a good reason to 

be there. You never know when you’ll need it. Is the tie straight? How 

long have I been standing here? Did I ring the bell? Will it ring? What if 

it rings and I don’t hear it ring and think maybe it’s broken and then 

knock but they’ve heard the ring and now they just think I’m insistent? 

(Beat.) 

Touching my fingertips together. The sound of the traffic on the highway 

behind me. The smell of the gas station and the smell of exhaust from 

the gas station. No, that smell is actually coming from the Ice Cream 

Parlor on the other side. Why does it also smell like exhaust? She said, 

“it’s the house between the gas station and Temptation Ice Cream.” I’ve 

driven by this place a thousand times. Always wondered who lived here. 

Now I know. A brown door in front of me. Pause. Breathe. Smell the 

flower 

(inhales) 

and blow out the candle. 

(exhales) 

“Who are you, I asked Love one evening? He said, I am Immortality, A 

Beautiful Life which has no end.” Rumi. Don’t go quoting Rumi. Be 

more practical. 
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ALVIN (CONT’D) 

(Beat.) 

“Yes, sir, the problem is the heads of your VCR need to be cleaned, 

you’ll get a clearer image.”  

 

HER DAD enters behind him and looks him over. 

 

ALVIN 

Just don’t tell him what you write. Don’t tell him who you are. Don’t tell 

him. Don’t tell him you write erotica about werewolves and— 

 

HER DAD 

You don’t look like Bowser.  

 

Alvin freezes. 

 

HER DAD 

Bowser. You know. Like the character from what’s it.  

 

ALVIN 

Super Mario Brothers? 

 

HER DAD 

What’s that, the dragon? 

 

ALVIN 

Yeah.  

 

HER DAD 

No. I mean the bass from Sha Na Na. Before your time?  

 

ALVIN 

No, I, uh, remember Sha Na Na.  

 

HER DAD 

Caty doesn’t remember. She wasn’t born yet.  

 

ALVIN 

Ah. 

(To us.) 

We were born the same year, I mean to say. With the hat maybe I look 

too old. Maybe he doesn’t remember when Sha Na Na was on the air.  
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They “enter” the house. 

 

HER DAD 

Come in. Mind the dolls. My youngest didn’t clean up, and I’m just 

getting home. 

 

ALVIN 

Sorry, am I too early?  

 

HER DAD 

Only by an hour or so. Ma! Caty’s date is here.  

 

HER GRANDMA 

(off-stage) 

Does he look like Bowser? 

 

HER DAD 

No, he doesn’t. I say he looks more like a… 

(taking him in) 

like…like a seventh-grade social studies teacher!  

 

HER GRANDMA 

Well. Okay. At least he has a job.  

 

HER DAD 

No, I didn’t mean…What do you do?  

 

ALVIN 

I work at the deli. That’s where we met.  

 

HER DAD 

He’s a deli guy!  

(to Alvin) 

Wait. Just wait. 

(Slight pause, he listens for something. Nothing happens.) 

Okay. I was worried she’d misunderstand and ask for a sandwich. Can I 

get you something?  

 

ALVIN 

I’m fine. 

(To us.) 

And all of my preparation. Gone. Why did he think I’d look like a 

greaser? 
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 CATH enters. 

 

CATH 

Hey. 

 

ALVIN 

Hey.  

 

They move nervously. Hug? No hug? Handshake? They just nod 

and smile. 

 

HER DAD 

(witnessing the awkwardness of it all) 

Wow. You mind helping me a bit with setting the table? 

 

ALVIN 

No, I don’t mind. 

(To Cath.) 

Why did he think I’d be a greaser? 

 

CATH 

I told him you’re originally from Jersey City.  

 

ALVIN 

Jersey City means greasers? Is there a cliché I don’t know about? 

 

CATH 

I let him run with it. You look…not like a greaser.  

 

ALVIN 

Did you tell him I’m studying religion? And VCR maintenance? 

 

CATH 

Let’s not tell him anything, okay? Let’s just...eat and go.  

 

ALVIN 

Okay. 

(To us.) 

I set the table with Her Dad. Cath is trying to corral her sister. 

 

GRANDMA enters. 
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GRANDMA 

Look at you in that hat. You’re like Sinatra. And what are you doing? 

Caty should be setting the table. 

 

HER DAD 

No, we men folk are fine. 

(To Cath.) 

What are you doing? I told you to get Chrissie in here.  

 

CATH 

CHRISSIE! 

 

HER DAD 

I could have done that. 

 

CHRISSIE 

(off-stage) 

I’m buuuusss-sssyyy! 

 

HER DAD 

Dinner! Company! Now!  

 

CHRISSIE enters. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Okay, okay.  

 

Chrissie stares at Alvin. 

 

CATH 

You don’t have to stare at him. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Why is he wearing that hat? 

 

CATH 

It’s because…why do you wear the hat? 

 

ALVIN 

Oh, sorry.  

 

He takes it off. 
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CATH 

Oh, you don’t have to take it off. 

 

HER DAD 

He’s in the house. 

 

ALVIN 

I’m in the house. 

 

CATH 

(quiet) 

It’s good to see you.  

 

ALVIN 

(quiet) 

You look a doll. 

 

CATH 

(quiet) 

What?  

 

ALVIN 

(quiet) 

You look like a doll, I mean. I mean, you’re pretty.  

 

HER DAD 

What doll? 

 

ALVIN 

Doll? 

 

HER DAD 

Yeah, I said don’t mind the dolls, they’re everywhere.  

 

CATH 

(quiet, smiling) 

Did you just call me a doll? What are you, ninety? 

 

ALVIN 

Sorry.  
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CATH 

I mean. Thanks, but don’t use doll that way. You might as well say 

“broad.” 

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

Why did I wear a tie? A fedora? Her Dad already must think I’m terrible, 

useless. And ten years older than I am.  

 

HER DAD 

I’m not much of a cook. I threw this all in a crockpot before I left. 

 

HER GRANDMA 

I said I’d cook. You don’t let me cook!  

 

HER DAD 

Maybe next time you can bring something from the deli.  

 

HER GRADMA 

Which deli? 

 

ALVIN 

It’s up the road on 9G. 

(To us, hopeful) 

He said next time.  

 

HER GRANDMA 

The one in town?  

 

ALVIN 

No, about eight minutes north. 

(To us.) 

Next time. Maybe I don’t have to tell him about religion or VCR 

maintenance. If I talk like a normal person, maybe I can survive. 

 

HER GRANDMA 

I don’t know any deli out there.  

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

Be normal be normal be normal. 
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ALVIN (CONT’D) 

(To Her Grandma.) 

It’s nestled among the trees, large bushy ones that make a shhhh sound 

when the breezes pass through. Mighty oaks, lean elms, opulent conifers 

that hold the snow with Herculean strength. There’s an occasional sound 

of a passing car. I shouldn’t say we don’t have customers—there are wise 

old man torn from the pages of Plato’s Republic that discuss world 

events, fast women, and slow horses over Dan’s incredible Italian 

combos, and they feast like philosopher kings. I hope you’ll visit us.  

 

Awkward pause. 

 

HER GRANDMA 

It’s your deli?  

 

ALVIN 

There’s been talk Dan and I might get it.  

 

CATH 

Dan’s his twin, grandma.  

 

HER GRANDMA 

His twin? Heh heh. How do you know he’s the right one? Heh heh. How 

do you know he didn’t switch out on you? 

 

CATH 

They’re fraternal.  

 

HER GRANDMA 

(indicating Cath’s neck) 

You with that dog collar on. If I were him, I would have switched out 

with his brother. 

 

ALVIN 

I like her dog collar. 

 

CHRISSIE 

I like it, too.  

 

CATH 

They’re fraternal. 
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HER GRANDMA 

You do? Why? What does it mean to you?  

 

ALVIN 

I just…it looks nice, that’s all.  

 

CATH 

And he has a tie. I could lead him around just like he leads me.  

 

HER GRANDMA 

He leads you?  

 

ALVIN    CATH 

No.     Yes.  

 

HER DAD 

I should have worn a tie. Make it more formal.  

 

CHRISSIE 

It’s not a dog collar. It’s a werewolf collar.  

 

Alvin looks at her. 

 

CHRISSIE 

That’s what she said. But werewolves don’t wear collars, so it doesn’t 

make sense. Dad, do werewolves wear collars?  

 

HER DAD 

I guess if the man was wearing a collar before he transformed, then yeah, 

the werewolf would have a collar. 

 

CHRISSIE 

It would pop off!  

 

HER GRANDMA 

Collars are strong. They have to hold the dog back. The beast has to be 

held back otherwise it could attack the children. Beware child, when the 

wolfbane blooms. 

 

HER DAD 

You wear a tie at the deli?  
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ALVIN 

No, it was because I was coming over. I also brought some, uh, some 

flowers. I left them on the table. They’re for you. Cath mentioned she 

lived with her Grandma.  

 

HER GRANDMA 

No, I live with them. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Do I get flowers? 

 

CATH 

Do I get flowers? 

 

HER DAD 

Do I get flowers? 

 

ALVIN 

They’re…for…everyone… 

 

A shift. Her Dad addresses us. 

 

HER DAD 

I’m not rooting against him. At least he looks clean. She’s been dating 

on and off for six years. I don’t like it. But I don’t say anything. Parent 

intervention just creates common cause. I don’t want that. And it doesn’t 

matter. What does it matter? My daughter, Cath...she likes to be called 

Cath. Not Caty. Cath. I don’t like the way it sounds. Words that have a 

TH in them rub me the wrong way, but I manage. I try. The th sounds 

makes my teeth 

(winces) 

itch. When I go to scrub myself, I say, “I’m going to clean myself in the 

tub tonight.” I like that. It’s a complete thought. I don’t say “I’m going 

to take a...” you know. Anyway, my daughter. Caty. 

(Beat.) 

Cath. She doesn’t know how old I am really. I tell her I’m forty-five. I 

had her young, but not too young. We had her young, but not too young. 

Her mother had her young, but not too young. When we were in our 

twenties. Mid-twenties. And her mother didn’t survive. She died. She’s 

gone. That’s it. That’s what she knows. The real story, though. The real 

story is I’m only thirty-nine right now. It was my birth 

(winces) 
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HER DAD (CONT’D) 

day last week. Caty is nineteen. Almost twenty. You do the mathem… 

(winces) 

…the arithma… 

(winces) 

…adding and subtracting to figure it out for yourself. And the last thing 

Caty’s mother did was leave a note on the table that we still eat from. 

“Goodbye, buddy, thanks a lot!” Not dead. But. You know. I’m a left 

man. I’d much rather be a widower. And here we are. Me. My mother. 

God. Don’t get pregnant, I say with my eyes. But not my words. That 

would make me a grandfather for sure. And Chrissie? Oh, she’s from my 

second marriage. That’s what I say. But it’s not true. She’s my biological 

brother’s daughter. He’s been in jail since before she was born. It’s a sad 

story, but. It’s not my story to tell. This is our family. My mother, who 

raised me and my brother on her own, lives here. She helps with this 

house. My daughter. And Chrissie. There’s a pecking order here. I’m 

surrounded by women. I look at her date. “Don’t get her pregnant,” I say 

with my eyes. “But, please stay. And lose the damn tie. No one cares.”  

 

A shift. Back at dinner. 

 

HER DAD 

Okay. No, you don’t have to get up. I’ll clean up the dishes. You can sit. 

 

CATH 

Damn. I got something on my shirt. I hate that. Come with me, I’ll show 

you my room. 

 

HER GRANDMA 

You’re taking him to your room to change your shirt?  

 

CATH 

I’ll leave the door open.  

 

HER GRANDMA 

I wouldn’t. 

(To us.) 

But there they go. The door is open. You can hear everything. But I 

don’t want to. I go over and turn on my Sinatra tape. 

 

Cath and Alvin stand on opposite sides. 
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HER GRANDMA 

Real Frankie fans don’t like “My Way” or “New York, New York.” And 

I’m a real fan. Quiz me on anything. No? Cowards. I saw him in concert 

once, only once. Years ago. This was before that Ava Gardner got her 

mits into him. When was this, early 40s? He might have been with the 

Dorsey orchestra. My sister liked Bing, not Sinatra “Can’t sing,” she 

says. I didn’t care. I get tickets to see him, and I decide to take my sister 

to show her she’s wrong! We get all dressed up. I’m so excited I can feel 

my heart in my throat. And he hits the stage! Oh, those pure blue eyes, 

scanning the crowd. “Look at me,” I think. “Look at me.” And then my 

sister, she shouts at him, “get off the stage you stewed bum, you can’t 

sing!” And then he looks right at me. “It wasn’t me!” I say, but not out 

loud, I can’t say anything out loud. Who forms words anymore? That 

look he’s giving me. I run out in tears. I never truly loved my sister after 

that. I wished her misery. I wished her pain. I wished her...you know, 

you need to be careful what you wish for. Oh, she’s not dead. Wishes 

backfire sometimes. She’s married someone rich. I see her every three 

years. She’s grown cold. Silent. I can’t even remember what she sounds 

like anymore until she opens her mouth. But that Frankie, though. Oh, 

that voice. 

(referencing Alvin.) 

And then this dope comes in with a fedora. You should warn a gal.  

 

Cath and Alvin are just looking out and talking, not performing. 

Her Grandma hums a song that might sound like a Sinatra 

song, but if we don’t have the rights, the humming can be way 

off. When we hum we think we’re getting the tune, but we’re 

usually not anyway. The point is, she hums something while 

Cath and Alvin talk. 

 

CATH 

Here it is. 

 

ALVIN 

Huh. 

 

CATH 

Not what you expected?  

 

ALVIN 

It’s bright. Blues and yellows like the sun in the summer sky. The rest of 

the house is wood paneling. Brown.  
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CATH 

Faux wood paneling. Not like the opulent trees you described. 

 

ALVIN 

You must love living here, though. Sandwiched between Temptation Ice 

Cream and the gas station. I’d be living at those places. 

 

CATH 

They lose their luster. 

 

ALVIN 

Have you ever seen Sha Na Na? 

 

CATH 

No. Why?  

 

ALVIN 

No reason.  

 

CATH 

Here’s my window. Easy to open from the outside. I keep this little 

wooden thing here on the slide, so I need to move it to open the window. 

That’s my security. But I’m right here on the first floor, you know? Not 

facing the street. Right here. Noreen visits sometimes late at night. She 

taps on the window, I enact security removal protocols, and she comes 

in. We talk for hours. Or read the latest adventures by St. John of God. 

The latest is St. John and the Temptation of the Werewolf. Do you know 

that Zine?  

 

Alvin doesn’t answer. A shift. Cath addresses us. Her Grandma 

continues to hum. 

 

CATH 

(To us.) 

A month ago, I was at instructional media at DCC. There’s a room where 

you can watch videos for class, and highspeed tape dubbers so you can 

copy the language audio cassettes on hold. And there’s a photocopier 

you can use if you have a code and stacks of multicolored paper. I’m in 

instructional media on a work study. My dad doesn’t know.  
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CHRISSIE 

(as if presenting a slideshow) 

The lycanthrope, in popular fiction, represents the carnal. But we already 

know that. Consider Little Red Riding Hood or the other cautionary tales 

we tell children, particularly, girls.  

 

CATH 

I don’t tell dad about how I’m affording college or what I’m doing. He 

thinks it’s all scholarships or whatever, or maybe that it’s free like it was 

for him in the seventies. 

 

CHRISSIE 

(still presenting) 

Secrets make Baby Jesus Cry.  

 

CATH 

Anyway, I know Alvin and the gang from the quad on campus. 

Whenever he’s with his little group of like religious pals we call them 

Alvin and the ChipMonks. You can’t see how I’m spelling Monks, but 

it’s M-O-N-K-S, like a religious order. Alvin and the ChipMonks. And 

he’s always polite, tips his hat. Even though we dog him like crazy. And 

then, one day, I see him photocopying pages. No one asks him why he’s 

using all the paper and toner. He has a good reputation. If he was juggling 

lit dynamite the Dean would think it’s for a good cause. But I catch a 

glimpse. And it’s what I think it is! It’s the latest Zine [pronounced zeen] 

by St. John of God. So, like, St. John has been shrouded in mystery. He 

says he’s a Catholic priest who’s been driven to write “erotic fiction,” 

basically porn, by the devil. He can’t sin with a woman, being Catholic, 

but monsters present something of a loophole. Vampires. Werewolves. 

Between all of the bloodletting, and body morphing, and like other like 

sex stuff, it’s oddly poetic. Almost beautiful. And it’s written by… 

 

She looks at the incredibly stiff Alvin. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Nietzsche teaches us we are driven by two desires, which he locates in 

Apollonian and Dionysian impulses. The God Apollo represents the 

plastic arts, where we find, reason, structures, the manners that maketh 

man. Dionysus, the God of drinking and screwing, lives inside the 

Apollo casing, wanting to be an animal, a beast. To gorge himself. He is 

the werewolf. I write my doctoral dissertation focusing on The Birth of 

Tragedy and independent cinema of the 1990s. That comes later. 
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CHRISSIE (CONT’D) 

Right now, I’m watching a VHS tape of The Smurfs. I can’t get the 

tracking right. Something’s wrong with the VCR. Something is always 

wrong with the VCR.  

 

She steps away. Back to Cath looking at Alvin. 

 

CATH 

I want him to know I know he’s been writing them. I want him to know 

that I’m in. But, not like super in, like…just kind of in. I take my shirt 

off. He looks at the wall. (Note: She does not actually do this. She only 

says it. No one takes their shirt off in this play.) Why’d you turn 

around? 

 

A shift. She talks to him. 

 

ALVIN 

You took your shirt off. 

 

CATH 

We’re dating. 

 

ALVIN 

Yeah, I mean. We are. But. 

 

CATH 

Too soon? 

 

ALVIN 

I don’t know. 

 

HER DAD 

Cath? 

 

ALVIN 

Oh, no!  

 

Alvin stands in front of her, like shielding her from anyone 

possibly seeing her. He’s not looking. 

 

HER DAD 

You coming back?  
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CATH 

(quietly) 

Ohmygod. 

(To Her Dad) 

One second.  

 

For a moment, Alvin and Cath are facing each other. He turns 

around and looks at the floor. 

 

ALVIN 

I like your carpet. Kind of shaggy. Reminds me of a place my parents 

rented years ago when I was like four. 

 

CATH 

The carpet downstairs reminds me of dryer lint. It’s all…gray. Parts are 

brown. Torn up. Dryer lint makes my teeth feel fuzzy.  

 

ALVIN 

Your teeth feel fuzzy? 

 

CATH 

Yeah. 

(smiles) 

Okay. What do you think?  

 

He turns. They perform a dance together. If Her Grandma has 

stopped humming, she hums again. It’s a close dance. They’re 

both smiling. 

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

And when I face her. Her cheeks are red. I want to sit on her bed and 

look at the posters on her wall—movies I haven’t seen, music I haven’t 

listened to. I wear a hat because it makes me look interesting. Because 

Humphrey Bogart is my hero. Because black and white movies are the 

best. Someday, when I’m in my forties, I’ll think the hat wasn’t that 

interesting after all. It was just a hat meant to be worn outdoors. In the 

1950s. Her shirt is really cute. I’ve forgotten how to talk.  

 

CATH 

You gonna tell them what else you do? I know you’re St. John. 
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ALVIN 

…oh… 

 

CATH 

I couldn’t believe it was you.  

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

I’m ready to deny it. 

(Beat. To her.) 

Yeah.  

 

CATH 

It’s the best Zine.  

 

ALVIN 

Not many people read it. They threw it out at school, you know. They 

had some at the cafeteria and they all got dumped. 

 

CATH 

It happens. 

 

ALVIN 

Someone said it was porn, but it’s not, you know. Porn. Maybe erotica.  

 

CATH 

You know the difference between porn and erotica? Lighting. 

 

ALVIN 

Ha.  

 

CATH 

You should tell people you study religion for like research purposes. I 

think folks would really get into it. 

 

ALVIN 

Nah, I don’t know.  

 

CATH 

Why not?  
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ALVIN 

(To us) 

Because it’s not research. 

(To her.) 

There’s the deli. Me and Dan are going to run it. 

 

CATH 

Yeah, but, as a side thing. You know? You could be famous. 

 

ALVIN 

We should head down. 

 

HER GRANDMA   HER DAD  

You should head down.   You should head down. 

 

They all gather together. 

 

HER GRANDMA 

Took you long enough. 

 

HER DAD 

So, what are your plans? 

 

ALVIN 

We’re going to a movie and then the deli. I gotta pick up my brother. We 

share a car.  

 

HER DAD 

Okay.  

 

ALVIN 

And then I’m seeing a friend tonight, so I’ll have her back by eleven. 

 

HER DAD 

Okay. I like that. Okay. 

 

CHRISSIE 

What movie are you going to see? 

 

ALVIN 

Something at Hyde Park. 
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CATH 

I get to choose. 

 

ALVIN 

She gets to choose.  

 

HER DAD 

You haven’t chosen a movie, you don’t know the time. And yet you’re 

going to see something and pick up your brother and have her home by 

eleven and then see a friend? 

(More to us.) 

I’m not trying to break your balls. I’m not even insinuating that the friend 

you’re seeing after eleven is a drug dealer. These kinds of thoughts never 

come to mind.  

 

ALVIN 

No, I guess I didn’t plan it through.  

 

CATH 

They have an arcade in front. If the movies suck, we’ll hit an arcade. 

 

HER DAD 

I don’t like that word.  

 

CATH 

Fine, if the movies blow, we’ll hit an arcade.  

 

HER DAD 

I think that’s better. 

 

HER GRANDMA 

I need my pills. 

 

CHRISSIE 

I wanna see Grandma take her teeth out. 

 

HER GRADMA 

I don’t take my teeth out for pills. 

 

HER DAD 

Just be careful, okay? I know you like each other. 
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CATH 

I like him but that doesn’t mean I’m not gonna try to get Noreen pregnant 

every once in a while.  

 

HER DAD 

You shouldn’t say that to him, you might put him off. He might not know 

you’re joking. Noreen’s her friend. 

 

ALVIN 

Thank you for dinner. 

 

HER DAD 

(To us.) 

And they leave.  

 

HER GRADMA 

(To us.) 

They leave.  

 

CHRISSIE 

(To us.) 

They leave. We disappear into the dark. I wait for the next moment to be 

seen again. But the idea of being seen isn’t too important to me yet. I 

watch Grandma remove her teeth. I watch Dad sit in front of the TV. 

He’s not actually watching it. He’s just looking at it. I ask if I can put on 

a tape. The image is warped. The tape could get chewed! He really needs 

to call a repair man.  

 

HER DAD 

Chrissie. Put on your pajamas. I need you to come to work with me. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Come on!  

 

HER DAD 

I have no idea when your sister will be back.  

 

CHRISSIE 

Eleven.  

 

HER DAD 

Right. If she’s back by eleven I’ll buy you your own werewolf. 
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Chrissie and Her Dad exit. 

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

We head to the car. I look at the faint freckles across her nose. 

 

CATH 

You’re looking at me. What are you looking at me with? 

 

ALVIN 

Looking? 

 

CATH 

Oh. 

 

ALVIN 

I don’t read people well. 

 

CATH 

Try. What do you see? 

 

ALVIN 

Freckles. Blushing. A dog collar.  

(To us, looking at her.) 

What I don’t say: bright eyes. Bright smile. Everything about you is 

bright.  

 

CATH 

Is that all you see?  

 

ALVIN 

(To us, looking at her.) 

What I don’t say: I am new at this. Are you new at this, too?  

 

CATH 

So, before we go in, I want to play you something. Okay? Here. 

 

ALVIN 

What is it? 

 

CATH 

This is my tape. I want you to play it. 
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ALVIN 

Okay. 

 

CATH 

It’s, um, musique concrète. I call it St. John’s Head.  

 

They pop in the cassette. Music comes on. If you’re not familiar 

with musique concrète, it is essentially compositions where the 

material is recorded sounds, produced in a way that makes it 

sounds like a musical composition. It can be beautiful. It can be 

terrifying. It can be bad. It can be amazing. Cath’s composition 

should be a little bit of all of the above, but it needs to have 

heart. They listen. 

 

CATH 

I used, um, the straw broom. That’s the kind of shushshush sweeping 

sound. I used the sound my dad makes when I say Catttttthhhhh. He hates 

that sound. It makes him make a kind of click in the side of his face. I 

used a few of your words in here, and my sister playing with her doll. 

And I found some, um, recordings of wolves, and messed around with 

them a bit. I mixed this in the audio booth in the CSB Building late one 

night. No one knew I was there. I had the whole place to myself. So, 

when I think of like the piece of time we’ve spent together, and 

everything that has happened since the first night you came over to the 

CSB, it sounds like this. This is what you sound like to me. 

(Beat.) 

And, um, I know it’s raw, but to me it’s beautiful. And, you know, no 

matter what happens, I’m just glad you got to hear this.  

 

ALVIN 

Thank you.  

 

Sounds of a video game. They stand next to each other. Maye 

they’re taking turns. 

 

CATH 

Why don’t you want people to know it’s you?  

 

ALVIN 

I don’t actually want fame. I just want a pile of money to do stuff people 

don’t know I’m doing. 
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CATH 

So, tell no one, you mean.  

 

ALVIN 

Right. 

 

CATH 

(Beat.) 

I think people already know. 

 

ALVIN 

What people? 

 

She shrugs. 

 

ALVIN 

Have you…you didn’t…? 

 

CATH 

I don’t think the ChipMonks know. 

 

ALVIN 

Oh, God. Okay. I mean. I can just say it’s Satan.  

 

CATH 

Yeah, that they’d believe. But. I don’t know. You deserve credit. 

 

ALVIN 

Again, credit is overrated.  

 

CATH 

I’d want the credit even more than money, I think. I want folks to know 

this is my soul in here. But I’m not brave like you. I don’t even get my 

work out there. 

 

ALVIN 

I’m not brave.  

 

CATH 

You kind of are. Even if you’re like…hiding behind a name, you’re still 

letting others know your soul. Brave. 
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ALVIN 

You shared your song with me. Brave.  

 

The video game ends. They hold hands. They’re now in a car. 

 

CATH 

The light of the deli are on. It’s pretty bright. Is this an all-night deli? Is 

there such a thing as an all-night deli? 

 

ALVIN 

No. Satan doesn’t like to close on time. 

 

CATH 

Why do you call your brother Satan? 

 

ALVIN 

Satan Dan, then. But you can just call him Dan.  

 

SATAN DAN appears. An old man sits at a table. There’s some 

food wrappers and racing forms, lottery tickets; in short, old 

man gambles. 

 

OLD MAN 

You really got nothing for me?  

 

SATAN DAN 

We can hit OTB next time. Right now, my luck is terrible.  

 

OLD MAN 

What you mean you got bad luck? At your age? Don’t you own this 

place? 

 

SATAN DAN 

No, a family friend. He says he might sell it to me and Alvin one day. 

We’ll see. What I really want to do is play golf. 

 

OLD MAN 

You like golf? 

 

SATAN DAN 

Never played it. But I like the hats.  
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OLD MAN 

Ha! He likes the hats! Hear that? He likes the hats!  

 

ALVIN 

You still open? 

 

SATAN DAN 

I can’t leave, I got people sitting here. 

 

ALVIN 

It’s after nine. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Yeah? 

 

ALVIN 

We’re supposed to close at five. 

 

SATAN DAN 

We’re trying to figure out who has a better tip.  

 

ALVIN 

You’re heading to OTB? 

 

CATH 

OTB? 

 

SATAN DAN/OLD MAN/ALVIN  

Off Track Betting. 

 

OLD MAN 

He tells me he doesn’t know nothing. So, I’m telling him I know nothing. 

We’ll see who wins. 

 

ALVIN 

Is Nothing the name of a horse? 

 

OLD MAN and SATAN DAN 

Haha! 

 

OLD MAN 

Okay. And how are you, Cath?  
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CATH 

Okay.  

 

OLD MAN 

You tell your dad you’re working here yet?  

 

CATH 

I just started last week, so.  

 

OLD MAN 

I would tell him. He finds out you’re making extra money he might get 

worried. 

 

CATH 

I’m twenty.  

 

OLD MAN 

Not yet you’re not. And I’m just saying if I was making extra money, my 

parents would want to know. 

 

CATH 

It’s fine. 

 

OLD MAN 

Okay. 

 

ALVIN 

How do you know so much about who’s doing what? 

 

OLD MAN 

Where do I go, huh? Where do I go? With your brother’s amazing 

sandwiches and lack of knowledge on horses, where else would I go? 

You three ain’t quiet. None of youse is ever quiet. You talk talk talk 

about everything. I sit here opening to close listening. And watching. I 

see her come in here, talk to you a few times, next thing you know she’s 

putting her name on a paper sack with her number, applying for a job 

I’m meant to believe, and it’s all “don’t I see you on campus?” and 

“when can you start?” I hear it all, see it all. Everyone’s gotta have a 

hobby. So. Did you have a nice date with this square?  

 

CATH 

He’s okay. 
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OLD MAN 

Uh-oh. Only okay! In my day, I was more than okay. I was a real 

cracker at whist.  

(conspiratorially) 

You let her win? 

 

CATH 

I let him win. 

 

OLD MAN 

Ha ha! Okay! New World! Ha ha!  

 

CATH 

I have to use the bathroom.  

 

Cath exits. 

 

OLD MAN 

Hey. I didn’t want to say anything in front of Cath, because I don’t know 

how much you want her to know. So, Security John, the guy that works 

the plaza Oscar’s is in? He says there’s some big city publisher that gets 

his breakfast there every Thursday morning.  

 

SATAN DAN 

You told us this.  

 

OLD MAN 

Yeah, I’m telling you again. Because tomorrow is Thursday. Why don’t 

you pass one of your zines off to him? Wait outside the place in the 

morning and hand it to him? Don’t do anything too risky.  

 

ALVIN 

Sorry, Old Man. I don’t have any magazines, and I don’t know what 

you’re talking about. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Besides, Oscar wouldn’t let us near the place on account of us being 

competition. 

 

Alvin gives him a quick elbow, as if to say “dude, we’re not 

telling anyone.” Then Satan Dan elbows him back, as if to say 

“dude, don’t elbow me.” It goes back and forth. They act like 

they’re not doing it. Old Man watches. They final stop. 
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OLD MAN 

(Beat.) 

Okay, whatever you say. Keep being young, okay? Ha! Take care! 

 

A shift. Old Man addresses us. 

 

OLD MAN 

Like I say, they talk talk talk. I know they’re writing these zines. They’re 

not for me. They lose me at “werewolf.” But, if they’re making them, 

why not try to get them to someone that can help? Eh, they won’t listen 

to me because I’m old. When you get to be old, you’re pushed away. It 

happens in stages. First, you hit middle age, and you find yourself 

sandwiched between a generation that’s showing you the door out and a 

generation that never made room for you at the table. Look at them. The 

world exists for their youth and their problems. My God. Problems. They 

really don’t know, do they. Look at him. He’s hooked. I wish them luck. 

Love is the worst thing in the world because it’s the greatest thing in the 

world. The hardest thing about being old is the dreams. You dream about 

youth, about friends that are gone, about first dates. You want to live in 

those dreams. Then you wake up. And what have you got? Bum tips and 

cheap sandwiches. Let that be my epitaph. Old man. They don’t even 

know my name. It’s Vinny. But not even that matters. When you’re old, 

you don’t have a name. You’re just Old Man or Old Woman. And when 

you die the only thing that happens is folks that loved you are sad. I don’t 

want to be the last. Ah, enough. Look at them. Why the hell is that kid 

wearing that stupid hat?  

 

He puts the same kind of Fedora Alvin has on his head and exits. 

 

ALVIN 

Maybe the Old Man is right. Maybe we can just, I don’t know. Put them 

there in the morning. 

 

SATAN DAN 

They threw them out last time. 

 

ALVIN 

But Satan Dan— 

 

SATAN DAN 

Threw. Them. Out. 
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ALVIN 

Or we can meet him outside after he gets his coffee.  

 

SATAN DAN 

He’d just throw it out. He has to want to pick it up.  

 

ALVIN 

Okay. You think this will hit?  

 

SATAN DAN 

Yeah. Maybe enough we can buy the deli. 

 

ALVIN 

I like the way you dream. What do you think of her?  

 

SATAN DAN 

Who? Oh, her? She’s okay. Casual? 

 

ALVIN 

Yeah. I met her Dad tonight. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Very casual.  

 

ALVIN 

She says she might cheat on me with Noreen.  

 

SATAN DAN 

Hell, I’d cheat on you with Noreen. What’s with the dog collar? 

 

ALVIN 

I kind of like it.  

 

SATAN DAN 

Yeah, I bet she knows you like it. Think about losing the tie.  

 

Cath enters and listens. 

 

ALVIN 

I like the tie. 

 

SATAN DAN 

And the hat. 
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ALVIN 

I like the hat. 

 

SATAN DAN 

You need to loosen up. Be yourself. 

 

ALVIN 

What if this is me?  

 

CATH 

If this is you…I kind of like it. You don’t need work. 

 

SATAN DAN 

You don’t think he needs work? 

 

CATH 

Nah.  

 

She takes the hat and puts it on. 

 

ALVIN 

Hey. 

 

SATAN DAN 

The hat looks better on you.  

 

CATH 

Most hats do. 

 

ALVIN 

Okay. 

 

CATH 

You want it back? 

 

ALVIN 

Well… 

 

CATH 

You can have it when you drop me off. Maybe. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Please keep it. 
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CATH 

You really have to take me home now? 

 

SATAN DAN 

Yeah, we gotta meet “O.” 

 

CATH 

Okay. So, you really do have plans tonight.  

 

ALVIN 

You didn’t believe me?  

 

CATH 

You might have been playing cool. But you can call me after if you want. 

Noreen might come by my window. I mean, you know, like. Whatever.  

 

SATAN DAN 

Very casual.  

 

CATH 

(To us.) 

And they drop me off. I get out of the car. The house is dark. So very 

dark. And to my right, a gas station. The light glows yellow and the 

pumps glow blue. Someone inside is buying a lottery ticket. A couple of 

guys that go to the high school crouch over an adult mag looking around 

to make sure the man behind the counter doesn’t see them. Of course, he 

does. He just doesn’t care. As long as they don’t steal it. As long as they 

get it back in that plastic cover to make it look convincing. That’s what 

it’s all about. Just looking the other way. We don’t ask for much, do we. 

There’s a song I like. A young woman sings, “we owe the world nothing, 

we owe  each other the world.” I’d tell you which young woman but I 

much rather you go out into the world with your ears open and find her.  

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

We are perfectly imperfect. I look at the stars. I catch my reflection. My 

crooked jaw. The zits on her chin. The hair Satan Dan missed when 

shaving that goatee. There’s a song I like. An old man sings “there is a 

crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in.” If you don’t know the 

old man, go out into the world with your ears open and find him.  
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SATAN DAN 

I really want to go. I can almost hear them thinking. I cover my ears with 

my brain. 

 

CATH 

Goodnight, guys.  

 

ALVIN 

Goodnight. 

(To us.) 

She leans through the window. Our faces get close.  

 

CATH 

(To us.) 

I don’t like kissing people in public. And I could just go in. Call Noreen. 

Play it cool. I put the hat on his head.  

 

She does. They look at each other. 

 

SATAN DAN 

You guys are dating! Kiss!  

 

They peck. Satan Dan sighs. 

 

CATH 

Good night.  

 

Satan Dan and Alvin lean together and start singing or 

humming a song such as “Goodnite, Sweetheart, Goodnite,” if 

rights allow. If that doesn’t work, maybe they can just sing “Sha 

Na Na Na,” to the rhythm of “Goodnite, Sweetheart” and just 

have a moment doing that, as long as it is played straight. She 

listens to them. She turns to us. 

 

CATH 

(To us.) 

They didn’t even leave the porch light on for me. The stars follow me in. 

Even with the house lights off, I never stand in darkness.  

 

She exits. Alvin stares off. Satan Dan notices. Chuckles. 

 

SATAN DAN 

When’s the last time you dated? 
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ALVIN 

Joan. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Joan?! You dated her for nine whole days in tenth grade!  

 

ALVIN 

It was longer than that. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Longer enough to correct me? 

 

ALVIN  

Time means nothing when you feel…fine, I’m not correcting you. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Told her you loved her after a week. 

 

ALVIN 

You don’t have to prick out. 

 

SATAN DAN 

I’m not pricking out. I’m saying you’re an ass hat. You like her. Loosen 

up a bit.  

 

ALVIN 

I don’t know, man. I feel like if I loosen up, I’ll mess it up. It won’t work. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Don’t worry about whether it’s going to work. Just be in the moment, 

have fun, don’t intentionally hurt feelings, learn something, and enjoy. 

You think the stars say “hey, I might blink out! Should I worry about 

blinking out?” No. They do their thing. And it’s beautiful. Do your thing. 

Be beautiful.  

 

ALVIN 

What’s the last time you were with a girl?  

 

SATAN DAN 

That…that isn’t what we’re talking about.  

 

ALVIN 

Okay. 
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SATAN DAN 

You nervous?  

 

ALVIN 

About Cath?  

 

SATAN DAN 

About breaking into Oscar’s.  

 

ALVIN 

No, I lie.  

 

SATAN DAN 

Good, I respond, knowing he’s lying. The editor is gonna love it. He’s 

gonna bring it back to Arbitrary Cottages and tell them to stop the press, 

like they do in the movies. 

 

ALVIN 

That’s newspapers.  

 

SATAN DAN 

And we’re gonna get credit for inventing a whole new awesome genre. 

 

ALVIN 

Okay. We don’t know what he looks like.  

 

SATAN DAN 

I hear he drives a Cadillac. 

 

ALVIN 

Plenty of people drive Cadillacs. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Name five. 

 

ALVIN 

Name five? 

 

SATAN DAN 

You said plenty. 

 

ALVIN 

I didn’t say plenty of people I know.  
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SATAN DAN 

See? You can’t name five. 

(Beat.) 

How is this one?  

 

ALVIN 

So good!  

 

SATAN DAN 

Worth getting busted for? You know if we get caught, everyone will 

know your name. You know that, right? Breaking and entering and 

leaving behind werewolf erotica that you wrote. 

 

ALVIN 

I thought you wrote it. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Okay. You got your paper clip?  

 

Alvin holds it up. 

 

SATAN DAN 

On break. BREAK! 

 

ALVIN 

And it’s mission impossible.  

 

The two face us. Music such as the Mission Impossible theme 

plays. 

 

SATAN DAN 

But not quite. Because of copyright. 

 

ALVIN 

There are a couple of cameras in the lot.  

 

SATAN DAN 

I hear they’re bullshit. 

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

And Security John who drives around. I don’t know him. I don’t want to 

know him. It’s not because of him. I feel like the only way I’ll know him 
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ALVIN (CONT’D) 

is if we’re busted. I look around the plaza. There’s an all-night diner. 

There’s a Great American Grocery store. Oscar’s Deli. A few parked 

cars. It’s getting cold.  

 

SATAN DAN 

Why are you still wearing the hat? Everyone will recognize you because 

of the hat! 

 

ALVIN 

You said the cameras were bullshit! 

(a beat. Tossing off the hat) 

Step one: open the door. 

 

SATAN DAN 

(using the paper clip) 

I’m gonna MacGyver this thing.  

 

ALVIN 

Step two: enter the code. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Oscar is a sicko: sixty-nine, sixty-nine. 

 

ALVIN 

Step three: put our Zines on top of the Penny Savers by the gumball 

machines.  

 

SATAN DAN 

They won’t notice coming in. No one looks at the magazines when they 

open a store. They just open and get ready. 

 

ALVIN 

Step four: sit in the car with binoculars. 

 

SATAN DAN 

And above all, make sure Security John doesn’t see us. 

 

Music stops. Lights change. They relax. Alvin puts his hat back 

on. 
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SATAN DAN 

Okay, that was easier than I thought it would be. Give me those 

binoculars. Now, the waiting game. Heh. So, you said this one is good?  

 

ALVIN 

Yes. 

 

SATAN DAN 

What happens? 

 

ALVIN 

The priest sits in a hair shirt, repenting for the sin of lust.  

 

A PRIEST enters, stiff and uncomfortable. 

 

SATAN DAN 

He’s doing the what now?  

 

PRIEST 

IT ITCHES!!! 

 

ALVIN 

He lays down on the bed. 

 

PRIEST 

God, forgive cruel, sick, me. 

 

ALVIN 

And the Female Werewolf enters. 

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF enters. She wears a giant werewolf 

rubber mask—it should look good—and a totally black costume 

otherwise. This can be the same actor that plays Cath. 

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

Grrr. 

 

ALVIN 

And her head has transformed into a giant hairy head of a monstrous dog. 

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF  

Grrr. 
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ALVIN 

And she’s otherwise a sexy woman. 

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

…grrr? 

 

ALVIN 

With a soul that oozes sensuality. 

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

(seductive) 

Grrr… 

 

ALVIN 

And he’s afraid. 

 

PRIEST 

I’m afraid!! 

 

ALVIN 

And she licks his foot. 

 

Long, awkward pause. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Ew! 

 

PRIEST 

Dude! 

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

Why the hell would I do that? 

 

ALVIN 

Because you’re a dog and dogs do that. 

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

That’s a terrible answer! 

 

ALVIN 

I’m trying to go for verisimilitude. 
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SATAN DAN 

That’s not what we agreed on! 

 

ALVIN 

You said you wanted to wrestle with sin and do some tongue-play. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Like…Michelle Pfeiffer in Batman Returns, Alvin! Damnit! Who’s 

going to want this? 

 

ALVIN 

You think the dog should lick his face?  

 

SATAN DAN 

NO! You got the werewolf wrong! Have you seen Howling II: Your 

Sister is a Werewolf? 

 

ALVIN 

NOBODY has seen that movie!  

 

SATAN DAN 

They make it, I don’t know, hot! Women werewolves can be hot! 

 

ALVIN 

I don’t care about hot, Satan Dan! I care about art, AND THIS IS ART! 

 

SATAN DAN 

God! GOD!!!  

 

PRIEST 

I don’t like it.  

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

I…I’m just going to take myself for a walk… 

 

Priest and Female Werewolf nod in agreement and exit. 

 

ALVIN 

What happened to “do your thing, be beautiful?”  

 

SATAN DAN 

I take it back. Don’t be you. For the love of God, NEVER be you! Okay. 

Okay. It’s not like anyone knows we write this stuff, right? 
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ALVIN 

Well… 

 

SATAN DAN 

Right, Cath knows. 

(A realization.) 

OH, GOD! Oh, God! Oh, God! That explains the Dog Collar! Oh, 

GOD!!!!  

 

ALVIN 

Wait. You think she wore the dog collar…because…she likes me? 

 

SATAN DAN 

Damn, you’re dense! 

 

ALVIN 

I just figured she’s goth.  

 

SATAN DAN 

She listen to, I don’t know, Bauhaus or Smiths or Siouxsie and the 

Banshees, or The Cure, or, um…Japan? She smoke clove cigarettes? Is 

her room all dark?  

 

ALVIN 

Her room is bright. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Yep. 

 

ALVIN 

Her room is bright!  

 

SATAN DAN 

There you go! 

 

ALVIN 

So…she really likes me? 

 

SATAN DAN 

I’m gonna kick your ass, dude.  
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ALVIN 

Huh. 

(smiles) 

Okay, that’s. Yeah. Okay. Heh. Werewolf Collar. Heh. 

 

SATAN DAN 

God. That means Noreen knows!  

 

ALVIN 

She did say other people know. Wait, you like Noreen?  

 

SATAN DAN 

Of course, I like Noreen! What do you mean do I like Noreen? Doesn’t 

everybody? She’s got that belly ring. I love bellies, man. 

 

ALVIN 

Ah. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Damn! Now she’s gonna think I have a bestiality foot fetish, you turd!  

 

ALVIN 

Sorry. You do have a foot fetish, though. 

 

SATAN DAN 

What?!  

 

ALVIN 

You were on and on about toe rings last year.  

 

SATAN DAN 

They’re cute!  

 

ALVIN 

Now it’s belly rings. So. Maybe not a fetish, but you like accessories that 

draw the eyes to parts of the body that are usually hidden. But you 

noticed Cath’s collar and necks aren’t hidden.  

 

SATAN DAN 

The collar’s hard to miss. I don’t have a fetish. Asshat. 

(beat) 

Okay. There’s John. 
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ALVIN 

Security John?  

 

SATAN DAN 

Yeah. He’s gonna go by in just a moment. Duck down.  

 

A light passes over them. 

 

ALVIN 

Now what?  

 

SATAN DAN 

I can’t believe you told her. You were all “I don’t want anyone to know.” 

 

ALVIN 

She already knew. She figured it out. What am I gonna do? Lie? 

 

SATAN DAN 

I guess you deserve some of the credit.  

 

ALVIN 

I did write them.  

 

SATAN DAN 

They’re my ideas. You just… 

 

ALVIN 

Sit down, rewrite them entirely, type them up, cut up the pages, arrange 

them, photocopy them using different colored paper for effect, and 

distribute them in the dead of night?  

 

SATAN DAN 

Which is it—do you want credit or don’t you?  

 

ALVIN 

I want to be public and entirely private at the same time. I want to preach, 

but I also need…to write this. Can’t I do both? 

 

SATAN DAN 

You really want to preach?  
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ALVIN 

Yeah, I think I do. I think I’m being called. Maybe I’m wrong. Maybe I 

just like God. Maybe I like God and I don’t mind sin. 

 

SATAN DAN 

If you’re gonna preach, I’m not sure if you can be cool with sin. God. I 

don’t care if someone knows I’m writing what we usually write, but 

THIS turn of events? I trusted you to like do this and do it right. Damn. 

You need oversight. Damn. Okay, we got no choice. 

 

ALVIN 

No choice but to what? 

 

SATAN DAN 

We steal them back. 

 

ALVIN 

Security John is out there! 

 

SATAN DAN 

WE STEAL THEM BACK! And then I’LL write it. Damn. 

 

ALVIN 

(To us.) 

I’m torn. On one hand, I don’t want to go back. I want the editor from 

Arbitrary Cottages to read it. I want him to love it. I want him to track us 

down. To find us in the deli. To produce a contract. To let me keep the 

name St. John. On the other?  

 

SATAN DAN 

(To us.) 

I really want those issues back. 

(To Alvin.) 

Break!  

 

Music such as the Mission Impossible theme, but not quite, 

starts to play. They move around in tableau poses as if trying to 

be spies. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

(Off-stage) 

The hell do you think you’re doing?  
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SECURITY JOHN enters. Music stops. 

 

ALVIN 

Busted! 

 

SATAN DAN 

Hey, Security John. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

You know me? 

 

SATAN DAN 

We never met, but you’re a friend of a friend. Old Guy. What’s his name, 

um… 

 

Security John looks at Dan. Looks at Alvin. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Bowser?  

 

ALVIN 

(To Satan Dan) 

Cath’s Dad is Security John?! 

 

Chrissie enters. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Dad? Hat guy? 

 

ALVIN 

(Weakly) 

My nightmare. 

 

CHRISSIE 

YOU’RE BREAKING INTO THE DELI! 

 

SATAN DAN 

It’s not what you think! 

 

CHRISSIE 

You want to steal those Zines! 
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SATAN DAN 

It is what you think! 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Why??? Can’t you wait until tomorrow when they open?  

 

CHRISSIE 

Do you arrest them or shoot them? 

 

ALVIN and SATAN DAN 

NO! 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Couldn’t you wait until morning to pick one up? 

 

ALVIN 

It’s not that. Oh, God. It’s so much worse than you think. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Did you guys kill someone?  

 

ALVIN and SATAN DAN 

NO! 

 

ALVIN 

It’s so much worse than that. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Did you guys write the werewolf porn? 

 

ALVIN 

NO! 

 

SATAN DAN 

(Beat.) 

Yes. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

You know about porn? 

 

CHRISSIE 

Cath has a whole stack of this stuff in her room. Noreen calls it porn. 
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SECURITY JOHN 

Go wait by the car. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Why? 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Because. 

 

CHRISSIE 

You know that’s not a good reason. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

I don’t have a reason. Just do it.  

 

She moves aside. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

You write the priest and werewolf porn. 

 

ALVIN 

Would you call it porn? 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Wouldn’t you?  

 

ALVIN 

It’s not…it’s supposed to be mysticism. Something like Rumi would 

write. 

 

Alvin sinks to his knees, clearly embarrassed, destroyed, done.  

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Who?  

 

ALVIN 

He was a thirteenth century mystic. You know? He became one with God 

and the universe through his sensuality.  

(Reciting) 

If anyone asks you 

how the perfect satisfaction 

of all our sexual wanting 
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ALVIN (CONT’D) 

(Reciting) 

will look, lift your face 

and say, 

Like this.  

 

When someone mentions the gracefulness 

of the nightsky, climb up on the roof 

and dance and say, 

Like this.  

 

If anyone wants to know what “spirit” is, 

or what “God’s fragrance” means, 

lean your head toward him or her. 

Keep your face there close.  

Like this.  

 

When someone quotes the old poetic image 

about clouds gradually uncovering the moon, 

slowly loosen knot by knot the strings 

of your robe.  

Like this.  

 

If anyone wonders how Jesus raised the dead, 

don’t try to explain the miracle. 

Kiss me on the lips. 

Like this.  

 

SECURITY JOHN 

(interrupting) 

Got it.  

  

ALVIN 

I want to write like Rumi, to experience being in a way that moves 

beyond intension, a givenness that situates us not as a mere construct, 

but as unknown subjects brought together by grace.  

 

Security John gives Satan Dan a puzzled look. 

 

SATAN DAN 

“Luminous beings are we, not this crude matter.” (note: he’s quoting 

Yoda.) 
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SECURITY JOHN 

You want to be like…a…priest?  

 

ALVIN 

Not a Catholic. I know they can’t date. But it’s something I think I’m 

called to do. It’s very confusing to me, but it’s…I’m being called to 

something. To find a light inside here, and to join that light with the light 

I know lives in others. To be in oneness. I think that’s what I’m trying to 

do.  

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Is this why you’re studying religion at DCC?  

 

ALVIN 

That and VCR maintenance. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

(perks up) 

VCR maintenance? 

 

ALVIN 

Yeah.  

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Huh. Okay, here’s the deal. Will you stand up? Here’s the deal. 

(To us). 

And here’s what I don’t say. The zines you’re writing. They’re really 

good. Don’t look at me like that I’m a single dad with two jobs. What do 

you think I do here most nights? I pick up the condom wrappers, the 

coffee cups, the detritus of lives spent in the wastelands of suburbia. I 

once saved a bat that was living under like the flap of a shopping cart. 

Like where a child sits. It must have figured it to be a shutter of a window 

or a tree limb. Something. And then I read. I read whatever is left lying 

on the ground. I’ve pulled issues of St. John out of the dumpster to have 

something and…I’m hooked.  

 

CHRISSIE 

Are they arrested yet? 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

(Holds up a finger to Chrissie.) 

The deal is this never happened. You never tried to break in. I didn’t see 

it. And in exchange… 
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ALVIN 

(To us.) 

And I know what’s coming. He’s going to tell me to stop seeing Cath. 

He can’t have her see a guy that writes this stuff. He knows who I am. 

I’ve never been more naked.  

 

SECURITY JOHN 

In exchange, take Chrissie home. Get out of this parking lot, take 

Chrissie home. 

 

ALVIN 

That’s it?  

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Yes, that’s it. Take her home. And maybe…could you look at the VCR? 

(To us.) 

I lied to Chrissie. There is no “take your daughter to work day” when 

you work security. There’s “my mother’s pills knock her out and I didn’t 

trust Hat-Boy would have Caty home in time so you have to come with 

me” day. But, Caty’s home. They can drop her off. Maybe have a laugh 

about what happened here. I can’t believe he writes this stuff. I feel kind 

of in awe and kind of sick. Because it’s actually beautiful. I hate how 

much I love it. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Thank you. We promise we won’t try to break back in.  

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Back in? 

 

ALVIN 

IN. We won’t try to break in. Again. 

 

SECURITY JOHN 

Right. 

 

ALVIN 

Sir? Thank you.  

 

He nods at them. He looks at us one more time. 
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SECURITY JOHN 

(To us.) 

There’s a guy that comes in on Thursdays from Arbitrary Cottages. I’ll 

make sure he gets one. I’ve given him one before. Maybe, I don’t know. 

Maybe it’ll help, maybe it won’t. We’ll see. 

  

He exits. 

 

ALVIN 

(Crestfallen.) 

We write porn.  

 

SATAN DAN 

(Correcting.) 

We write erotic art. 

 

ALVIN 

You know the difference between porn and erotica?  

 

CHRISSIE 

Lighting.  

 

They both look at her. 

 

ALVIN 

How were you going to end it?  

 

SATAN DAN 

The story? Oh, they were going to meet under the moonlight. 

 

Priest and Female Werewolf enter. 

 

SATAN DAN 

They were going to be close. She was going to transform him with her 

passion.  

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

Grrr. 

 

PRIEST 

Grrr.  
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SATAN DAN 

And they run off into the woods, never to be seen again, but always 

loving, always with each other, always. Transformed. That’s how I 

would end it.  

 

ALVIN 

That…is the ending to Wolf, your moron! With Jack Nicholson?! 

 

SATAN DAN 

So? 

 

ALVIN 

It’s infringement! 

 

SATAN DAN 

It’s homage! Like Tarantino does! 

 

ALVIN 

Why don’t you just have them say:  

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

I love you. 

 

PRIEST 

I know. 

 

ALVIN 

Or:  

 

FEMALE WEREWOLF 

(grabbing Alvin’s hat.) 

Here’s looking at you, kid.  

 

SATAN DAN 

There are only seven plots in the world, you know.  

 

ALVIN 

And one of them is Wolf? 

 

SATAN DAN 

And one of them is Wolf.  
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Female Werewolf puts the hat back on Alvin’s head. Female 

Werewolf and Priest exit. 

 

ALVIN 

We’re never going to own the deli are we.  

 

SATAN DAN 

No. Probably not. 

 

ALVIN 

And this is not gonna hit big, is it? 

 

SATAN DAN 

For your sake, I hope not. Hey, but if nothing else we have Cath. And 

Noreen.  

 

CHRISSIE 

Can I tell you something? I think I’m part werewolf.  

 

ALVIN 

Yeah?  

 

CHRISSIE 

When there’s a full moon I can’t sleep. I wake up. I see the moon. It’s 

giant. It could smash us. It scares me but I like it. It gets me excited to 

be alive. So, I’m a werewolf. Except I don’t go around killing people. 

So, I might just be part werewolf.  

 

SATAN DAN 

She makes a compelling case.  

 

CHRISSIE 

Will you look at the VCR when we get in?  

 

ALVIN 

Yeah, your Dad already asked me to. I don’t think I ever responded. But, 

yeah. 

 

CHRISSIE 

Cool. I love the moon. I love looking at it. 
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CHRISSIE (CONT’D) 

(To us.) 

And I fall asleep right there. Looking at the moon. It was the most 

exciting “take your daughter to work” day ever. And it shaped what I 

wanted to study.  

 

Chrissie falls asleep. 

 

ALVIN 

Did…did she just fall asleep?  

 

SATAN DAN 

Late night for her.  

 

ALVIN 

Yeah. 

(Beat.) 

I kind of like Cath, Dan. Dog collar and all.  

 

SATAN DAN 

You would, you little creep. 

(Warmly puts his hand on his brother’s shoulder.) 

You would. Give her a call. I don’t want to freak her out by us just 

showing up.  

 

ALVIN 

I thought you liked freaking people out. You did when we were kids. 

 

SATAN DAN 

Yeah, but that was back when I was Satan Dan. I’m just Dan now, Alvin. 

Have been for years. 

 

ALVIN 

Huh. 

(To us.) 

And I think about the things he said about being beautiful. About not 

wanting me to be embarrassed by this last issue. And the way he treats 

Cath at the store. He has become Just Dan. Satan Dan no more. I pull a 

quarter from my penny loafer. It’s dull. It doesn’t shine. The year on it. 

1976. The year I was born. I’m back where I started the evening. Calling 

on Cath and saying something, I don’t know. Something about liking 

her? Something about the heart, something about…man, how do you 

rehearse this? Plan it all out in your head to make the conversation less 
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ALVIN (CONT’D) 

awkward? Maybe that’s it. Maybe it’s supposed to be awkward and I’m 

planning too much. She showed me her window. I’ll call her. I’ll tell her 

what we’re up to. Is she up to company? Wait by the window. We’ll be 

there. 

 

Alvin exits. 

 

JUST DAN 

Hurry up. 

(Beat. To us.) 

I look at the kid sleeping in the back. This is not the night I signed on 

for. But it’s not one I’ll forget. I look at the cameras which I know are 

bullshit. I look at the night sky. The air gets colder. I wish it would snow. 

When you drive in the snow along the highway, the way the snow comes 

whooshing towards you it feels like you’re in Star Wars flying the 

Millennium Falcon at lightspeed. It all comes so fast and gentle, like a 

future. A future that opens its hands to you and says, “welcome home.” 

(opens his hand.) 

Like this.  

 

Alvin re-enters. 

 

ALVIN 

She’ll wait by the door.  

 

JUST DAN 

You didn’t really think we’d need to go in through her window, did you? 

Is, uh…? 

 

ALVIN 

Noreen’s there, too. 

 

JUST DAN 

Yes! 

 

ALVIN 

You carry the kid, I’m on the VCR.  

 

JUST DAN 

Sounds good. 
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Just Dan drives. He sings “Good Nite, Sweetheart, Good Nite,” 

if rights allow. Or they will need to hum something similar. 

Alvin joins him. Chrissie sleeps. Cath enters, singing along, and 

puts her hand on ALVIN’s shoulder. Her Grandma and Her 

Dad enter, also singing. lights fade. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 
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The Count 
 

by Martha Patterson 

 

 

 

 

 

“The Count,” as we called him, was an old man—he must have 

been in his 80s—who came into the café, where I was a waitress, every 

day. He was rather mysterious, had a Slavic accent, and we thought he 

must be descended from Russian nobility. We imagined he’d had a wild 

life when he was young because he was kind of eccentric. He always 

wore a black top coat and used to laugh to himself, alone, as he drank 

cappuccinos. 

I think all of us who worked there felt a little protective of him. 

He laughed so much to himself at the café that it sometimes irritated 

other customers. One day a very annoyed woman who had bought coffee 

asked me if she was expected to share a table with “that strange man.” 

“It’s a café,” I said defensively. “If it’s crowded here, yes, you 

have to share.” 

My boyfriend, who worked as a waiter in the restaurant upstairs 

from the café, would come down for coffee during free moments and sit 

opposite The Count, laughing in synchronicity with the old man as he sat 

at the next table. My boyfriend had a soft spot for the weird and strange 

people of this world. 

The Count apparently had a crush on Candy, the wife of the 

restaurant owner—she managed the café—because he asked for her 

every day when she came in to work. Sometimes when she happened to 

be there, she’d sit with him, with a cup of espresso, and talk to him. He 

did speak English, not well, but well enough to converse with Candy. 

I often wondered what, exactly, they had to talk about. Candy 

was in her 30s, an attractive brunette with a full figure, and she’d married 

the Armenian owner of the restaurant upstairs, probably thinking such 

an act would lead to a comfortable life. I suppose it did—after all, they 

had a home together in Marin, north of San Francisco, and, although she 

hadn’t had kids yet, she seemed happy. 
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The Count loved her. She probably seemed charming and 

glamorous to him, running the café. 

But one day the police arrived—two of them—and asked about 

an elderly Russian man they’d discovered who hung out at the place. It 

appeared he’d shoplifted merchandise from a sneaker store—sneakers! 

We, those of us who worked at the café, couldn’t imagine The Count 

even wearing sneakers—he’d always worn polished brown leather 

oxfords. But the police were investigating and wondered if he’d ever 

stolen from us. 

Candy was there, in the café that afternoon. 

“Never!” she said, “He’d never steal. And to think he’d want to 

steal sneakers!” She scoffed and asked the police, who were actually 

quite polite and nice, if they wanted coffee. They declined, since they 

were working and not supposed to be taking it easy. 

Just then, The Count came into the café for his daily 

cappuccino. He smiled at Candy and gave her his order. She quickly 

fixed his drink while the two police officers, who were still hanging 

around, hemmed and hawed. And I looked down at The Count’s feet and, 

believe it or not, he was wearing sneakers! Black ones with red laces—

they looked fashionable and trendy with his Russian top coat—and I was 

suddenly struck by the thought that maybe he had stolen them! 

I don’t know if Candy noticed The Count’s sneakers, but the 

two policemen definitely did. 

“Where did you get those shoes?” said one of them to The 

Count, peering at the old man’s feet. 

“My shoes?” The Count acted perplexed. “My nephew gave 

them to me for Christmas.” 

“Who is your nephew?” asked the other police officer. 

“His name is Boris. He’s young—in his 40s. He works at a shoe 

store.” 

Candy handed The Count his cappuccino and took his money—

only a few dollars—graciously. She was puzzled by this exchange 

between the police and The Count. 

Just then my boyfriend came down the stairs from the restaurant 

above us. He was on his fifteen-minute break and wanted coffee. The 

Count had seated himself at one of the little, mosaic-tiled tables, and my 

boyfriend sat near him, smiling, as he always got a “charge” out of The 

Count’s laughing to himself. 
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Candy asked the policemen to leave, since they were making 

the other café guests nervous, and the police did make their way out the 

exit. My boyfriend unexpectedly looked at The Count’s feet, not 

knowing what had just happened, and said to him, “Fancy shoes! Wow! 

Where did you get those?” 

The Count peered at my boyfriend through his silver-rimmed 

spectacles and said, “My nephew gave me these sneakers for Christmas.” 

“People re-sell shoes like those for $300,” answered my 

boyfriend. “I’ve heard that famous athletes wear them.” 

“What’s an athlete?” asked The Count. His English wasn’t 

terrible, but he didn’t know some common American words. 

“A sports star. Someone who’s good at basketball,” answered 

my boyfriend, drinking his coffee. He turned to Candy. “But why were 

the police just here?” 

“It was nothing,” she said, approaching him with a refill of his 

coffee. “Big deal about bullshit.” 

The Count smiled at Candy and laughed to himself. My 

boyfriend, watching him, laughed too. 

“It’s nice,” said The Count softly, “when you get something for 

free.” 

“Well, the sneakers were a gift,” said my boyfriend to him. “Of 

course they were free.” 

“That’s not what I meant,” answered The Count, looking 

mischievous. “I stole them.” 

Candy’s jaw dropped. 

“In some countries, one might get his hand chopped off for 

that,” said The Count. “But in America people understand.” He laughed 

to himself, long and hard, so much so that I thought he was going to 

topple off of his metal chair. 

To my surprise, my boyfriend laughed, too. But he changed the 

subject. 

“All in a day’s work. Hey, Linda,” he said to me, “wanna go 

out for a movie tonight? It won’t be free, but I made good tips this 

afternoon and we can have dinner out first.” 

“Sure,” I said, wiping up the coffee The Count had spilled on 

the floor from laughing so much. 

Candy, probably feeling nervous at what the old man had 

admitted doing, was counting up the money in the till. She always had a 
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“thing” about the Presidents on the dollar bills facing the same way in 

the cash register. I wondered if she still liked The Count—what she 

thought of him now. But she suddenly turned around and grinned at The 

Count, resolute, and spoke to all of us. 

“It’s a free country, right? A ‘free’ country. And now I’m going 

upstairs to ask my husband what he wants for supper tonight.” 

The Count looked a little disappointed that she’d just spoken of 

her husband. He didn’t want any competition. I suppose Candy was only 

putting The Count in his place, after what he’d confessed about 

stealing—but she let him get away with his crime. 

And my boyfriend sat there laughing in response to the old man, 

and I went back behind the counter and re-checked the till to make sure 

all the Presidents on the bills were lined up straight, just the way Candy 

always wanted them to be. 
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Willowside 
 

by Robert Alexander Wray 

 

 

 

 

 

Rows of birch trees line your journey to the Hamden Rose 

estate. Your driver smoothly and almost disarmingly drives up the road 

to the legendary property. You wonder at the angel statue in front, 

noticing its overarching size and graceful beauty. Once out of the car, 

you wander towards the angelic figure, not heeding an internal warning 

to avoid touching it. As you feel the torso, it seems to alter color. The 

bruise-like blue that greeted you appears to gradually meld into a 

scorched green, especially along the face. You stand back and stare at its 

posture: one wing dips, the other lifts. One arm reaches for an embrace, 

the other arm, with its hand of missing fingers, is a gesture of threat. You 

turn towards the house museum, which looks not only haunted but 

shocked. Entering the celebrated writer’s home in an almost careless 

way, you remark to yourself that you’ll depart the place more 

respectfully later on…It turns out there is no later on.  

 

* * * 

 

“I’m here for the Hamden Rose lecture.”  

The woman in the front booth, this scary doll-like creature with 

large doll eyes that seem made of glass, looks at me and says, in a 

somewhat hostile tone, “The lecture?”  

“Yes. Where do I go?”  

She points me in a general direction, and with a breath of 

ecstatic relief, I realize I’ve been given license to explore and ‘get lost’ 

before having to make it to the room where the lecture’s taking place.  

I start walking blindly, and indeed like a lost soul, as I wander 

to the desired area. After opening a few false doors into banal closets, I 

return to the woman at the booth with the pair of eyes too big for her 
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face. Her pageboy doll hair, helmet-like, hangs lifelessly straight and 

down, as if defying the world to move even one black strand.  

“Excuse me, do you mind if I ask you about that strange angel 

statue out front? It’s eerie.”  

While clamping all lids possible shut on little souvenir coffins, 

she replies, “Strange angel?”  

“Yes, the angel. Its presence radiates anger. The statue seems 

to say: Don’t talk to me or my angry faceless daughter ever again!”  

“Oh,” she states, “you mean Alice.” 

“Alice is the angel’s name?”  

She nods. “Alice has many weird myths and stories surrounding 

her that can give one chills.”  

“Such as?”  

“I’d rather not go into it. Most of the stories end with someone 

being…I don’t want to say the word.”  

“Can you just, maybe, spell it out?”  

“The word begins with the letter p, and ends with d.”  

“…Possessed?”  

“You’re sharp! You didn’t touch her, did you?”  

“I did.”  

“Why’d you do that?”  

“Well there aren’t any signs warning me not to. I just had a 

strong desire to make contact with it.”  

“Oh. Yeah, that’s bad.”  

She looks down and suddenly seems transfixed by the floor.  

“So, have I sinned on this? Was touching it a bigger decision 

than I thought? Hello?”  

An odd groan of laughter comes from her, then silence, then 

finally: “Sorry, was just noticing how dirty the rug is. It’s got to be taken 

outside and thrashed and beaten.”  

“Can you answer me? Am I cursed?”  

She looks at an antique wall clock. “You have some time before 

the lecture starts. I take it you want to look around, tour the rooms, the 

garden, the cemetery and so forth?”  

“I’d like to. Especially since I flew hundreds of miles to be here. 

Hamden Rose is in my personal bag of writer heroes, but now I’m very 

bothered. Do you have any advice?”  
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“Whatever you do, don’t ever find yourself alone and/or 

isolated. It’s usually at those times, when no other people are about and 

you’re most vulnerable, that she’ll try to invade your body and steal your 

soul in retaliation for touching her. Other than that, have fun!”  

I repeat her guidance to myself as I resume my exploration of 

the house and grounds: “Don’t ever find yourself alone.”  

The lights flicker.  

 

* * * 

 

As Elisa peered into the first room to see if anyone else was 

inside, she couldn’t help feeling, despite her flustered state, so happy to 

be there, to be touching history like this.  

The faint strains of what she believed was Chopin (one of his 

nocturnes possibly) drifted through the historic space as she observed, 

much to her relief, a variety of people present.  

An elderly attendant with gray wiry hair stood in a corner, 

seemingly lost in thought. Three women wandered through, remarking 

on the paintings that lined the red walls. A young lady and gent made 

reverential comments about manuscripts encased behind glass, 

murmuring “oohs” and “ahs.”  

Elisa crossed the threshold and strolled around the crimson 

room. But only after a vase of lilacs was placed on a table, and the young 

lady and gent were seated on a pink divan, while the attendant tried to 

explain a fact to the three women who wore variations of brown ribboned 

dresses which made them look like UPS packages put through a 

shredder, did Elisa notice the scent of rotting meat. The personages in 

the paintings looked down at her from above as if to exclaim: “Get out! 

Get out of here!” 

“Pardon me, sir,” she began, interrupting the attendant, “but can 

you tell me what that odor is?”  

Her stance of worriment over such a thing surprised him, and 

his surprise surprised her. His eyes bugged out, and his broad reddened 

face, which matched the red tint of the walls, twitched.  

“What odor?” he shot back.  

“Oh, never mind,” she said, thinking better of it. “Maybe 

though you could tell me where the Chopin music’s coming from? I don’t 

see any speakers anywhere. It’s almost otherworldly sounding.”  
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He looked at her questioningly. “You mean the Schumann?”  

After a silent panicky moment of blankness, she took note of 

his wrinkled skin, which seemed to be coated with an almost invisible 

layer of dirt, indicating a state of poverty perhaps.  

“Do you know where you’re going, madam? Are you lost?”  

Nonplussed, she apologized to the attendant and the women. 

“I’m sorry for intruding. Can you show me where the bathroom is?”  

“This way,” he said, leading her to a door which opened out 

onto a grand hall with eye-entrancing décor.  

Elisa smiled with delight. “Oh my, the utter epic-ness of the 

place. I imagine it must be so much fun to work here.”  

“I don’t technically work here. I volunteer.” 

“You volunteer?” 

“Yes. Everyone at this estate is a volunteer or works for very 

little. They only have their love of Hamden Rose.” 

“Oh, I love him too,” she beamed. “Such a towering figure, he 

gave so much to the world through his stories. He wrote about broken 

souls and darkness, but he had light as well. He’d leave you feeling 

lifted.”  

The attendant laughed. “Actually, I’m not crazy about him. I 

just do this to kill time.”  

He went into how he read only one of Hamden Rose’s short 

stories, a tale which she recognized as his classic Of Ghosts and Faded 

Flowers, a tragic piece that he said was just way too melodramatic.  

“It’s all just so melodramatic. By the end, you should feel for 

the writer who commits suicide. But, you just want him to…get it over 

with. Shoot already! And after that, you want to shoot yourself. But I 

found money in the book jacket, so, that was nice.”  

Elisa nodded politely. “So, which way is the bathroom?” 

He pointed her towards the end of the hallway. 

With that she walked out, not hearing the vase of lilacs 

suddenly smash itself against a wall, breaking into shards. 

 

* * * 

 

Needing to go to the restroom badly, you head down the hall at 

a fast pace, mainlining the splendor of the dark scarlet walls accented 

with gold tassels and trim. Constant smiling on your part, a feeling of 
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‘how neat, my gosh’ emanating through your face. You’re amazed at it 

all, but you realize how sickeningly ‘in awe’ you are as well.  

Music still coats the air, spices it. Whether it’s piped in or real 

though, it now sounds ominous. And the period three-piece suits and 

dresses tapestried on the hallway walls, hanging seemingly mid-air, are 

kind of frightening. They’re like ghosts hung up as a type of paranormal 

punishment. Reminding yourself not to be alone, you slow down as you 

pass by a series of people—boys laughing, a couple in a sad state (“I 

don’t want you to think I’m one of those girls you have to spend tons of 

money on”), grouchy old ladies (“Edna, why do you always smell like 

Fig Newtons?”)  

Just as you’re about to reach your destination, you hear a 

strange knocking coming from the room across. It’s followed by the 

voice of a young girl: “Help me! Somebody help me! I’m stuck in here!” 

You get the vibe of a horror film. A seemingly innocent little girl asking 

for help who is, alas, not innocent and not even a girl. The knocking 

continues, as do the cries for rescue: “Please, someone, open the door! 

The handle fell off and I’m locked inside! Please!”  

You can’t help noticing as you look left and right that the hall’s 

now nearly devoid of people. In an instant of mixed emotions, you go to 

the wooden door and open it. And standing there, with a doorknob in her 

hand, is a very young and darling child with blond hair and large almond 

eyes. Her small face is a blend of both fear and relief. Such sweetness 

and such lostness at the same time. She gives you the doorknob and 

dashes away.  

Gazing into the room, you see a huge painting of a figure who’s 

reminiscent of the young girl you just saw, but grown up. On its frame 

are the words: “The Unknown Mother.” All at once, you feel the 

presence of someone on the other side of the open door. You close it, and 

sure enough, staring right at you is the woman from the booth with the 

big glassy eyes which make eyeglasses seem superfluous. You stare 

back, speechless for what feels like minutes. After you look away to see 

her nametag, she says, “Ah, you couldn’t hold the stare, could you. You 

just couldn’t hold it.” 

“No, Celia, guess not.”  

She grabs the doorknob out of your hand and walks past. As 

you continue on to the bathroom, Celia stops, and in an attempt at humor, 

calls out, “Where you going? Don’t you know that’s my bathroom?”  
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* * * 

 

I sit in the stall, trying to speed my bladder along as I realize 

I’m in this lavatory “alone and/or isolated,” as Celia phrased it. Clearly 

though, this shouldn’t count. But suddenly, the lights in the bathroom go 

out. Darkness falls everywhere. I wave my hands, trying to trigger the 

motion sensor. No dice. Having no devices on me that illuminate, I finish 

up my business the best I can in the dark, and stand.  

And then I hear the creaking of footsteps. I feel my heart stop 

as they slowly get closer. Then I see a pair of women’s shoes, glowing 

and from a decidedly different era, protruding under my stall door. A 

voice which I recognize as that of the young girl I just saw, whispers 

menacingly:  

“Were you calling me?” Shocked and startled, my head races 

with questions—Who are you? What do you want?—which I don’t dare 

ask.  

She repeats herself: “Were you calling me?” I hear the latch 

turn, and the door screech open, then instantaneously all the lights click 

on as someone enters the restroom. No one, I see no one before me. I 

unfreeze and promptly leave, mouthing a silent thanks to the older lady 

who unknowingly came to my aid. I am getting, to put it bluntly, the fuck 

out of here.  

 

* * * 

 

It immediately occurred to Elisa as she hurried down the empty 

hallway that everyone by now was probably at the lecture. After yanking 

open several doors to pointless territory, she mumbled to herself, “Shit.” 

Lost, and having no idea which way to go, she entered a random room, 

hoping that it’d lead to an exit.  

She rushed by a tilting bookshelf with gravity-defying books 

situated therein, outspread editions of Hamden Rose’s novels braced 

back by string, like pinned butterflies; then, more books artfully stacked 

and arranged, most of the volumes charismatically laid out in tones of 

rubbed-raw brown.  

Oh my God, she thought, I’d hug all these books if I wasn’t 

running for my life.  
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* * * 

  

One wing dips, the other lifts. One arm reaches for an embrace, 

the other arm, with its hand of missing fingers, is a gesture of threat.  

 

* * * 

 

Looking at the precious books at every turn, symbols to me of 

both divine and human love, my breath gets taken away as I hear the 

familiar notes of the haunting music that’s been as prevalent as birdsong, 

as passing clouds. I see a piano in the far corner of the room, and playing 

it is Celia, the woman with the incredibly scary pair of eyes and a scarier 

face to go with it. I wonder if she’ll help and show me the way out. She 

pauses, turns, and examines my presence. “You aren’t going to leave us 

now, are you?”  

I go rigid in silence, unable to use speech.  

“Sick of all the rich tourists that parade through here, flaunting 

their wealth? In my time it was considered bad taste. There’s a sinister, 

terror-filled side to the wealthy that people don’t get. It’s not all dining 

at country clubs and eating caviar with women named Pepper.”  

“Yes,” I agreed, finally able to form words. “There’s a 

terrifying level to it. But that’s not why I’m leaving. You were right 

about the angel. It’s…it’s evil.”  

“Would you like me to tell you a story concerning the angel? I 

bet you’d appreciate it. It’s okay, we’re safe.”  

 

* * * 

 

“Do you see that faded brown book with the ribbed spine?” 

Celia asked. 

“Willowside?” 

“Yes, that’s the title. Pick a passage from it and read. Any 

passage.” 

For Elisa, Willowside, the story of a doomed romance between 

a casket maker and a girl from a well-off family, was dear to her heart. 

It was her first exposure to Hamden Rose and gave her a lifelong thirst 

for his work. 
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After thumbing through a few pages, she picked out a passage 

and read: “‘Boats pulled in and out of the harbor while Marlena sunned 

herself on the dock. The hollow clinking of lines, of water caressing the 

sides of the boats, of tiny flags fluttering in the sea salt wind, sent her 

messages of sleep.’”  

“Guess whose memory that is,” Celia said. “Guess the source.” 

“Um, Hamden Rose?” 

“Read the dedication,” she grimaced. 

Elisa flipped through the beginning of the book. “There isn’t 

any.” 

“Nope, there isn’t. Hamden was supposed to write a dedication 

to his wife Adelaide, but he changed his mind. What you read is based 

on her life. She was a gifted artist, a blazing rocket from hell, but she 

loved Hamden deeply and devoted everything to helping him create. 

Why he cut her out and denied her credit is a mystery. It broke her heart. 

So, she cursed everything he loved. Including the statue, Alice, named 

after their firstborn and frustrated child.”  

As she talked, Elisa could imagine Celia’s lips in a wild howl. 

She sensed a history of tears, the wail of a sad scream behind her words.  

“May I ask the specific nature of the curse?” Elisa inquired.  

“Oh, you know, just the usual basic curse of wishing someone 

to never feel fully here and gradually slip away into nothingness and 

disappear off the face of the earth.”  

 

* * * 

 

I wonder how she knows all this. And then I make a troubling 

connection. “Your name, Celia…That’s an anagram of Alice.”  

“Well,” she said with a grin, “aren’t we clever.”  

Focusing on her hands, I see that she’s missing two fingers. I 

bolt towards the door, but she materializes right in front of me, blocking 

my way.  

“Fancy meeting you here…in my childhood home.” 

 

* * * 

  

You feel one of your shoulders scrunch up towards your head. 

One arm reaches for an embrace. The other arm, with its hand closed into 
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a tight fist, is a gesture of warning. Your hair rises and spreads itself out, 

shaped as if you were lying on a pillow. An unnatural voice, sounding 

hellish and damned, parts from your lips:  

“Strange angel? You mean me. Many myths, stories surround 

me that’ll give you chills. You brought back all the old stuff in my brain, 

Elisa. I’m multitalented. I know music, the arts. I only deal with dark 

subject matter. Dark. Dark. Extreme. Severe. That for me is real. You 

will split apart from yourself. You will never be whole or resurrected. 

You’ve blown something big. You will feel tears of sorrow in every 

utterance. You will feel weak. I’m destroying you. Let yourself destruct. 

Before, you lived in the void of empty admiration. Now, you are the void 

itself.” 

Elisa levitates, her eyes enlarge in horror as her mouth forms a 

silent scream  
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FADE IN: 

EXT. ON THE BEACH - MORNING - PRESENT 

Black rock stands against crystal blue skies. 

Seagulls caw in the distance, cutting through the 

gentle sound of the tides washing in. 

WOOJIN stands silhouetted on the rocks, his 

figure only a dark speck against the blue sky. 

Wind blows open his long coat, the fabric 

flapping in the breeze. 

He strokes a thumb over his engagement ring as he 

stares out at the open ocean. 

A wave splashes against the base of the rocks, 

tossing white foam into the air. 

BEGIN FLASHBACK: 

INT. THE GLASS HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - MORNING - 

ONE YEAR AGO 

It is an open kitchen, the island made of white 

marble. A toaster sits on the countertop, against 

a red and silver Breville coffee machine. There 

is toast in the toaster, the timer ticking away. 

In the adjoining living room, the windows are 

made of glass, the curtains stained a delicate 
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cream by the morning sun's rays. The couch is a 

dark turquoise, velvet. It sits in front of the 

floor to ceiling windows, facing the sun. 

The glass casts funny shadows on the wood floor 

and onto Woojin's face. He looks as if he is 

underwater as he turns the pages of the 

newspaper. 

MING YUE is standing by the big glass windows, 

holding a mug in his hands. 

                    MING YUE 

          The sea is calm today. 

Woojin flips another page, raising his head. He 

smiles when he sees Ming Yue. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Yes, it is. 

He sets aside his newspaper, getting to his 

feet. 

                    WOOJIN (CONT'D) 

          What're you thinking about? 

Woojin loops his arms around Ming Yue's waist, 

resting his chin on his shoulder. 

Ming Yue does not speak for a long moment. He 

stares at the waves sweeping in upon the shore. 

                    MING YUE 

          I want to go out there. 

Woojin sighs heavily. 

                    WOOJIN 

There are rip currents, Xiao 

Yue. And sharks. 

Ming Yue laughs, fingers tightening on his mug. 
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                    MING YUE 

Whatever you say, Woojin. 

Whatever you say.  

He kisses Woojin on the cheek. The toaster dings 

and he brushes past him. 

Woojin follows after him, wrapping his arms 

around his waist when Ming Yue pulls the toast 

out. 

                    WOOJIN 

I just wish you wouldn't go so 

far.  

                    MING YUE 

          It's quieter out there. I can hear 

          myself think. 

                    WOOJIN 

          But I can't hear you. 

Ming Yue falls silent. Woojin holds him a little 

tighter as Ming Yue puts a coffee pod into the 

coffee machine. 

The machine whirs to life. 

                    MING YUE 

          It's supposed to be sunny later. 

Woojin grabs the coffee cup when the machine 

stops running. 

                    WOOJIN 

          I'll come with you. 

They eat their breakfast standing by the windows, 

staring out at the calm sea. 
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EXT. BEACH - MORNING  

Waves rock gently against the shore. The sky is 

crystal clear, dark shadows flitting against it. 

The air is filled with the sound of seagulls 

cawing. 

Woojin watches Ming Yue stride into the water, in 

a white shirt that turns translucent upon his 

entry. He lounges on the sand, making little 

circles with the base of his beer can. 

                    MING YUE 

          Come into the water! 

                    WOOJIN 

          I'm coming! 

Woojin chugs his drink then follows Ming Yue into 

the water. 

He shivers and stays in the shallow end to watch 

Ming Yue swim further and further out, towards a 

rock outcropping. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Don't go too far! 

Ming Yue waves a hand and dives. 

He does not resurface. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Ming Yue? 

A seagull caws and divebombs him. Woojin ducks 

and stands up straight in the water, scanning the 

surface. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Ming Yue, it's not funny! 

He paddles out, as far as he dares. 
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                    WOOJIN 

          Xiao Yue! 

The sea remains empty, flat as a mirror. 

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT 

The sky glitters with a thousand stars. The waves 

wash gently against the sand, white foam 

breaking. A lone seagull calls. 

Two life boats sit on the water, rocking gently 

with the waves. There are people in life vests in 

the water, torchlights reflecting off the 

surface. 

MING YAN, Ming Yue's brother is amongst them, 

shouting his brother's name over and over again. 

His boyfriend, HAE SEONG makes his way up the 

shore, legs covered in sand. 

Woojin is wrapped up in a towel, shivering 

against the rocks. Hae Seong kneels at his side. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          They'll find him. 

Woojin says nothing. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          Let's get you home, okay? You've 

          been out here for ages. 

                    WOOJIN 

          I told him not to go too far. 

Hae Seong grabs his arm and hauls him to his 

feet. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          Ming Yan will call if there's any 

          news. Let's go. 
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Woojin looks back as he is dragged away. Sirens 

ring long into the night. 

END FLASHBACK. 

EXT. THE BEACH - MORNING - PRESENT 

A wave splashes particularly hard. Droplets 

rain onto Woojin's face. 

HAE SEONG 

Woojin. 

He picks his way across the rocks, nearly turning 

his ankle. When he reached Woojin, he touches his 

elbow. 

                    HAE SEONG (CONT'D) 

          Ming Yan made breakfast. 

Woojin turns back to the open sea. A tear slides 

down his cheek. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          Let's go eat. 

He steers Woojin away, off the rocks. Ming Yue's 

face appears in a rockpool as Woojin passes 

before a wave breaks against the rocks and the 

reflection vanishes. 

INT. THE GLASSHOUSE - SUNROOM - MORNING 

A single stem of rose sits in the blown vase at 

the center of the table. The glass top of the 

table is set for four. 

Woojin freezes. 

Ming Yan is still setting out forks and knives, 

oblivious. 
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Hae Seong makes a little noise, hurrying over to 

take Ming Yan's elbow. 

                    HAE SEONG 

              (whispers) 

          You've set it for four again. 

The rest of the utensils clatter onto the table 

loudly and Ming Yan vanishes into the house. 

The chair scrapes against the floor as Woojin 

sits down heavily. 

                    WOOJIN 

          No, leave it please. 

The plate rattles when Hae Seong sets it back 

down. 

Ming Yan reappears, bearing plates of pancakes on 

his arm. He sets them down, four in total. 

Hae Seong starts up a conversation but Woojin 

tunes him out, eating methodically. He picks up 

his water glass and freezes again. 

Ming Yue's face is reflected on the surface of 

the water, lips opening and closing as if he is 

trying to say something. His hair is curly and he 

is wearing the same shirt he wore when he 

disappeared in the sea. 

The water ripples and Ming Yue's face vanishes. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          Woojin? 

Woojin looks up. 

                    WOOJIN 

          I'm okay. 
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MING YAN 

          Maybe you shouldn't go into work 

          today. I can cover you. It is 

          Ge's-- 

                    WOOJIN 

          No. I just need to wash up. 

He leaves the sunroom in a hurry, his breakfast 

only half eaten on the table. 

The couple share a look. 

                    MING YAN 

          I didn't mean to. 

Hae Seong moves to reassure him, abandoning his 

breakfast. 

                    HAE SEONG 

Give him time. He's still 

grieving.  

                    MING YAN 

          Ge would want him to move on. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          I know. He will when he's ready. 

                    MING YAN 

          It's been a year. 

They fall silent when a door slams shut loudly. 

EXT. THE TOWN - MORNING 

There are people on the streets watching him as 

he passes by. Woojin hurries on, the streetlights 

blinking off one by one as he passes. 

The bell on the green door jingles when he steps 

inside the coffeeshop. 
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INT. COFFEESHOP - MORNING 

Heads turn. Whispers start up as he crosses the 

room to order his coffee. 

A man rustles his newspaper and Woojin nearly 

stops in his tracks. 

INSERT - NEWSPAPER HEADLINE 

"MAN MISSING OFF ORADALE COAST, BODY STILL 

UNRECOVERED ONE YEAR LATER." 

BACK TO SCENE  

The coins scatter across the wooden counter when 

Woojin thrusts them at the barista. His coffee is 

pushed across to him, accompanied by a look of 

pity. 

The bell on the door jangles extra loudly when 

Woojin leaves. 

INT. THE FLOWER SHOP - MORNING 

The shop is small, the shelves overflowing with 

terracotta pots. Plants spill out of their pots, 

leaves dangling over the edges. The florist, JIA 

AN, behind the counter raises her head when the 

bell rings. 

Woojin crosses the room, sets down two paper 

notes. 

                    WOOJIN 

          The usual. 

Jia An lays a bouquet of gentians down, the paper 

rustling. She curls the ribbons with a pair of 

scissors. 
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JIA AN 

Is Ming Yan coming in 

today? I set aside those 

roses he wanted. 

                    WOOJIN 

Didn't ask. He does what he 

wants. 

Jia An sighs.  

JIA AN 

I wish you wouldn't be mad 

at him for moving on. 

                    WOOJIN 

          I'm not. And he hasn't. He just 

          likes to pretend he has. 

Jia An shakes her head at him. She hands him the 

bouquet. 

                    JIA AN 

          Anything else? 

Woojin shakes his head and leaves with the 

flowers. 

EXT. THE BEACH - MORNING 

Waves swish gently against the sand, wiping off 

footprints as Woojin walks. 

His toes squish into the sand, wind ruffling 

his hair, tugging at the ribbons around his 

flowers. 

Woojin makes his way to the black rocks bordering 

the beach, clutching the bouquet to his chest. 

A tear tracks its way down his face as he tosses 

the flowers in his hands into the water. 
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It splashes, floating up. The ribbon trails in 

the water and a wave dashes it twice against the 

rocks, white foaming against the black. 

Woojin leaves without looking back. 

The flowers float out into the open sea, purple 

blooms sinking and vanishing beneath the waves. 

INT. THE GLASS HOUSE - STUDY - AFTERNOON 

The room is lit with golden sunlight. A red couch 

sits across the desk, a patch of sunlight pooling 

on the velvet fabric. 

The sunlight casts strange shadows on the floor 

through the glass of the desk, elongating the 

shadow of the hydrangea in its cream-coloured 

vase. 

Hae Seong is sprawled across the couch, flicking 

through his phone. Ming Yan sits at the desk, 

laptop open. The laptop dings. Hae Seong looks up 

just in time to see Ming Yan frown. 

                    HAE SEONG 

Do you want to go into town 

today? I can go get the flowers 

if you don't want to. 

There is no response. Hae Seong sits up. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          Xiao Yan? 

                    MING YAN 

Woojin went again, didn't he? Jia 

An just texted me that he was in 

her shop for the usual. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          Ming Yan. Cut him some slack today 

          please. It's your brother's-- 
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                    MING YAN 

          Ge would want him to move on. 

He types aggressively on his laptop. 

                    HAE SEONG 

          Have you? 

MING YAN 

          It's been a damn year, alright? 

          Ge's not coming back. 

He slams down the top of his laptop. 

                    MING YAN (CONT'D) 

          He's dead! I know he's dead and 

          buying flowers and throwing-- 

          throwing them into the sea every 

          month isn't gonna bring him back. 

                     HAE SEONG 

          Everyone deals with grief 

          differently. 

                    MING YAN 

          He thinks he's coming back. 

                    HAE SEONG 

You set four places for 

every meal.  

Ming Yan breaks. Hae Seong drops his phone and 

runs to hug him. 

INT. CAVE OF MEMORIES - THE WHITE ROOM - 

AFTERNOON 

Light filters down from the clear ceiling, 

rippling and distorted. Ming Yue floats, 

suspended in the middle of the room. 

The walls are white, covered in gilded frames 

with nothing in them. 
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Ming Yue opens his eyes and his body sinks slowly, 

until he is sitting on the floor. 

The hands on his wristwatch are frozen at the 

twelve and two position. He panics when he 

realises there is no way to tell what time it is. 

A lilac sheen falls over his eyes and he looks 

up, light shining through the purple wrapping 

that encased the bouquet of gentians floating 

down towards him. 

                    MING YUE 

              (raspy) 

Woojin.  

He grabs for the bouquet, hugging it in his arms. 

The gentians are waterlogged, the purple paper 

disintegrating under his fingertips. But the 

ribbons remain, drifting as if caught in a draft. 

Something creaks and Ming Yue spins, a wall 

sinking back into itself to reveal a passageway. 

The walls are a dull grey, a stark contrast 

against the bright white room. He walks forward 

anyway. 

His footsteps echo, bare feet slapping on 

concrete floor as he passes through, only 

freezing when the wall behind him creaks again. 

He turns around to see the square of light vanish, 

the wall resealing itself, leaving him in total 

darkness. There is only the sound of his 

breathing before he picks up his pace. 

The hallway opens into another room, the walls 

still grey. 
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INT. CAVE OF MEMORIES - THE GREY ROOM - 

AFTERNOON 

He hears the sound of water before he sees it. 

A stone fountain sits in the center of the room, 

the ball at its crown emitting soft white light. 

Sculpted stone dolphins spout water from their 

beaks. 

Ming Yue fumbles with his gentians when the walls 

flicker. 

BEGIN FLASHBACK: 

EXT. SCHOOL COURTYARD - AFTERNOON - SEVEN YEARS 

AGO 

Ming Yue sits on the edge of the fountain. He is 

dressed in his school uniform, blue blazer and 

tie perfectly in place. A stack of books perch 

precariously beside him. 

The stream of water from the dolphins' beaks 

causes droplets to fly into the air, splashing 

him as he leans. 

Ming Yue peers into the water and shrieks. 

Woojin's face stares back at him, pale and thin. 

MING YUE 

Woojin?  

END FLASHBACK. 

INT. ANTIQUE SHOP - AFTERNOON - PRESENT 

Woojin flicks the lights on. The ancient water 

fountain in the middle of the store bubbles to 

life. It is green stone, carved with ugly 

chimeras and has a red for sale sticker stuck to 

it. 
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Woojin picks up a cloth and goes to wipe down the 

stone basin. 

The water throws droplets into the air, turning 

into a miniature waterfall as Woojin increases 

the water pressure. 

He sees himself reflected in the basin of water 

as it fills up. It ripples and the reflection 

changes to Ming Yue's face. 

INT. CAVE OF MEMORIES - THE GREY ROOM - 

AFTERNOON 

Ming Yue stares at the face in the water. Woojin 

looks like a ghost, his gaze vacant and empty. 

Ripples spread across the surface when Ming Yue 

touches it, Woojin's face flickering. 

                    MING YUE 

          Woojin? Woojin, it's me. 

Woojin's face vanishes. 

The walls swirl with colour, too bright in the 

dark room. Ming Yue squints, squeezing his eyes 

shut. 

BEGIN FLASHBACK: 

EXT. BEACH - MORNING - SEVEN YEARS AGO 

The sea is grey. Waves crash hard against the 

sand, white foam creeping up towards the high 

tide line. 

Ming Yue stands on his board in the middle of a 

curling wave, eyes fixed on the shore. He is 

euphoric. 
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Woojin stands behind the high tide line, dressed 

in running shorts and a track jacket. His shoes 

are covered in wet sand. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Are you crazy? 

The wave sweeps in and Ming Yue stumbles, nearly 

falling when he steps off his board. 

MING YUE  

          Maybe. 

He turns back around, climbing on top of his 

board.            

WOOJIN 

Hey.  

Ming Yue ignores him. 

WOOJIN 

Hey!  

Ming Yue turns, barely sparing him a glance. 

Woojin points towards the sky. 

It is dark grey, storm clouds rolling in. A wave 

of thunder rumbles. 

                    WOOJIN 

          There's a storm coming. 

MING YUE  

          So? 

He starts to paddle out. Woojin grabs him. 

                    WOOJIN 

          There's lightning, you idiot. 

Ming Yue shakes him off. 
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                    MING YUE 

One last wave. Not that it's 

any of your business. 

He paddles out. Woojin is left standing on the 

shore, watching in awe and fear. 

INT. CAR AT BEACH - MORNING 

The rain pours down, pattering against the car 

roof. An air freshener in the shape of a surfboard 

swings from the rearview mirror. The windshield 

wipers sweep furiously across the window. 

The car is silent. Ming Yue is in the driver's 

seat. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Who goes out surfing when they 

          know a storm's coming? 

Ming Yue levels him with a look. 

                    MING YUE 

          Who takes a bus to the beach 

          knowing a storm's coming? 

                    WOOJIN 

          Point taken. You're Ming Yan's 

          older brother right? 

Ming Yue nods, turning his attention to the road. 

The car falls silent. Rain drums against the car 

roof, growing louder in volume. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Are you always this quiet? 

                    MING YUE 

          People are loud. 
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                    WOOJIN. 

          Huh. Is that why you like the 

          water so much? 

Ming Yue shrugs. The car speeds out of the town, 

turning into a blur in the pouring rain. 

END FLASHBACK. 

INT. CAVE OF MEMORIES - THE GREY ROOM - 

AFTERNOON -PRESENT 

Woojin's face is back, reflected in the grey 

water. The water has slowed to a trickle, the 

sound echoing as they drip slowly onto the 

water's surface. 

MING YUE  

          Woojin. 

The Woojin in the water widens his eyes, gaze 

sharpening. 

                    MING YUE 

          Woojin, I'm here! 

Woojin stares back from the grey water. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Am I hallucinating? 

                    MING YUE 

          Woojin, it's me. 

                    WOOJIN 

          How-- where are you? You're 

          supposed to be dead. That's what 

          the police said. 

Ming Yue grips the ledge of the fountain tight 

enough for the stone to bite. 
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                    MING YUE 

          I don't think I'm dead. I think 

          I'm-- 

He looks around him at the grey walls. 

                    MING YUE (CONT'D) 

          I think I'm stuck. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Is this all in my head? Am I 

          crazy? Ming Yan said I should see 

          a therapist. Or a psychiatrist. 

          Maybe he's right-- 

                    MING YUE 

          Love, you're not crazy. I'm here. 

          I don't know how. But I'm here. 

He touches the water and something must happen on 

the other side because Woojin stops rambling. 

                    WOOJIN 

          We searched for you. For so long 

          that the coast guards gave up. 

                    MING YUE 

          How long have I been gone? 

                    WOOJIN 

          A year. 

Ming Yue freezes in shock. 

                    MING YUE 

          I've only just woken up. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Where are you? I'll come get you. 

          If this is real. 

He laughs and pinches himself. 
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                    MING YUE 

          I don't know. I just woke up in 

          this white room-- 

Woojin's image flickers. 

                    WOOJIN 

          Xiao Yue? What's happen-- 

The floor opens up beneath him and Ming Yue 

screams as he freefalls into nothing. 

INT. ANTIQUE SHOP - AFTERNOON 

The water bubbles, and Ming Yue's face flickers 

once, twice before it vanishes. Woojin grips the 

stone basin tightly, before he rears back and 

punches the fountain. 

MING YAN  

          Woojin!  

WOOJIN 

Why are you here? 

                    MING YAN 

               (concerned) 

          Seo Jun called. She said you 

          didn't look so good. I'm covering 

          your shift. You should go home and 

          rest. 

The fountain bubbles merrily away. Woojin's 

knuckles are purple with bruises. He slams his 

hand into the ridge of the basin again. 

                    WOOJIN 

               (angry) 

          I'm going to get him back. 
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EXT. BOARDWALK - AFTERNOON 

The sun is excessively bright, rays dancing off 

the rippling water. The boardwalk is worn along 

the sides where it touches the ocean. A lone red 

car sits at the other side of the boardwalk where 

it meets the beach. 

Woojin sits behind the wheel, watching the waves 

wash in. 

                    WOOJIN 

                  (whispers) 

          Where are you? 

FADE OUT: 
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August Fifth 
 

by Laura Frost 

 

 

 

 

 

A scattering of dust and rocks tumbled off the cliff. Tiff 

staggered backwards, her feet scrambling for solid ground. As she 

grappled for a boulder, her eyes followed the rocks’ slow-motion descent 

until they disappeared into the valley below. Gulping a breath of 

mountain air, Tiff pressed her back against the cliff face, a half-empty 

urn clutched to her chest.  

“Well, buddy,” Tiff said, “how about we finish up here and then 

we find our way out of this mess?” She glanced sideways at Gus, then 

back to the sheer drop a few feet in front of her. It plunged hundreds of 

feet and ended in an indistinct mess of rock and tree. Gus lolled his 

tongue, its pinkness glowing amid the dreariness surrounding them.  

Bracing her legs, Tiff held the urn out and tilted it into the wind. 

Ashes floated from the container and danced on the breeze until they 

vanished into the mountain landscape. Gus whined softly. 

A single tear carved a line through the dusty film on Tiff’s 

cheek. As she stared into the gray sky, a wet nose nudged her leg and her 

boots’ grip shifted on the uneven shelf. 

“Gus!” Tiff screeched as her feet slid on loose scree. The urn 

tumbled from her fingers and bounced off the rock ledge, somersaulted 

through the air, and vaulted off a rock twenty feet below. Tiff landed on 

her bottom and slid towards the edge. Her fingernails scraped the ground 

as she grasped for anything solid, and she dug her heels into the rocks. 

She slid to a stop inches from the precipice.  

“Dammit, Gus,” Tiff said, her heart a drum as her hands and 

heels pressed into the rocks. “You can be such an idiot.” 

Limbs shaking, Tiff pulled herself to standing and rubbed the 

fresh scratch marks on her wrists. Beads of red smeared across her skin 

before cropping up again. She peered over the edge and spotted the urn, 
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too tiny for the contents they had held, perched on an outcropping that 

existed an impossible distance away.  

“Come on, Gus. There’s nothing left to do here. Let’s go back 

up.” Tiff unfastened the leash from around her torso and clipped it into 

place on Gus’s collar. “Just until we’re away from this ledge.” 

Tiff swung her daypack onto her shoulders; it was eerily light 

on her back. She looked out across the vista and searched for a trace of 

ash, but only heavy clouds hung in the air. Pursing her lips, she blinked 

back tears and turned away. 

Tiff hugged the rock wall as Gus’s energy tried to get out ahead. 

“Don’t pull, Gus. Stay close.” The wall veered to the side and Tiff’s 

shoulders relaxed as she left the drop-off behind. Gus panted beside her, 

his dark paws picking their way over the rocks until they reached a dead 

end.  

“Ready to go up, buddy?” Tiff freed Gus from the leash, swung 

it around her body, and clipped it into place with a practiced muscle 

memory. Like a mountain goat, Gus clambered up the rock wall. He spun 

around, rested his head on his paws, and looked down at Tiff.  

“Yeah, yeah…You make it look so easy.” Testing one rock, 

then another, Tiff secured her grip around a slab and pushed off the 

ground. As her fingers searched for another hold, a slippery string of 

canine saliva dribbled onto the back of her hand. 

“You’re a disgusting creature, you know,” Tiff said as she 

pulled herself over the outcropping. She dusted off her hiking pants and 

looked out across the treeless expanse of rocks that could have passed 

for another planet. “Where to now?” 

Gus stared up at her as though looking for instructions. Tiff 

turned in a circle, her ponytail whipping her face as she took in the vast 

landscape surrounding them. Ribbons of mountains stretched as far as 

she could see, dotted with blue-green lakes that looked like puddles. The 

Burnt River wound its way through the mountains, a snake with no 

beginning and no end. And her town, like a toy village, was nestled in 

the middle of it all, just below yet hours away.  

Turning her back on the world, Tiff looked for a familiar 

landmark among the monotonous field of rocks, but she could not tell 

where the terrain ended and the sky began. Wind-beaten wildflowers 

hugged the ground, a lonely pika cried from a small rise, and then only 

gray.  
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“We need to get out of here, Gus. We’re going to lose daylight 

soon.” 

As Tiff trudged across boulders and hopped over a lingering 

pile of dirty snow, her internal compass spun in circles. Beyond the next 

knoll, a single pine—not much taller than Gus and with knobbly 

branches on its leeward side—stood like a sentry atop the bleak 

landscape. Tiff stopped. 

“Huh.” She scanned the horizon for flagging tape or inukshuks, 

but the landscape was devoid of anything human-made.  

Tiff retraced her steps and turned left at the snow. “Maybe this 

is the way back,” she called. She pushed herself up the slope, the clatter 

of broken porcelain echoing around her as her boots crunched loose shale 

with every step. She pulled herself over the final lip and stopped short. 

“Son of a…”  

Bending to a crouch, Tiff raked her hand through the scree and 

gazed into a deep gorge. Stunted trees clung to the sides of the chasm as 

a rosy finch darted around a rock outcropping. Tiff’s fist tightened 

around a handful of rocks; her eyes narrowed as sharp edges bit her skin. 

She hurled the rocks through the air. Gravity cut their forward 

momentum and they were swallowed by fissures and shadows.   

“Okay,” she said as she stared into the belly of the mountain. 

“We need a plan.” Tiff chewed her lip, the taste of salt, honey lip balm, 

and dust playing on her tongue.  

Shrugging off her pack, she stumble-jogged down the knoll and 

collapsed to the ground. As she unzipped the pack, Gus nudged her hands 

aside with his nose and stuck his head into the bag. 

“Get out of here, Gus,” Tiff said, pushing him away. “Give me 

a sec and I’ll find you some water.” She pulled out his collapsible dog 

bowl and Gus licked up residual drops like they were bacon grease.  

“Here, dummy.” Tiff twisted off the top of her water bottle. 

Holding Gus back with one hand, she tipped water into the dish. “Don’t 

spill any. We don’t have much left.” As a gentle lap-lap-lap floated from 

Gus’s busy tongue, Tiff peered into the bottle and sucked in her breath—

only a third of the water remained, and her other bottle was already 

drained. She took a quick swig and forced the bottle from her lips before 

she could empty the container with a wanting gulp.  

Tiff stuffed the bottle into her pack and pulled out her notes. 

The papers fluttered, struggling against her grip.  
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There are so many trails on Spirit Mountain that branch out, 

you need to be constantly checking your route. 

We are avid, well-seasoned hikers, and this is the first time we 

have ever been beaten by a mountain. 

You don’t want to get stuck on Spirit Mountain past dark. Even 

in the summer, hypothermia can set in pretty quick. 

Tiff wrapped her arm around Gus and pressed her forehead to 

his; the smell of musky dog drifted into her nose. Eyes closed, she leaned 

into the strong beating of his heart. “What do you think, Gus? What are 

our options?” 

Gus wriggled free and cocked his head. 

“Yeah,” Tiff said, tightening her blowing ponytail with a quick 

tug. “That’s our problem, buddy. I expected to be off this mountain an 

hour ago. And don’t forget, the sun is starting to sink. Time is not on our 

side.” 

The world seemed to expand around her. Jagged peaks, the 

same in every direction, disappeared into infinity and left Tiff a speck on 

a mountain. Gus disturbed the shale, its clatter lost to the wind and 

altitude. The lonely pine was gone, engulfed in a roll of cloud that was 

inching across the summit like slowly spreading poison.  

 “I’m going to get us off here.” Tiff cupped Gus’s head and 

looked into his dark eyes while she caressed his ears. “I’m not going to 

let us…” His face blurred through her tears as she fought to pull in a 

breath. Gus’s warm body, rhythmic breathing, and strength of his aura 

brought Tiff’s heart rate down. 

Opening her eyes, she watched as a tiny semi rolled across a 

tiny highway. 

“Actually…” Tiff said, her pulse quickening as her eyes 

danced. “I wonder…”  

Gus’s slobbery tongue was all over Tiff’s face as she dug 

around in her pack, and her fingers sang when they brushed her phone. 

When she opened the screen, a laugh tumbled from her lips. “I actually 

have reception up here.”  

The wildflowers trembled and the pika screamed as Tiff 

listened to the ring tone. “Pick up, pick up…” 

“Hello?” 

“Mike,” she said, a smile spreading across her face. 

“Tiff? I can hardly hear you. Are you in the wind?” 
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“Yeah, hang on.” Tiff turned until the wind pressed into her 

side. “Is that better?” 

“A bit. Where are you?” 

“You wouldn’t believe…” 

“Try me.” 

“On top of Spirit.” 

“On the top? What the heck are you doing up there at this time 

of day?” 

As her fingers played with the loose skin of Gus’s scruff, Tiff 

gazed out at the valley. “Let’s just say I lost track of time and may have 

lost the route.” 

“From up there, it’s at least five hours to get off the mountain 

and sunset is in three.” 

“No kidding. And I have a feeling it’ll be longer than five hours 

considering I completely lost my way. I’m thinking that if I work my 

way around the gorge I can find a route down, but that’ll be at least seven 

hours before I’m off this damn thing. And I’m almost out of water.” 

“So you’re calling for a rescue.” 

“I’m calling for advice. You know these mountains better than 

anyone. What are my options?” 

“Give me a sec…”  

Mike’s heavy breathing and the banging of a screen door being 

wrestled into submission carried over the line. Tiff hugged Gus close, his 

body a weighted blanket for her fraying nerves.  

“Okay,” Mike said. “I’m looking at Spirit through my binos. 

Where exactly are you?” 

“I’m looking down on the town, so I guess I’d be on the 

southwest end. I have Gus with me.” 

“Yeah… Yup. I think I see you.” 

“You can see me?” Tiff said, pulling herself to standing. 

“I think so.” 

With the phone pressed to her face, Tiff turned into the wind 

and waved her hand over her head. “I’m waving. Do you see that?” 

“That’s you, all right. What the heck are you doing on that end 

of the mountain? You’re way off course. You were right—you need to 

come down around the gully to the north, then hike back uphill to find 

the trail. You’re looking at seven hours minimum, but probably closer to 

eight. Why did it take you so long to call me?” 
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“I figured I could find my own way off this thing.” Tiff searched 

the town until she found Mike’s house. She could barely make out the 

teeny deck amongst his broccoli-like trees; there was no chance she 

could see Mike himself. “I’m almost out of water.” 

“You already said that. I have no choice but to send out a rescue 

team.” 

“Not a chance. I can get out of here on my own. Just tell me 

how.” 

“Helicopter is how. At this time of day with no water, there is 

no other option.” 

“But I have Gus with me,” Tiff said, finding the silky spot 

behind Gus’s floppy ear. “I won’t go without him, even if I have to spend 

the night.” 

“I’ve got a dog harness that Atlas uses when we’re doing 

mountaineering work. It’ll fit Gus.” 

“You think he’ll go into it?” 

“He has no choice.” 

“There really is no other option?” 

“How’s death sound to you? And the guilt of making me write 

up a report on a dead hiker?” 

The landscape blurred through a shot of tears. Tiff sunk to the 

ground and clutched her knotted stomach. Swallowing the lump in her 

throat, she barely felt Gus’s nose nuzzle her neck. “What do I do?” 

“There is a sheltered spot if you head over the rise to the east 

and then hike downhill for about half a mile. The helicopter can pick you 

up there. There are no good flat spots on Spirit, so it’ll have to be a sling 

rescue.” 

“And you’re doing the rescue?” 

“Are you kidding me? It’s my anniversary and Sarah would kill 

me if I missed dinner. But you’ll be in good hands.” 

“Fine, but you have to promise me you won’t tell Ben about 

this. I’ll be mortified if he finds out I needed a lift off here.” 

“Tiff, do you honestly think news like this can stay hidden in a 

town of our size? Anyway, that’s beside the point—it’s Ben who will be 

performing the rescue.” 

 

* * * 
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With fingers clamped around Gus’s collar, Tiff looked up. The 

helicopter hovered overhead like a prehistoric dragonfly. Dust kicked up 

and swirled around her, the beating of the rotors thumping in her chest 

and drowning out the wind’s howl.  

“Hold on, Gus,” Tiff yelled over the noise as Gus tried to 

wrench himself from her grasp. “It’s going to be okay. Stay with me, 

buddy.” 

The door to the helicopter slid open and a smiling, goggled face 

peered down from the craft. The sight of another human on the 

godforsaken mountain wrapped around Tiff like a warm hug. A moment 

later, he was rappelling from the helicopter—a spider on its line of silk, 

the bright orange of his vest punctuating the gray surroundings.  

“Hey, Tiff!” Ben yelled through his smile as his feet touched 

ground. “You certainly picked a fine day to need a rescue.” 

With a burst of energy, Gus jerked Tiff forward as he lunged at 

Ben. He spread his paws on Ben’s chest and covered his face with 

slobbery kisses.  

“Hey, Gusser,” Ben said as he rubbed the dog down. “You sure 

are happy to see me. What do you say we get you off this mountain?” 

Pouncing backwards, Gus spun in a circle, his tail wagging. 

“Ow! Gus!” Tiff cried, her arm twisting as she kept a solid hold on the 

collar. 

“And I think I need to get you out of here too, don’t I?” Ben’s 

eyes crinkled in a grin behind his goggles.  

“Why did Mike send you of all people?”  

“Come on, Tiff. Think of this as a big, romantic gesture.” Ben’s 

arms were suddenly around Tiff. His nose brushed hers, sending warm 

tingles into her chest. “It’s not every day I get to rescue my girl.” As dust 

and wind swirled around them, Ben pressed his mouth to hers. The heat 

of the kiss engulfed Tiff and melted the chill in her bones. 

“You sure know how to make an entrance, but I don’t think 

you’re being very professional.”  

“Here, put this on.” Ben tossed Tiff a helmet before turning his 

attention to the dog harness. As he fiddled with a carabiner, he glanced 

at Tiff and smiled. “And I don’t really care about professionalism.” 

Gus pounced again and dug his nose into Ben’s hands. “Yeah, 

Gusser! You know this one is for you, don’t you?” 
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“Is he really going to be okay in that thing? I’m scared it’ll freak 

him out.” 

“Atlas rides in it all the time and loves it. Now hold him still 

while I put it on him.” 

“You know Gus doesn’t sit still for anybody.” Tiff hugged Gus 

but was knocked down like a bowling pin as Ben wrestled him into the 

harness. The dog danced and pounced again as if Ben was the key to 

happiness.  

“See?” Ben said. “He loves it. Now for you.”  

As Ben cinched the harness around her, Tiff stared off into the 

valley. The straps squeezed her legs like a straitjacket. “This is fun,” Ben 

said, brushing his lips to Tiff’s as he reached around her waist. “You 

should get trapped on mountains more often. Why the hell did you 

choose today to attempt Spirit, though? The weather is nasty.”  

“Since when has weather dictated when we hike? Anyway, it 

had to be today.” 

Ben stopped fiddling and flipped his goggles up. His soft eyes 

stared into Tiff’s. “Okay.” 

With a final adjustment to the harnesses, Ben nestled Gus 

between him and Tiff. “The helicopter is going to lift right away. Gus 

will stay between us, and I’ve got you both. Enjoy the ride; not many 

people get to experience the mountains this way.” 

With a final rub to Gus’s head, Tiff nodded and looked across 

the valley.  

“Come to my place once we’re on the ground,” Ben said. “I’ll 

make dinner and Gus can have a snooze in front of the fire. You can 

spend the night, too.” 

A smile crept into Tiff’s face as Ben tested the carabiners.  

Ben looked up at the helicopter hovering over them and gave 

the pilot the signal. As the straps bit into Tiff’s groin, Ben yelled, “And 

maybe after dinner I’ll propose to you.” 

“What?” Tiff shouted, her eyes growing wide as she was lifted 

into the air. “What did you say?” 

As the distance between their feet and solid ground grew, Ben 

pulled Tiff close, squeezing the dog between their bodies. The helicopter 

swept away from the mountain; Tiff gasped as they were carried over the 

plunging valley. They swung on the line with nothing but wind to reach 

out to, air to lean up against, and empty space to hold.   
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Tiff looked at Ben—an anchor in a storm. As she craned her 

head to look up, a flash of vertigo grabbed her. The single rope that 

suspended them over the mountain range blurred and doubled. 

Squeezing and opening her eyes, she glanced down at Gus, his tongue 

hanging out in a doggy smile as he took in the vista.  

“What did you say?” Tiff yelled, trying to find Ben’s eyes 

behind his goggles. Ben smiled and pulled her closer.  

“Ben!” A pocket opened in the clouds and a beam of late-day 

sunlight pulled Tiff’s gaze from Ben’s smiling face. The sun illuminated 

a patch on the side of the mountain, and a flash of light glinted off a silver 

container lost on a ledge.  

Blinking back tears, Tiff found her voice again. “What did you 

say?” But her words were carried away, swirling with ashes that danced 

all around them.   
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After Jack Died 
 

by Michael Chin 

 

 

 

 

 

Gerald Chin was cold, lonely, and conscious of his own 

mortality after Jack from the crew of old timers who whiled away 

mornings at McDonald’s passed away. Gerald wasn’t especially close to 

Jack but liked him more than most of the breakfast crew, not least of all 

because he was the one who’d invited Gerald into their circle in the first 

place. He had been Gerald’s son-in-law’s uncle. Whatever that made the 

two of them, it had been enough to establish a connection, and enough 

for Jack to recognize a fellow senior citizen in need of connection.  

After the funeral, Gerald decided to make some changes to his 

life. 

After a lifetime of thrift, keeping his house heated only up to 

fifty degrees in the coldest nights of winter, using his coffee grounds 

twice, clipping coupons from the Sunday newspaper, Gerald gave into 

an indulgence. His kids were long out of the house and his daughter never 

brought the grandkids to his place anyway. He was divorced. It was time 

to keep himself warm. 

 He bought a space heater on a deep discount for sixty bucks—

a big hunk of metal, shaped like a satellite dish, designed to radiate heat 

in one, specific direction which was all that was necessary to warm one, 

specific person. 

 The space heater was heavy, but he managed to balance it at a 

precarious perch in the shopping cart, tipping it into his car, then 

grappling it—by slow steps, with lots of breaks—from the trunk of the 

car, through the garage, into the house. He’d have to be careful about 

turning it off when he wasn’t using it, because he knew space heaters 

could be fire hazards. It might be a drain on electricity, too but he figured 

he could lower the thermostat to forty degrees, just warm enough to keep 

the pipes from freezing, and otherwise rely on his new acquisition. 
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 He set up the heater on the coffee table, facing the sofa where 

he ate most meals, watched TV, and read the newspaper. As its silver 

color first turned to glowing orange, he thought it was sort of beautiful. 

 

* * * 

 

Gerald drank his morning coffee two or three, sometimes four 

times a week at McDonald’s. A small indulgence because he missed 

being around people sometimes, and feared his social skills deteriorating 

past the point that his grandchildren would feel awkward around him.  

 There was Harry, always with something to rant about. He was 

a big man by every dimension, big bushy beard and shaggy gray mop 

over his dome. One breakfast was never enough. He’d have his Sausage 

McMuffin, two hash browns, and a large coffee, then if there were 

younger people nearby, offer them a fiver—they could keep the 

change—if they went back to the counter got him a McGriddle or a 

couple of the little apple pies from the warmer. One reason to miss Jack 

was that he used to keep Harry in check, turning the conversation away 

from politics and news to ask about somebody or other’s grandchild. 

Jack was a big eater, too, on the premise those mornings at McDonald’s 

were his only opportunity to eat outside his wife’s supervision, and she’d 

always nag him about cholesterol and all the gobbledygook his doctor 

had told him to watch out for. 

Scrawny Bill deconstructed his Bacon, Egg, and Cheese Biscuit 

to eat each component separately. Mark always asked well before the 

eleven o’clock changeover if he could get a burger and fries. Gladys and 

Marjorie always showed up as a package deal—riding in the same car, 

splitting between them an order of Hotcakes. The best Gerald could 

figure, they lived together and he had a hard time imagining either 

existing as a separate entity. From what Gerald could tell, he was the 

only one who got up early to exercise and eat cold cereal and a banana, 

then make his way over for a sense of community over a cup of coffee, 

without the clogged arteries to go with it. 

 Harry always made a mess with scraps of English muffin in his 

beard, hash brown flecks scattered over not only his sleeves, but the 

sleeves of whoever sat nearest to him. There was a permanent tinge of 

grease on his fingers. The day after Gerald bought his space heater, Harry 
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was stuck on the Pledge of Allegiance. “If the liberals have their way, 

they’ll ban it from schools.” 

 There were grumbles of assent, because even if you didn’t agree 

with Harry, it was easiest to go along with what he said. 

 “All because it says, under God,” Harry went on. “Well, I’m 

sorry, I thought we had the freedom of religion. Are they going to tell 

the Muslims they can’t wear towels around their heads, too?” 

 Past Harry, there were a couple of cool-looking kids—hipsters, 

he thought he’d heard his daughter call the type—the boy with a close-

cropped beard, tight-fitting flannel, and skinny jeans, the girl with thick 

glasses, black hair streaked with purple, jeans with great big holes that 

must have left her knees freezing. They had flyers printed out in neon 

yellow and pink, and the best Gerald could tell they were asking the 

manager behind the counter if they could hang them. They didn’t look 

happy with the verdict, shaking their heads. The boy spoke softly into 

the girl’s ear, surely something about how they shouldn’t have bothered 

with a burger joint anyway. 

 “Next thing you know, they’ll stop teaching history altogether,” 

Harry said. 

 On their way out the glass doors, the hipster boy looked both 

ways, ripped a piece of blue painter’s tape from the roll he wore around 

his wrist like a bracelet, and stuck one of the flyers to the door, 

permission be damned. The McDonald’s was busy enough that if none 

of the workers happened to be watching when he did it, they probably 

wouldn’t even notice it until someone changed the trash liners closest to 

the exit, and even then, Gerald didn’t think half of them paid enough 

attention that they’d notice an unauthorized flyer. It was the kind of move 

Gerald’s daughter would’ve called punk rock when she was young and 

punk rock was cool, and Gerald tried to be supportive and tried on the 

vernacular now and again, only to cast it aside when she rolled her eyes. 

 The old timers prattled on, getting off the Pledge of Allegiance 

and onto some TV series Gerald had never heard of that Gladys and 

Marjorie seemed more invested in than the rest of them. Gerald typically 

nursed his coffee, listening to all of them politely, chipping in when he 

could. After all, the eight-ounce cup cost fifty-four cents at the senior 

citizen discount rate, and so cost a lot more per sip than the cups he 

poured at home out of the Folgers Classic Roast grounds he bought from 

Shop Right. McDonald’s coffee was a luxury item. But that morning, he 
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couldn’t stand to wait, he finished and told the lot of them he had to get 

home early. No one tried to stop him. 

 Finally, Gerald made it to the doors, to the flyer still intact, and 

read the bold print advertising an OPEN MIC NIGHT with a photograph 

of someone—he couldn’t tell if they were a man or woman, screaming 

or maybe singing—into a microphone. Gerald supposed all the 

ambiguities were by design, to suggest any person might do anything on 

stage, as the smaller print, bullet point list indicated musicians, stand-up 

comics, and poets alike were all welcome. 

 Gerald had always mused he might have a poem or two in him. 

 

* * * 

 

The coffeehouse was called Volcano and Ash. Inside, the place 

was alive with colorful tapestries over the wall, old timey music playing 

the pops and crackles of a real record player.  

 Inside the door a skinny kid with big, curly hair and wire-

rimmed glasses asked him if he were going to perform. When Gerald 

nodded yes, the kid asked his name and typed it into a tablet. 

Gerald bought a cappuccino—an indulgence to be certain, but 

he figured if even a cup of coffee would cost him three dollars, what was 

a dollar fifty more? He added that he wanted it decaffeinated, but he 

wasn’t sure the barista heard him, and felt self-conscious about repeating 

himself. In contrast to McDonald’s, he was one of the very few old-

timers in this establishment—the only others he saw were a group of 

three white people, all of them with instruments—a guitar, a violin, one 

of those little guitars—maybe a ukulele or a mandolin? 

 In truth, Gerald expected to be the oldest person at an open mic 

night not scheduled to start until eight at night, when people his age were 

settled in their recliners at home, basking in the glow of the television, 

or else readying themselves for bed. But Gerald had spent the night 

between hearing about the open mic and going writing poetry by the 

buzzing warm glow of his space heater. He tried writing about his 

daughter and her daughter, but it all felt too saccharine. He tried writing 

about the bicycle he’d ridden as a child, but couldn’t remember much 

more than was captured in old photographs when he was a little too big 

for it, stooped over the handlebars and grimacing for the camera. Finally, 

he settled on writing about a bouquet of purple and orange flowers he’d 
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bought for his ex-wife one Mother’s Day. He didn’t buy her flowers 

often, but she’d really liked them—enough that he thought about buying 

her flowers more often, except he hadn’t. He had no illusions his rhyming 

couplets were any good, but trusting that his old Chinese man ethos 

might make whatever he read aloud sound profound. 

 The cappuccino came to him, not in the paper cup he’d 

expected, but a real mug, wide as it was deep, bearing ceramic weight. 

He wondered if they’d charge him extra if he accidentally broke it. It 

came on a ceramic saucer, too, to make it easier to carry. The cup was 

filled to the brim with a white heart swirled into the foam. He lifted it 

from the counter and concentrated very hard on keeping it level as he 

made his way to an open little table. He was a long way from the stage, 

which he figured was a good thing. If he chickened out, he could see 

himself making a quiet exit, either out of the coffeehouse altogether, or 

at least to the restroom nearby where he’d hide until they stopped calling 

his name and moved on to the next performer. He sat back and tasted his 

cappuccino which wasn’t sweet at all. He decided on his third sip it was 

very good—much better than the coffee made at home or the kind they 

served at McDonald’s. 

 There were other poets to read before Gerald. The first—who 

doubled as emcee—delivered lines with rhythmic, dramatic pauses and 

had the audience snapping along. Gerald didn’t know if the poem were 

very good—it certainly didn’t rhyme, and he couldn’t follow what it was 

about—but the applause suggested people liked it. Gerald’s pulse beat 

fast and hard—he could feel it in his neck, some combination of nerves 

and the cappuccino. It wasn’t decaf, was it? A young duo performed—

they might have been the ones who hung up the flyer at McDonald’s, but 

there were a lot of couples who looked like them at Volcano and Ash. 

The boy played acoustic guitar. The woman started singing before she 

transitioned to a rap. Gerald couldn’t discern what she was saying but 

had to concede it was impressive how many words she strung together 

between breaths. 

 His drink definitely wasn’t decaffeinated. He’d be up all night, 

but more pressingly, he was a jittery mess, a schoolboy again awaiting a 

presentation at the front of the classroom, certain his leg would shake 

and his voice would tremble and the other boys would make fun him for 

later on. And he had to pee. 

The emcee called Gerald’s name. 
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 He stood, taking the cappuccino first, then thinking better of it 

and setting it back on the table at a wobble so a little sloshed over the 

side onto his hand. He took a step forward, then realized he’d forgotten 

his notebook on the table and doubled back for it. The emcee called his 

name again, and Gerald wondered if he truly couldn’t see him, or if he 

were offering him an out in his disconcerted state. 

 Gerald couldn’t remember if the performers before him had 

held the microphone in their hands or left it in the stand, but made the 

decision to leave it in its perch, if only so he wouldn’t fumble with it and 

the notebook. 

 He said hello and remembered that he had vaguely considered 

affecting a more pronounced Chinese accent than he naturally spoke with 

to simultaneously add a sense of mystique and gravitas, while also 

implanting the suggestion he was still learning English to compensate 

for his clunky verse. 

 Indeed, his verse was clunky, if heartfelt in its tribute to Jack, 

whom his first poem, the elegy, made it seem as though he’d known 

better than he did. The sentimentality rang false in his own ears as he 

read the words aloud for the first time. Then he read lines that rhymed 

clam by the bay with like a horse to hay and was mortified at the faces 

the audience must be making, grateful the spotlight shone too bright on 

the stage for him to see past them and observe anyone chuckling or 

making side comments. 

 He stopped after one poem, though he’d intended to read three. 

He wasn’t sure if it were his underwhelming writing or its delivery, or 

the abrupt way in which he left the stage after he’d read, but the applause 

was slow to come, albeit louder as he walked, peaking, perhaps, as he 

reached the bathroom where he proceeded to pee out all of that 

cappuccino and wash his face with shaking hands and soaked paper 

towels, waiting for his pulse to at last steady, experiencing a small rush 

at the experience being over and having survived it. And maybe he 

hadn’t done so poorly? Maybe he could find the community he’d been 

after in these younger, hipper people, if only in the context of open mic 

nights. That could be enough. 

 When Gerald emerged from the bathroom, it wasn’t a young 

poet or musician on stage but the elder trio—two women, one man—

with their string instruments. They played something like folk music on 

their string instruments, the man on the ukulele—Gerald felt suddenly 
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certain that’s what the little instrument was—sang, and the women 

joined him for harmonies one at a time, all together on the chorus for a 

song with a folksy, Irish lilt. The word Celtic sprung to mind, though 

Gerald couldn’t be sure that was a right. The first poet from earlier on 

tapped Gerald on the shoulder and told him he’d read well, and Gerald 

nodded his thanks, unable to take his eyes off the stage. 

 The trio was composed and professional, and Gerald recognized 

that his age might not excuse his own lackluster performance, because 

here were these three, their arthritic fingers never faltering on the frets, 

their voices even and easy. 

 After they’d finished, the guitarist—her name was Mary Lou—

gestured toward an empty chair (she’d been saving it for her son, who’d 

stood her up), so Gerald took it, and they fell into an easy chatter while 

the emcee called up the next performer. Mary Lou reminded her 

compatriots that Gerald was the man who read that lovely poem. Gerald 

tripped over his words to tell them how good their songs had been, and 

before he’d asked for it, Mary Lou had foisted a CD upon him—a plain 

white disc with a green Sharpie shamrock and the words Irish String 

Trio. 

 It was all so easy, to sit with them and talk between performers. 

To split a big chocolate chip cookie from the glass counter four ways—

Gerald couldn’t even track who’d bought it, whom he should pay his fair 

share to. Easy enough for Mary Lou to give him her cell phone number 

and tell him to give her a call. 

 

* * * 

 

It was the least likely of results, Gerald knew, that his half-

baked scheme of going to the open mic night might cure his loneliness, 

just as readily as his space heater had cured the cold. 

But he’d called her the day after the open mic. She teased him 

about being old-fashioned for not sending a text message, and he started 

to apologize when she suggested he come by her house if he liked jigsaw 

puzzles, and though he’d never been much for puzzles, he took her up 

on the invitation and whiled away an afternoon seated cattycorner to her 

at a big oak table, sliding around the little cardboard pieces to recreate 

the picture from the packaging Mary Lou had propped up against a wall, 

depicting a hamlet on top of a hill overlooking the sea. Gerald found the 
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process of puzzle assembly confounding, trying to tell the shade of the 

green grass from the green-blue water. He mostly focused on the edge 

closest to him, trying by trial and error to fit pieces to one another along 

a straight edge. He drank the cup of coffee she’d poured without asking 

him—a rich, dark roast. The whole house smelled of cinnamon. 

Mostly, he talked with Mary Lou, first about music and then 

about their respective children and grandchildren, and the lives they’d 

lived before they were ancient. He found Mary Lou more insightful than 

the McDonald’s crew. It was easy to talk to her, and she reminded him 

of his ex-wife for how, even after they’d split up, they’d maintained an 

easy rapport when they found themselves at their children’s weddings 

and reminisced without the day-to-day pressure of having to cohabitate 

with one another.  

Maybe it’s because of those similarities, if not in how they 

looked or their life histories, but the more important matter of how easy 

it was to sit with them that Gerald recognized something like a schoolboy 

crush manifesting in his desire to say witty things or set himself up to tell 

a story of something interesting he’d done that might impress her. 

 

* * * 

 

One afternoon of puzzling gave way to more. Mary Lou texted 

Gerald one night around nine, when he was winding down in front of the 

television, to ask if she could come over and talk, and though he was 

reticent about the dusty state of his house, the half-eaten boxes of generic 

cereal that lined the kitchen counter, the space heater set up to keep one 

body warm, it felt rude not to welcome her into his home. 

 It turned out Gerald’s concerns about the state of his house were 

misplaced because, though Mary Lou came over, she didn’t come inside. 

She waited in her Buick, the motor running, so Gerald threw on his 

winter coat and galoshes and went outside. 

 She lowered the window and said, “I hope you don’t think I’m 

rude staying out here. It takes a car forever to warm up this time of year, 

and I hate to have to turn it off and on again. You understand?” 

 Her breath formed foggy gray clouds. Something like cigarette 

smoke, but softer. Gerald climbed into her car, conscious he was 

underdressed if they were to go anywhere, then conscious he’d left the 

space heater running unattended. He tried to determine if he should run 
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back inside but felt certain Mary Lou would take it as a sign he didn’t 

want to sit in her car, and she’d go. And in that moment—The 

Temptations crooning “My Girl” softly over the radio, heat pumping out 

of the vents, Mary Lou’s face looking younger in the dashboard light—

there was nowhere in the world Gerald would rather have been.  

 “I get so lonely,” Mary Lou said. “You get married, and after a 

while, all you want is an hour to yourself. Little do you know, it’s only 

going to get harder when you have kids. But then the nest empties out 

and people die—or you get divorced.” She paused to take a sip from a 

travel mug. “And you’re alone, after you’ve gotten used to always having 

someone around.” 

 She told him about her husband, in a way that made Gerald 

momentarily jealous. But jealousy was a young man’s game, between 

living parties. Even as a younger man, he’d learned not to be jealous if 

his wife referenced an ex-boyfriend. Because hadn’t he had ex-

girlfriends and schoolboy crushes, crushes on actresses on TV? What 

mattered was who sat with you in that moment—who you chose to be 

with and who chose to be with you. 

 And Mary Lou had chosen him to talk about her late husband 

leaving his stinking socks on the floor—and not next to the laundry 

hamper to demonstrate some cursory attempt at putting them in the right 

place, but in the living room, the bathroom, even under his spot at the 

kitchen table sometimes. The man was a slob who always promised to 

do the dishes but hardly ever did, who left cookie crumbs and coffee 

spills to settle on the couch. But he was tender, too. He didn’t mind 

watching whatever program she liked on television as long as he got to 

have his arm around her shoulders. They fell asleep like that a lot of 

nights toward the end. 

 It would’ve only been natural for Gerald to tell Mary Lou about 

his own ex-wife, but he told her about Jack instead. He told her about a 

time Gerald had forgotten his wallet at home and was caught slack-jawed 

at his own idiocy at the front counter and thought he’d have to double 

back home to get the money, but Jack had been in line behind him and 

paid for him. It was only fifty-four cents, but it represented something 

more. Gerald had tried to pay him back the next morning, but Jack acted 

like he didn’t remember what he was talking about. Gerald was sure he 

did remember and that was the mark of a good man, to not only help a 

friend but never hold it over his head, to barely accept thanks. 
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 Gerald apologized for telling such a facile story, about a 

connection so meaningless compared to Mary Lou’s late spouse, but she 

put a hand over his and reassured him. She said Jack sounded like a 

wonderful man. 

 Some nights—as Mary Lou’s driveway visits became a habit, 

and Gerald got better at remembering to turn off the space heater before 

he came outside—Gerald thought he might fall asleep in the car. It 

wasn’t because he wasn’t engaged with what Mary Lou had to say, but 

because it seemed there was no end to her stories, to the conversation she 

could keep. Always a familiar tune on oldies radio, always the whir of 

the heater. 

 Ever the caretaker, ever the mother, Mary Lou recognized when 

Gerald was too tired to go on. She told him she was tired and sent him 

back into the house. 

 

* * * 

 

The doorbell rang. Gerald had been awake for a bit—he had 

trouble ever sleeping past seven in the morning, regardless of how late 

he’d stayed up talking with Mary Lou—but he was still in bed, still 

resting his tired bones. Gerald figured it was one of those few remaining 

door-to-door salesmen, so he didn’t rush, easing himself up, and taking 

a moment to straighten his bathrobe over his pajamas. 

 The doorbell rang again. 

 If anything, Gerald slowed down, pleased with himself at not 

being bothered. Let the salesman see what his dogged persistence would 

get him.  

Then the knocking. Thunderous. The Hello? Hello? 

Gerald recognized the voice. 

Harry was still there when Gerald got to the door and threw his 

hands in the air. “You’re alive!” 

Gerald knew he probably ought to invite this man—ostensibly 

his friend—in out of the cold, but something felt wrong about that 

intimacy when even a real friend like Mary Lou hadn’t made it past the 

driveway yet. Besides, afternoons out of the house puzzling and late 

nights in her car had left Gerald further behind than usual on his 

housekeeping. 
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To his relief, Harry didn’t invite himself in or try to bull his way 

through, only explained that they’d missed him at McDonald’s those past 

three weeks (had it been three weeks?). “At our age, you never knew 

when someone might kick the bucket. Gladys and Marjorie reminded me 

you live alone, so I figured I’d better check on you.” 

Gerald tried to piece together how Harry had known where to 

find him at all but remembered those blustery mornings when someone 

had driven him that short stretch from the McDonald’s parking lot back 

home, and other times when someone drove in the same direction and 

might have seen him unlocking his front door. 

“You’ve gotta make sure you’re having breakfast. You’re 

already skin and bones, right?” Harry clapped Gerald’s shoulder. 

“You’ve gotta keep some meat packed on.” 

Gerald thanked him and exchanged a few pleasantries. He 

wondered how many days had gone by before anyone noticed his 

absence. He wondered how much of his time Harry would take up that 

morning, too. 

“You’re one of us,” Harry said. “We’ve got to look out for each 

other, right?”  

Gerald felt himself warming a little. For annoyed as he could be 

with the fat, old fool, there was a sense of concern under everything 

Harry said. Maybe he’d felt responsible for Jack’s passing, or at least felt 

the loss every bit a profoundly as Gerald had, because he, too, had lost a 

man he considered one of his own. 

Before long, they were wrapping up, though. Particularly when 

it was just the two of them, there was only so much to say. Harry did 

look past him, though, and commented on the space heater on the coffee 

table in front of the couch where Gerald had left it the evening before, 

before he turned it off in a hurry and scurried outside to meet Mary Lou 

in the driveway. 

“Those things are great for keeping warm,” Harry said. “But be 

careful. They can burn your whole house down.” 

 

* * * 

 

Late at night, the same day Harry had checked in, Gerald sat in 

Mary Lou’s car and she played a song from an unreleased CD by the 

Celtic String Trio. 
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He recognized the song. Bruce Springsteen. “I’m On Fire.” 

Reimagined with Mary Lou on lead vocals and the group’s signature lilt 

of the Irish mandolin. Pretty, Gerald thought. 

Gerald should’ve guessed Jack’s shortness of breath and 

terrible eating habits foretold he’d have a heart attack. The increasingly 

common nights when Gerald and his ex-wife had nothing to talk about 

suggested a divorce loomed. It was easy to see, in hindsight, the way life 

foreshadowed what might happen if you only paid close enough attention 

to the clues. 

He’d look back on the whole day as chock full of 

foreshadowing. If the words of Harry and Springsteen alike warned him 

the space heater was a fire hazard, why wouldn’t he go back inside to 

check and make sure he’d turned it off when he went out to join Mary 

Lou that night? 

The truth was, he remembered he’d left it on as he was sitting 

in Mary Lou’s car, but he’d left it on plenty of nights without facing any 

consequences. 

The Springsteen song was over and another half dozen songs 

had passed when Mary Lou pointed out the smoke burbling from beneath 

the front door. 

There was a flurry of action to follow in Gerald bolting from 

the car, slipping on some unseen ice or melted snow and catching 

himself, hands against the hood of the car. He was almost to the front 

door when he heard Mary Lou hollering out the driver side window not 

to be a damned fool. She was calling the fire department. Of course Mary 

Lou wouldn’t leave the house without her cell phone. She was practically 

minded in a way Gerald had always liked to think he was in his thrift and 

settling for bad coffee. Mary Lou recognized the limitations of an old 

body, an old mind. You never knew when you’d need to call for help.  

After that initial panic, before he imagined the agony of 

listening to Harry say he’d told him so or processed the loss of VHS 

home movies of the kids when they were small, Gerald achieved a 

moment of peace. He was back in Mary Lou’s car, pulled back a safer 

distance from the house, waiting for fire truck sirens to fracture the quiet 

of a house burning on a winter’s night. She reached across the darkness 

to squeeze his hand.  

I’m not alone anymore, Gerald thought, or cold. There might be 

a poem in that. 
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School cafeteria, 1968  

 

AT RISE: 

The clattering of dishes is heard with the slamming down of 

trays, loud chatter. JEFFREY, 13-years-old, sits eating alone 

at a table, methodically, bored. BRUCE enters, same age, looks 

around, slams his tray down on the table and joins Jeffrey at 

the opposite end. He eats voraciously before looking up to 

notice that Jeffrey is even there. He nods in his direction. Jeffrey 

hesitantly nods back. Bruce starts humming Lady Madonna by 

the Beatles. Is it absentmindedly or intentional? He stops 

humming and looks at Jeffrey. 

 

BRUCE 

What’s that smell?  

 

JEFFREY 

Disinfectant and bad tater tots. 

 

Bruce shrugs his shoulders and goes back to humming the same 

song.  

 

JEFFREY 

Lady Madonna? 

 

BRUCE 

Yeah. The Beatles. They are the best.  

 

JEFFREY 

(with a sense of containment) 

They’re okay.  

 

BRUCE 

John’s my favorite. 

 

JEFFREY 

I like Paul. 

 

BRUCE 

Why? 

 

JEFFREY  

He’s the most, uh, cool looking. 
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BRUCE 

(Smiles knowingly) 

Yeah. Cool looking. So, you’re eating by yourself. 

 

JEFFREY 

So are you.  

 

BRUCE 

I just moved here. Don’t know anyone.  

 

JEFFREY 

I live here and still don’t know anyone. Everyone’s a total bummer. 

 

BRUCE 

My last school was the same. 

 

JEFFREY 

I guess you got kicked out. 

 

BRUCE 

No, I bugged out. 

 

JEFFREY 

Really?  

 

BRUCE 

Yeah. Got into a fight.  

 

JEFFREY 

So that’s how you got that scar above your eye.  

 

BRUCE 

Yeah, this asshole Jimmy pushed me against the wall in gym class and I 

hit the corner of the locker. Fuckin’ hurt. 

 

JEFFREY 

I hate that shit. Those jerks bug you for no reason.  

 

BRUCE 

I guess I liked Paul McCartney too much.  

 

JEFFREY 

Oh. 
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He gets it. 

 

BRUCE 

He didn’t even get into trouble. His father was the principal. Just had to 

say he was sorry but I know he didn’t mean it.  

 

JEFFREY 

What a bummer.  

 

BRUCE 

I asked my Mom if we could move out somewhere far like California or 

Hawaii but she has this job she likes working on the Humphrey campaign 

and my Dad’s a jerk and just went along with it. I fuckin’ hate it here. 

 

JEFFREY 

Yeah, West Roxbury’s the pits. Whose Humphrey?  

 

BRUCE 

He’s some asshole running for president.  

 

JEFFREY 

That’s cool that your Mom works. Mine just sits around all day watching 

Days of Our Lives. 

 

BRUCE 

Yeah, she took me to see Frank Zappa at Boston Jazz Festival. It was a 

gas.  

 

JEFFREY 

You went to a concert with your Mom?  

 

BRUCE 

Yeah. Who else would I go with? 

 

JEFFREY 

I don’t know Frank Zappa but I’d go with you.  

 

BRUCE 

Oh, yeah?  

 

The bell rings indicating that it’s the end of lunchtime. Bruce 

and Jeffrey start to gather up their trays. 
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JEFFREY 

You didn’t finish your lunch.  

 

BRUCE 

It’s okay You’re right about these tater tots. They stink. You want my 

chocolate milk? 

 

JEFFREY 

My Mom says I can’t have it. It makes me sick or something. And I got 

gym next. 

 

BRUCE 

Me, too. Want to cut with me?  

 

JEFFREY 

Uh, I don’t know. 

 

BRUCE 

They’re showing Rosemary’s Baby at the Brattle Theater. Wanna sneak 

in? 

 

JEFFREY 

Yeah!  

 

* * * 

 

Hospital room, 1995  

 

AT RISE: 

Bruce, early 40s, lies in bed listlessly. The television is on as 

sounds from The Sound of Music play from it mixed in with the 

sounds of machines beeping, and the loudspeaker making 

mundane announcements.  

 

Jeffrey enters the hospital with an Act-Up hat on and 

sunglasses. He hurries over to Bruce’s bed. 

 

BRUCE 

You’re late. Maria already established that the hills are alive. And what’s 

with the get-up? 
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JEFFREY 

Nurse Ratched is out there again and wouldn’t let me in. At least she 

would have if you were my husband. But I guess friends don’t count 

anymore. 

 

BRUCE 

Wait a minute. You’re not my husband?  

 

JEFFREY 

Just because we fooled around in summer camp when we were 14 

doesn’t cut it. 

 

BRUCE 

You forgot about the time we were drunk off our asses at Rainbow 

Mountain and I let you jerk me off before we passed out on the couch. 

 

JEFFREY 

“Let you?” You practically begged me.  

 

BRUCE 

Maybe that’s how you remember it.  

 

JEFFREY 

And no husband would change your bed pan.  

 

BRUCE 

That’s true. When Carlo saw what he had to do to take care of me, like 

Julie Andrews, he headed for the hills. 

 

JEFFREY 

Not without infecting you first. No offense but you have worse taste in 

husbands than Liza Minelli.  

 

BRUCE 

You’re just jealous. 

 

JEFFREY  

Maybe we’ll get to have husbands someday. We all thought Clinton in 

office would change that.  
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BRUCE  
You and I have been around long enough to know how that goes. Now 

after three years of him all we can look forward to is not asking and 

telling.  

 

JEFFREY  

And you and I have been around long enough to know that that’s all 

we’ve done our whole lives. We asked. We told. We suffered the 

consequences. I brought you some treats. 

 

BRUCE 

What am I? A dog? 

 

JEFFREY 

Yes. 

 

Jeffrey takes croissants out of a bag from Au Bon Pain. 

 

JEFFREY 

Chocolate and spinach with cheese. Your favorites.  

 

BRUCE 

I can’t eat those.  

 

JEFFREY 

Come on. Your attempts at keeping your girlish figure are going too far. 

 

Jeffrey takes the croissants out of the bag and hands them to 

Bruce on a napkin. 

 

BRUCE 

No, really. I can’t eat that.  

 

Jeffrey is disappointed and puts them back in the bag. 

 

JEFFREY 

Well, maybe later. 

(pause) 

You’re getting back at me for not taking your chocolate milk 25 years 

ago. 

 

BRUCE 

Actually, Bruce, I’m so fucking tired I can barely speak.  
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JEFFREY 

Works for me.  

 

A bell is heard from the TV as it rings in the abbey. 

 

BRUCE 

This is the first time I can’t keep my eyes open to watch The Sound of 

Music. 

 

JEFFREY 

We better get some speed in you and wake up. We still have 3 hours to 

go. She hasn’t even climbed every mountain yet. 

 

Bruce points to the lesion on his face from Kaposi Sarcoma 

which is out of view. 

 

BRUCE 

Does it look as bad as I think it does?  

 

JEFFREY 

Not at all. It looks more like a fake beauty mark. Think Glenn Close in 

Dangerous Liaisons. Or should I say dangerous lesions 

 

BRUCE 

Or in the case of your sisters, dangerous lesbians.  

 

JEFFREY 

Exactly. 

 

BRUCE 

I’m too tired to laugh. 

 

JEFFREY 

Then go to sleep, sweet prince.  

 

BRUCE 

You mean princess. And a Jewish American one at that. 

 

Bruce falls asleep on Jeffrey’s shoulders. 

 

JEFFREY 

Don’t leave us, just yet, my friend. 
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Climb Every Mountain is heard from the TV. 

 

 

* * * 

 

Outside of a nursing home, 2005  

 

AT RISE: 

Jeffrey sits on a park bench holding flowers. Sounds of birds 

chirping and a gentle wind through the trees is heard. Bruce 

enters in a wheelchair. 

 

JEFFREY 

Please, don’t get up. 

 

BRUCE 

Bitch. And are those carnations in that bouquet? You can’t be serious.  

 

JEFFREY 

Not just a bouquet. 

 

He pulls out a small bag from Fanny Farmers and takes a 

chocolate bar out of it. 

 

BRUCE 

Wow. Fanny Farmers. You really went all out.  

 

JEFFREY 

Only the best for you, my princess.  

 

BRUCE 

We’re always bringing each other things we can’t eat. No sugar anymore 

for me. Bad for the immune system. 

 

JEFFREY 

You always were a fussy bitch. 

 

Jeffrey opens the candy bar and starts to eat it himself. 

 

BRUCE 

Please. Don’t stand on ceremony. So much for being lactose intolerant. 
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JEFFREY 

I took my pills. 

 

Jeffrey looks at the surroundings. 

 

JEFFREY 

This place still doesn’t look so bad. Better than Diana Ross’ rehab in 

Lady Sings the Blues.  

 

BRUCE 

That was a different kind of rehab. She was only there for 30 days and 

not 10 years. 

 

JEFFREY 

Well, they only gave you 10 months to live and now look at you. You’ll 

probably outlive us all. 

 

BRUCE 

Yep. That fucking disease turned me into a gimp but to quote from 

Shirley MacLaine in Postcards from the Edge “I’m still here.” And that’s 

even with W. getting re-elected. Look what I found.  

 

Bruce pulls out a record cover from a bag attached to his chair 

handle. 

 

JEFFREY 

Oh my God! An original edition. Paul was as beautiful as I remember. 

And now look at him. Do we look that old, too? 

 

BRUCE 

Much worse. Just to think. I used to wear Beatles t-shirts in high school 

and now I should wear one that says Long Term Survivor. 

 

JEFFREY 

We’re lovers and survivors.  

 

BRUCE 

The former not in a long time. An old cripple with AIDS doesn’t rate 

very high on the dating track. 

 

JEFFREY 

Where’s everyone’s sense of imagination?  
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BRUCE 

Don’t get too into that chocolate bar. The lunch bell will ring any second. 

 

JEFFREY 

Our lives ruled by the sound of the bell but has anything really changed 

since junior high? 

 

BRUCE 

Nothing’s changed yet nothing’s the same. Lovers and family members 

have come and gone. But you’re stuck with me through-out when no one 

else did. Why is that? 

 

JEFFREY 

I don’t know much after all these years except one thing, that I’d do 

anything for you. 

 

BRUCE 

You would?  

 

JEFFREY 

You don’t know that by now? How long have I known you? 

 

BRUCE 

I’m a nervous queen. I need lots of reassurance.  

 

JEFFREY 

Ya think? So I have some news. You’re finally moving out of here. 

 

BRUCE 

What do you mean?  

 

JEFFREY 

Simon dumped me again and I’m looking for a new roommate. 

 

BRUCE 

Again? You’re the Richard Burton/Liz Taylor of marriages. Including 

the weight gain. 

 

JEFFREY 

Don’t knock Liz Taylor. She saved our lives. So whatdya say? I had a 

ramp put in because, speaking of weight gain, if you think I’m carrying 

you up those stairs every day you have another thing coming. 
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BRUCE 

I don’t know what to say. 

 

JEFFREY 

How about yes?  

 

The mealtime bell rings. 

 

BRUCE 

You have a choice of sloppy joes or hot dogs today.  

 

JEFFREY 

Things really haven’t changed since junior high.  

 

BRUCE 

At least your cooking has to be an improvement from this place.  

 

JEFFREY 

If you think I’m cooking every day, think again.  

 

Jeffrey smiles. They go inside. 

 

 

 

THE END 

 

 

Watch a filmed version of “Lovers and Survivors” here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAeoALmNooo  
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Fermata 
 

by Mark S. Rosati 

 

*This story was first published on YouMightNeedtoHearThis.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Like monks breaking vows of solitude, one recent Sunday 

afternoon we ventured cautiously out of our home and drove to a local 

music club for a concert by a beloved singer. Now in her early seventies, 

the singer has been a fixture on the national folk-music circuit for five 

decades, but this would be her first live performance since the pandemic 

changed life by a magnitude usually associated with wars or earthquakes.  

The concert, at a cozy spot on the fringe of a Midwestern 

university campus, was preceded by several days of emails from the 

venue and postings on social media, reminding that all attendees would 

need to wear a mask and come bearing proof of vaccination. A few 

patrons evidently did not see, or disregarded, the stream of warnings and 

were turned away by the polite but firm doorman; they left as unhappy 

as twenty-year-olds denied entry to a bar, growling over their shoulders 

that they would never return.  

We queued up at the door, dutifully showed our vaccination 

cards, and made our way to our reserved table. The club had spaced out 

the little tables, but there were still four chairs at every one. We found 

ourselves sitting with a couple from Detroit, who had driven five hours 

to be in attendance. The woman introduced herself and her spouse and 

was quick to reassure us that “we both had the Pfizer.” (My guess, 

judging by the ages of the men in the room, was that the vaccine was not 

the only Pfizer pharmaceutical popular with the patrons.)  

The club was not offering table service anymore, to help 

maintain social distances and keep human hands and their hordes of viral 

passengers off of glasses and mugs. So, before the concert began, I went 

to the bar and lined up a few feet behind a silver-maned, black-masked 

man. He ordered two drinks and, walking past me as he carried them 
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back to his table, said, “I think you and I are the youngest guys here.” He 

was probably right. When it was my turn to order, I asked the latex-

gloved server for two black coffees—it was too early in the day for 

alcohol. I sipped a bit from my mug to avoid spilling it as I walked back 

to my seat. The coffee was bitter and lukewarm. I did not complain.  

My wife and I had attended several of the singer’s performances 

over the years but had passed up many other opportunities to see her, 

always assuming we would have another chance soon. Her concerts 

served as touchstones for various stages of our lives—when we were 

dating, when we were first married, when we moved back to the city after 

a few years on the East Coast—but rarely after our children were born, 

when most of the concerts we attended involved elementary school 

bands and miniature “musicians” unfamiliar with the concept of daily 

practice. Concerts by professional musicians, and similar indulgences, 

took a back seat to the demands of raising kids, never-ending work 

responsibilities, extended family commitments, and household chores—

dishes always need doing and lawns always need mowing. But then the 

pandemic arrived and reminded us, along with much of the human race, 

that “normal” life—or life at all, for that matter—should not be taken for 

granted. When we learned that the singer was coming to town, we 

hesitated briefly, but decided to put our trust in our vaccinations and 

masks and bought tickets.  

After a few moments at our table, sipping our coffee and 

chatting with the couple from Detroit, the room lights dimmed and the 

stage lights came up. A small woman, cradling a guitar and wearing a 

billowy blouse and skirt with a red-and-green floral pattern and matching 

mask, made her way from behind the curtains and glided to the 

microphone at center stage. Even though most of the audience would 

usually recognize her at least as well as we would a neighbor who lives 

two houses down and across the alley, everyone hesitated until the artist 

pulled down her mask—not for the first time, I realized how much of our 

ability to identify other people depends upon seeing their entire face. 

Only then did the room erupt in warm and sustained applause. The 

singer’s glowing countenance was that of a loving aunt seeing her nieces 

and nephews after a long absence. She bowed; her long flowing hair, 

once dark brown but now mostly a robust gray, fell to her waist and 

turned luminous in the warm blue light.  
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Even after some 50 years of performing, she was nervous—no 

doubt in part due to innate shyness, but probably more due to rust, 

brought on by the year-and-a-half enforced hiatus, isolated from all but 

closest families and friends. She said how wonderful it was to see all of 

us, and we believed her. She told us that she would be mixing her newest 

songs—all released earlier in the year, online, never before performed to 

an audience—with old favorites, and warned in advance that she might 

be so skittish she would forget the words now and again. But then she 

jumped into her first song, and her crystalline soprano, a “lark 

ascendant,” did not fail her, or us. The purity, the clarity of her music 

suspended time, eased pain, and at least for a moment blocked out 

memories of an endless succession of deaths and hospitalizations, and 

months of smothering silence interrupted only by the constant screeching 

of an orange man in a white house. The notes vibrated from her heart to 

ours, individual and collective, breathing and humming along as one. 

Framed in soft light and soaring from note to note, she infused us with 

sounds and memories, taking us back to a coffeehouse or church 

basement years ago when love was young, hope eternal, the future 

limitless.  

Many years ago, at one of her concerts at a suburban Unitarian 

church packed with folk-music faithful, the singer shared a cute story 

about her then-young daughter. The details are lost in the underbrush of 

the passing years, but I do remember that everyone laughed, those in the 

audience with children probably more heartily and knowingly than those 

of us who were childless at the time. Today, she sang about her daughter, 

now a grown woman, falling in love with a man, and then another, newer 

song about the daughter’s recent marriage to that same man, at a wedding 

attended by only 13 guests due to the raging pandemic. In introducing 

the wedding ballad, the singer fumbled for the name of the well-known 

arts museum where the celebration was held, and during the song itself 

stumbled over some of the lyrics. As she apologized afterward for 

forgetting the words, everyone in the audience nodded, no doubt smiling 

gently beneath their masks, as most of us are prone to the occasional 

lapse in word retrieval. Like a shared love of music, it was a bond that 

united us, friends for at least a couple of hours.  

She then segued seamlessly to a song of pain and loss, about the 

passing of her mother just before the contagion arrived on our shores. 

The lights bathed her in azure, the creases in her face turning to small 
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streams, filled by the tears gently falling down her cheeks. Judging by 

the prairie of gray hair in the room, everyone in the room had lost at least 

one parent and most probably had said farewell to both—orphans, in the 

way that a seventy-year-old feeling her mother’s last breath against her 

face in hospice understands that with mom and dad both now gone, part 

of her has disappeared, too. Many eyes glistened along with the 

performer’s as she sang of her mother, painting a portrait of a woman 

seen through a child’s loving eyes but remembered from the vantage 

point of a distant land. The dusky stage lights caught the lines in her face, 

the seafoam of her hair, the floral prints on her blouse, transforming her 

into a blue-tinged mosaic. She was a Picasso come to life, in a Blue 

Period along with the rest of the world.  

The singer forgot a lyric or two again, but no one cared; who 

among us could speak about a dead parent to other people for the first 

time without at least occasionally losing our train of thought? Her guitar 

and the accompanying pianist carried the melody along. After the song, 

she again admitted to nervousness and observed that she smiles and 

laughs a lot when she has stage fright—no one minded that, either. 

Netflix does not get nervous, and Hulu forgets nothing, but there is a 

literal screen between viewer and performers—as grateful as we all are 

for in-home entertainment, by the end of the sixth month or so of the 

pandemic, the fourth wall had never seemed as thick. Here, the artist 

herself shared with us, directly and very personally, her passions, her 

emotions, her creations, her flaws. In the room, there was intimacy of the 

old kind—no photos, no texting, no video streaming. The experience was 

shared by those present, and us alone. As the singer remarked several 

times, she was feeding off our love and support, just as we did from her. 

For an hour and 35 precious minutes, there was a bond, and life was back 

to normal.  

Before one of her final numbers, the singer talked lovingly 

about a dear friend, a collaborator on many of her songs, who had died 

during the pandemic, and she remarked that the disease had probably 

brought tragedy into all of our lives. Every head nodded, in memory of 

far-away deaths, funerals conducted over Zoom, and “wakes with 

words”—haunting obituaries in the daily newspapers, the number of 

which was dwindling precipitously in a country where everyone seemed 

to have their own set of facts, gleaned from an hour or two reading 

Twitter and watching YouTube, including on topics such as immunology 
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and virology. She then launched into the song, a cappella, tears running 

down her cheeks again as she carved a transcendent tribute to her late 

friend that may outlast any headstone. What is the greater gift: to be able 

to create such magic, or to be a worthy subject of it?  

She thanked all of us for coming, acknowledging that any trip 

outside the safety of our home “bubbles” these days was not without risk. 

We had inspired her, she said, and hoped she had done the same for us. 

She concluded with her best-known song, of which everyone present 

knew at least the chorus and many every word and chord, our voices shy 

and muffled through our masks as we sang along. She stumbled once or 

twice—audience members helped by calling out the lyrics, softly and 

politely. The singer would smile, nod, and continue, with never a break 

in the poignant melody she played on her antique guitar. At the end, she 

wept again, and bowed. We rose as one to applaud her life, her legacy, 

the beauty of her art.  

The singer walked off the stage and lingered in the space 

between the tables and the bar. She has been a frequent enough visitor to 

our city that she recognized some of the hundred or so fans in a room 

that used to hold twice as many. We longed to approach her and tell her 

how wonderful she was, how moved we were by her performance, how 

much her music had meant to us over the years, and most of all how very 

special today was but, seeing the fans clumped around her, we hesitated, 

then stopped. Somewhere during the past eighteen months we had 

learned that one thousand virus particles can fit across a human hair, so 

the safest and wisest course, always, is to avoid anything resembling a 

crowd.  

Reluctantly but resolutely, we filed out, keeping our distance 

from the other fans, even our new friends from Detroit. We left 1978 

behind us and returned to the world as it is, one far different than any of 

us had planned. With new microscopic enemies evolving in the shadows, 

and the airwaves roiled with news about breakthrough infections, 

renewed mask mandates and literal fights over life-saving 

vaccinations—has the world always been this mad?—we slipped quietly 

back to our car and drove home, returning once again to the safety of our 

cocoon, and to new life for old memories.  
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Spell 
 

A One-Act Riff in Verse on Shakespeare’s The Tempest 
 

by Barbara Blatner 

 

*This script was first published in Borderless Thalia: A Multilingual 

Comedic Collection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
CHARACTERS 

 

Ariel     All characters are re-

imaginings 

     of characters in 

Shakespeare’s  

Caliban     The Tempest 

 

Prospero 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Production Notes: 

Actors should speak the verse of this play as naturally as possible. Let 

casting be color- and gender-blind, inventive, and against type.  
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The island where the exiled 

Prospero and his daughter landed in 

The Tempest. 

 

AT RISE: 

ARIEL, spirit of Air, sits on the branch of a tree, coughing, 

with breathing labored, looking at the sky.  

 

CALIBAN, creature of Earth, enters below, startling Ariel.  

 

ARIEL 

Caliban! Help me.  

 

CALIBAN 

(Sardonic) 

Why do you cough so violently, Ariel? 

God forbid you’ll break your delicate 

bones.  

 

ARIEL 

Stop your rancorous mouth, creature of dust.  

I'm made of light high above your ground. 

 

CALIBAN 

(Insincere) 

Darling Ariel, delicate radiance, 

how can one so far beneath you offer 

any help?  

 

ARIEL 

For once shut off resenting me and do 

Something, wretch, I cannot - breathe!  

 

CALIBAN 

Sincerely now, haughty spirit, what can I 

do?  

 

ARIEL 

(Pointing to the sky, coughing, etc.)  

Our island skies swarm blacker with hideous soot 

than even this morning! All my kin who 

live 
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ARIEL (CONT’D) 

in air, mosquito, dragonfly and dove, 

gasp and heave, their babies take no – 

(Breathing hard)  

full – breath, their eyes dull, and you— 

 

CALIBAN 

I and my Earth-bound kin are just fine, 

thank you very much.  

 

ARIEL 

You who live close to earth will last 

a few hours more than me, but soon you too 

will lose this wave-skirted world you love, 

and life. 

 

CALIBAN 

Ash covers all your thoughts, Ariel, you speak  

of nothing else, you’re obsessed. 

 

ARIEL 

Deny it all, but ash will eat your breath,  

coat your feet— 

 

CALIBAN 

Why do you always ruin my day, airhead!? 

 

ARIEL 

I trouble you as doom approaches?!  

(Coughs) 

 

CALIBAN 

In a day or two, island winds will blow 

this smoke away.  

 

ARIEL 

Wrong as usual. Why can’t your earth-bound  

mind look up?  

(Gesturing to sky)  

 

CALIBAN 

Why can’t your light-mauled eyes look down?  

Except on me. Why do you always snub me, Ariel? 
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ARIEL 

There’s no time to think about that.  

 

CALIBAN 

I like to be liked. Everyone does.  

 

ARIEL 

Go away. I cannot inhale your resentment 

and this smoke!  

 

CALIBAN 

I’ll tell you who’s to blame for this sky.  

 

ARIEL 

So you do not deny we near apocalypse?  

 

CALIBAN 

I deny nothing, not your suffering, 

not the tainting of our clouds. But I 

feel no hope, no wing of it flutters 

in my chest. We will perish, Cousin, 

everyone in earth, water and air.  

I will tell you who’s to blame, ’cause 

only he can reverse our calamity. 

Why not come down to my level from 

your branch?  

 

ARIEL 

I’ll stay right where I am, thank you.  

 

CALIBAN 

Windy wisp of brain, you’ll breathe easier  

closer to the ground.  

 

ARIEL 

Shut up and tell me who diseased our sky!  

 

CALIBAN 

It is your master, the great magician Prospero  

who has polluted our lungs. 
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ARIEL 

Prospero?! 

 

CALIBAN 

The one you serve so cravenly? 

 

ARIEL 

Served, past tense. Just an hour ago 

he freed me from his employ, as he promised. 

I will not hear you slander Prospero.  

 

CALIBAN 

He sickened our heavens!  

 

ARIEL 

He’s done nothing but good these twelve years  

he and his daughter Miranda have lived here.  

 

CALIBAN 

How sad, you still worship the invader. 

He’s bound your mind and spirit to him, enslaved you 

to do his bidding every second of 

each year of those twelve!  

 

ARIEL 

Stop throwing your muddy grudges in my face  

or I will go!  

 

CALIBAN 

Don’t go, Ariel! Give me a chance 

to know you better and you me.  

 

ARIEL 

(Gesturing to sky)  

This is no cocktail hour, wingless one!  

 

CALIBAN 

It was a cursed day that devil Prospero 

washed on our sands in his rotten boat.  
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ARIEL 

I praise every island god that he 

landed here with his small daughter, banished 

by callous enemies from Milan— 

 

CALIBAN 

—where he was, face it, Ariel, a dismal 

Duke who gave the finger to his job 

and immersed in his study of magic arts to Milan’s 

detriment! No wonder he was banished!  

 

ARIEL 

I will not forget it was Prospero 

who with his vast alchemy sprung me 

from my years of hell inside that pine!  

(Pointing to nearby pine tree)  

 

CALIBAN 

Shrieking like a headless crow.  

 

ARIEL 

And I do not forget it was your mother, 

the horrid witch Sycorax, who trapped me 

there because I would not with my own  

magic carry out her scorching autocratic 

aims for our lush woods!  

 

CALIBAN 

(Under their breath)  

I never liked my mother much, I confess. 

 

ARIEL 

What did you say?!  

 

CALIBAN 

You hate me because of my mother? 

You will not speak? Well, I am not her.  

(Quick beat)  

Where’s your almighty magician now?  

 

ARIEL 

I saw him last at his cave when he freed 

me for the final time, since I discharged 
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ARIEL (CONT’D) 

all his commands and aptly tricked his enemies. 

Today Prospero sails home to Milan.  

(Coughing)  

And I – am – free! No longer – serving – anyone – anymore!  

 

CALIBAN 

You’re free to bust your lungs and die, all right.  

Prospero’s to blame! 

 

ARIEL 

I will not bear that thought, I cannot. 

 

CALIBAN 

Because you have a puppet’s heart. 

 

ARIEL 

What?!  

 

CALIBAN 

A puppet’s heart! You served that guy so long 

you can’t do anything without him. 

  

ARIEL 

Muckraker, your back was bent as much as mine  

to Prospero’s desires.  

 

CALIBAN 

O no, I fought him with feet, fingernails 

and brain. He never was my master.  

 

ARIEL 

Good for you.  

 

CALIBAN 

Every day I fought the damned wizard, 

more potent than the gods of my mother, 

and withstood his punishments. I have 

the scars. Here. Here.  

 

Caliban shows Ariel scars on their arms, legs, and neck.  
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ARIEL 

I did not know this. But the straight 

truth is, the magician loved me and 

not you.  

 

CALIBAN 

Oh, Prospero loved me at first, petted me 

like a child. I held to him, I was lonely, 

my mother had died, and I never had a name 

for my father. But Prospero thought I was  

a child with no age of mind or 

experience.  

 

ARIEL 

I didn’t know he ever loved you.  

 

CALIBAN 

You have never looked to see what happens  

on this solid dirt with me, being 

born of cloud and sun as you are. 

But I tell you, soon Prospero turned on me, 

forced me, like you, to labor.  

 

ARIEL 

He said you would put your hands on his sweet daughter. 

 

CALIBAN 

So he said. But I loved father and daughter  

and both misread me, said I was nothing 

if not bad. It was only because 

my ways and face look so different from theirs.  

 

ARIEL 

This is a new point of view for me. 

I’ll consider it—medium trustingly.  

 

CALIBAN 

As you will. But listen: All day long 

he made me chop our tall sunlit trees, 

lay out their bones to dry, then light monstrous 

fires roaring dawn to dawn— 
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ARIEL 

—to warm him and his child, cook their food,  

scare off tigers— 

 

CALIBAN 

—to use all he wanted of our woods 

for himself. The island belongs to no one, 

you know that. But with his incessant 

fires, your Prospero sent up poison ash, 

poison that now kills us as we mourn 

our lost radiant blue.  

 

ARIEL 

I am – astounded. Caliban, if it’s true 

we must stop this man before he sails, 

leaving this wreckage! With his magic, 

so much greater than mine, he must restore 

our oxygen!  

 

CALIBAN 

Agreed. So I have done something, yes? 

Now will you, your highness, come down 

to earth and meet my eye?  

 

ARIEL 

Oh, all right. 

 

Ariel comes down from tree to ground, breathes a bit easier. 

 

ARIEL 

My breath is - a little looser here. 

 

CALIBAN 

We will demand of Prospero that he 

heal our breath for good.  

 

ARIEL 

You, uh, you demand it, Caliban, I’ll – stand by.  

 

CALIBAN 

No dice. He’s not your master anymore!  
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ARIEL 

Um, I – forgot.  

 

CALIBAN 

Here he comes.  

 

Enter PROSPERO slowly, an old, feeble man with a cane and 

a hat on his head, carrying an old suitcase. Caliban steps out 

of view, Ariel steps forward. 

 

ARIEL 

(Whispers to Caliban)  

Why does he look so - old and frail?!  

(To Prospero)  

Former master. 

 

CALIBAN 

(Under their breath)  

Monster.  

 

ARIEL 

(To Prospero)  

What has happened to you, Prospero?  

 

PROSPERO 

My dear Ariel, I go now to my 

ship, Miranda and the others wait 

for me. I thought you and I said our 

goodbyes. Are you all right?  

 

ARIEL 

Actually, I am not well. I am ill 

with the infection of the clouds. 

 

PROSPERO 

What do you say, I do not follow…? 

 

ARIEL 

My lungs suffer from this foul sky.  

(Points to sky)  
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PROSPERO 

What primitive language do you speak? I do not  

know what you say. Speak in my 

tongue, the one I taught you when I came  

here from Milan.  

 

CALIBAN 

(Stepping forward) 

Prospero.  

 

PROSPERO 

Stay away from me, worm! Miranda’s safe  

from you on the ship, but I—!  

 

CALIBAN 

Why do you cringe from me, potent one? 

You’ve never done that before. Where is 

your former arrogance?  

 

PROSPERO 

I don’t grasp your words, they’re cries wolves  

and owls make!  

(To Ariel) 

Are you my Ariel or some  

hostile sprite who looks like her? Use 

my language, so I can parse you!  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Ariel, bewildered)  

He understood our native language well 

when he enslaved us.  

 

PROSPERO 

Whatever gibberish you speak, I leave 

far behind. Goodbye. 

  

Prospero starts to exit to his ship.  

 

CALIBAN 

We cannot let him leave! Tell him in his 

heavy tongue to end our dilemma! 

He’ll listen more to you than to me.  
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ARIEL 

Prospero, sir, before you go, will you – 

please, sir, listen to – to my plea?  

 

CALIBAN 

Polite, much?  

 

PROSPERO 

Ah, there’s my sweet Ariel. But what is it? 

My ship lies on the bay with swollen sails.  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Prospero) 

Prospero, with your fancy syllables  

I’ll make this clear: You wounded our air 

with your high, sick fires. Now with your most 

stirring spells, transform them, let us live— 

 

ARIEL 

—reverse this – this disaster, ex-master, 

before you go, clear the deadly smog, 

or all you leave withers behind you.  

 

PROSPERO 

Now I scan your words but not their sense. 

Disaster? What disaster? I have finished 

all my work on this soil. Do not 

try my patience! What disaster?! 

 

CALIBAN 

Up there! 

 

ARIEL 

There! 

 

PROSPERO 

Where, what is it?!  

 

CALIBAN 

The sky! 

 

Quick beat. Prospero looks at the sky.  
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PROSPERO 

What’s wrong with the sky?  

 

ARIEL 

It roils constantly with smoke!  

 (Has a coughing fit)  

 

CALIBAN 

What’s wrong with your eyes?!  

 

PROSPERO 

(Looking up)  

But I see nothing but the sheets of blue 

I saw the first day I arrived. 

I just don’t follow. This place I knew 

for many suns is suddenly alien.  

I will be glad to leave.  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Prospero about Ariel)  

You don’t see the billowing ash that burns his throat?!  

 

PROSPERO 

(Points to the bay where his ships prepares to sail)  

They hoist my sails below! I make my way!  

 

Beat. Prospero slowly exits, coughing a little.  

 

ARIEL 

(To Caliban)  

Poor Prospero cannot bear to see what he has done.  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Ariel) 

Poor Prospero?! Are you kidding? He sees what he  

will see, nothing more.  

 

PROSPERO 

Talk all you want your incoherent slang! 

Goodbye!  

 

Prospero continues to slowly exit.  
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ARIEL 

Prospero, you can’t go!  

 

PROSPERO 

Servant, yes you are free but free 

to tell me what to do? Ariel, dream on. 

Ah, a catch in my throat.  

(Coughs)  

 

Prospero continues to exit. Caliban grabs Prospero, drags him 

to the tree, begins to bind him there with a strong vine circling 

the tree.  

 

                  PROSPERO 

(To Caliban)  

What’re you – doing?! 

  

CALIBAN 

(To Ariel)  

You wanted action, cousin?! Help me now, bind him!  

 

PROSPERO 

Let – me – go!  

 

Ariel helps Caliban bind Prospero, then backs off.  

 

ARIEL 

(Wavering in resolve)  

Do I hurt you, master? I mean— 

(To Caliban)  

I can't – quite – do this. My righteousness says 

do it, my loyalty says no.  

 

PROSPERO 

What are you squawking against me?! I loved you,  

Ariel. How can you pounce on me 

with this criminal?! 

 

CALIBAN 

Make your will a strong sail, Ariel, so it huffs  

in his breeze no more! 

 

Ariel helps Caliban secure Prospero to tree.  
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CALIBAN 

There!  

 

ARIEL 

Caliban, won’t he use his wizardry 

to unbind himself presto and bind us 

to the dust?  

 

PROSPERO 

(Straining against his bonds)  

Why do you bind me?! I have done nothing wrong! 

 

Quick beat.  

 

CALIBAN 

Then conjure your own freedom, wizard, 

with your trickster arts.  

 

PROSPERO 

But I – will you let me – go! Ah!  

(Straining at his bonds)  

 

ARIEL 

Restore our skies your fires defiled and I –  

I promise I'll untie you. 

 

PROSPERO 

Up there’s a still lake of cobalt blue!  

(Coughs a little)  

 

ARIEL 

Caliban, could his shaman smarts – be gone?  

He makes no move to free himself?  

 

CALIBAN 

And clearly, he no longer grasps our language.  

 

PROSPERO 

I don’t see what your problem is, I just know  

I can’t help you.  
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ARIEL 

(To Caliban)  

When he came here he so quickly delved 

our speech—  

 

CALIBAN 

—but just to win us. Then he wielded spells  

and stuffed down every citizen's throat 

on this island his exotic language—  

 

ARIEL 

—forced syllables on me especially— 

 

CALIBAN 

—and me.  

 

PROSPERO 

You should be ashamed talking— probably about me— 

in your – primordial speech!  

 

ARIEL 

I hate to admit it’s true, but he catechized  

his nouns and verbs - and muffled ours. 

 

PROSPERO 

I am an old man, I want to go home.  

 

CALIBAN 

He debased our tongue, the beats and rhymes  

by which I knew myself, my body and mind—  

 

ARIEL 

—words by which we also know our creatures,  

plants, lagoons, every living thing— 

 

CALIBAN 

—while my own words turned smoky in my head— 

 

ARIEL 

(Pointing to sky) 

—as this sky. It is - good to speak our words  

again. With you.  
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CALIBAN 

Yes? Well. Thank you, Ariel. Once strands  

of the sun’s fire streamed down 

through green lacy leaves, touched my face, 

warmed my skin. But his sentences 

taught me my inferiority.  

 

ARIEL 

He broke more than our sky. 

 

CALIBAN 

He so demoted Caliban, there's no light inside.  

(Tapping chest)  

 

PROSPERO 

(Indicating his bound hands)  

My hands – chafe and burn. 

I will be ill if you keep me here!  

 

ARIEL 

You cannot free yourself, once-sovereign magician?  

 

PROSPERO 

If only. If only I had not thrown away 

a little while ago—god help me—all my 

tools and magic kits to the bottom 

of the sea!  

 

ARIEL 

You have thrown down the books of magic you used  

to make spells? 

 

CALIBAN 

And to subdue us?  

 

PROSPERO 

I thought I did not need them anymore, 

those conjured potencies.  

(Straining to get free)  

I was wrong! 

Why didn’t I keep my magic longer?! Rebel  

Ariel, I'd pinch you back in your prison  
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PROSPERO (CONT’D) 

tree. Caliban, I’d shove you in 

that tick-infested swamp.  

(Pointing to "swamp")  

 

ARIEL 

But I thought you were— 

 

CALIBAN 

You thought he was—? 

 

ARIEL 

—all-powerful.  

 

PROSPERO 

I do not know you anymore, Ariel, 

you’ve let this demon confuse you.  

 

Caliban grabs Prospero's hat, puts it on their head.  

 

CALIBAN 

Prospero, former master is present slave— 

 

ARIEL 

(Summoning will, courage)  

—now you'll do what – what I tell you to. 

Get your magic back any way you can 

and help us. Then you’ll go.  

 

PROSPERO 

I plunged my powers in the drumming sea, 

I cannot get them back!  

 

Caliban puts their hands on Prospero's shoulders.  

 

PROSPERO 

(Trying to shake off Caliban's hands)  

Don't touch me! Monster!  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Ariel)  

He calls me "monster," has from the first. 

But isn’t he monster?  
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PROSPERO 

Mumbo-jumbo!  

 

ARIEL 

He’s lost all his powers, he’s deaf as metal 

to us now.  

 

PROSPERO 

I beg you, let me sail away to the  

city of my birth, and meet my final 

fate there, not here!  

 

ARIEL 

He was no less than god of all he saw— 

 

CALIBAN 

—king of nature and of our nature. 

 

PROSPERO 

(Indicating Caliban)  

Why did I shower mercy on you, fiend, 

and let you live?!  

 

ARIEL 

Dirtily he lowered all of us. I see it now.  

I’ve taken slavery's poison into myself. 

 

CALIBAN 

And I the bitterness – of a failed fighter.  

 

ARIEL 

(To Prospero, pointing to sky, yanking the vine around 

Prospero’s neck)  

Remaster your witchcraft, fix this mess! 

 

PROSPERO 

Ahhh!  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Ariel)  

Cousin, give up, he's just a common monster now.  
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PROSPERO 

Bring me – water. 

 

All cough a little.  

 

ARIEL 

He cannot turn around time and hoist 

his spells from the vast ocean that rolls over 

them forever. Who – will help us?  

 

CALIBAN 

We’re dead already. Banish him to where 

he was banished from!  

 

Caliban puts their hands around Prospero's neck.  

 

PROSPERO 

Your hands pollute me!  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Prospero)  

Shut up, monster. 

 

PROSPERO 

How dare you call me what you are?! 

 

ARIEL 

I called him "master," believed in his mastery.  

 

PROSPERO 

(Trying to shake off Caliban)  

Where are you, my daughter?! My strength – it’s gone.  

 

ARIEL 

How do we scourge you for your sins, Prospero?  

We let you sail away and die a natural 

Death in pretty Milan while this island 

dies of your unnatural plundering?  

 

CALIBAN 

I say you stay and die with us. I would 

not flinch seeing you hit the dust.  
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PROSPERO 

What?! 

 

ARIEL 

That's too easy, Cousin. And I will not breathe  

my last with him at my side. 

 

PROSPERO 

(To Ariel)  

How dare you. 

 

ARIEL 

(To Caliban)  

With you. Perhaps.  

 

CALIBAN 

Truly, Ariel?  

 

ARIEL 

Caliban, I am so shot through with despair, 

to delete him in here 

(tapping chest) 

—I could—I would— 

 

CALIBAN 

Kill him now? 

 

PROSPERO 

Oh Lord. 

 

CALIBAN 

That’s the spirit, spirit!  

 

PROSPERO 

Now your words make awful sense. Miranda, help me!  

 

ARIEL 

(To Caliban)  

Could uncorrupted Ariel do such a thing?  
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CALIBAN 

You're no more pure than creatures crouching on this  

dirt you disdain. Get that stone, 

brain him to a bloody stew!  

(Pointing to nearby stone)  

 

PROSPERO 

I will be murdered here?!  

 

Ariel picks up a heavy stone, holds it over Prospero's head. 

Beat.  

 

ARIEL 

Give me some of your dense intent, 

Caliban, to do the deed.  

 

PROSPERO 

Ariel! I gave your everything I could 

like a father, guarded you with care, 

gifted order and reason to your mind, 

re-named your lakes and valleys with my proper 

nouns!  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Ariel)  

There's murder in you, never fear. 

 

ARIEL 

Is it true? 

 

CALIBAN 

No creature is without it. 

 

PROSPERO 

(To Ariel)  

Ariel! I sprung you from endless death- 

in-life in that gouged pine! I fed you 

civilized ideas, raised high your unschooled purpose!  

 

ARIEL 

(To Caliban)  

Cousin, you're right. Some howling rage 

calls my murderous will!  
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PROSPERO 

Do not kill me, my Ariel!  

 

Ariel lowers stone toward Prospero’s head.  

 

CALIBAN 

I have a delicate heart concealed in me, 

I can't look!  

 

PROSPERO 

(Tries to shield himself)  

Heaven help me!  

 

Ariel brings down the rock towards Prospero’s head.  

 

PROSPERO 

Wait! What crimes do you accuse me of?!  

 

Ariel stops the rock just above Prospero's head.  

 

CALIBAN 

That is the question, Prospero. 

 

ARIEL 

I cannot kill him, now he's asked it.  

(Lowers rock) 

 

PROSPERO 

Am I alive?!  

 

CALIBAN 

At least I won't have to wipe up his blood. 

 

PROSPERO 

Alive!  

 

CALIBAN 

(To Ariel)  

He asked about crimes, didn't he, spirit?  
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ARIEL 

(To Prospero)  

You made me your voice, arms, legs, hands, 

spoke me into riling a tempest from calm 

seas, false tragic drownings, loud illusions, 

deeds I despised. You laid your language  

on our island like a sword! Now 

I know I have hated it all!  

(Indicating Caliban) 

You made him everything you hate in yourself.  

 

CALIBAN 

You killed the beauty of our speech that names  

the million gods of our paradise.  

(Gestures to the island trees, etc.)  

Worse, you deliver choking to our lungs.  

 

ARIEL 

You made our land a chamber where we'll die,  

then blind yourself to the death you’ve hung 

up there, everywhere and in us.  

 

Beat. All cough. 

 

PROSPERO 

Is it – true? If all that is – true, 

it is – hard – to see.  

(His coughing will increase)  

You will not – say? 

But you've said – so much, in your senseless  

tongue and in mine. You are – silent 

now? Does your – silence – say it's true? 

I don't know – if I can grasp this. 

I am an old – man, once mighty – magician, 

now ordinary and – full – of crimes? 

(Struggling to breathe)  

My – breath – what's wrong with my – breath? 

You who – hold me here, Ariel – Caliban, 

why can't I – breathe? 

 

CALIBAN 

We told you.  
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ARIEL 

(Pointing up)  

Look again, do you see now?  

 

PROSPERO 

(Coughing) 

Oh. O no. I see – deadly curls of black 

blotting out – where is – the silent field 

of blue I saw each day I lived – in this – 

rocky place? Did I do that with my – 

my fires? That's what – you said? And did I – take 

words from your mouths – to loudly – sound mine? 

If monsters are – bewildered old – men,  

I – am one.  

 

Beat. Ariel and Caliban look at each other, don't answer. All 

cough. Ariel puts down the stone.  

 

PROSPERO 

(Praying)  

Great magician of this – visible world, 

you have stopped – my violent death, I am 

grateful. Ariel, I thank you. But Miranda 

must worry – where I am. Can you – find it 

in your heart to let me go?  

 

Beat. Caliban and Ariel look at Prospero, then at each other.  

 

CALIBAN 

Cousin, let’s throw out one who never did 

belong in any acre of our wilderness.  

 

Ariel unties Prospero, Caliban throws Prospero's hat back on 

his head. Prospero, stumbling, running, exits. 

 

ARIEL 

Get thee gone, Prospero.  

 

CALIBAN 

Farewell, monster!  

 

ARIEL 

Sail away with your reckless generations.  
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Prospero is gone.  

 

ARIEL 

Goodbye, ex-master. Now I must goodbye –  

all that was mastered in me. Cousin, 

perhaps I have not justly read the pages 

of the magic book that is Caliban.  

 

CALIBAN 

Really? You – like me? 

 

ARIEL 

I – I like you.  

 

CALIBAN 

I’m sorry my mother did you so much 

wrong. She was a wretched one, wounded 

in her soul. I tried to love her.  

 

ARIEL 

Thank you.  

 

Beat. Ariel and Caliban stand awkwardly looking at each other.  

 

CALIBAN 

Um—what do we do now? Is death approaching?  

 

ARIEL 

Probably. Meanwhile, I – don't know how – to be with you.  

 

CALIBAN 

I can't quite – look at you. 

 

ARIEL 

Are you – shy, cousin?  

 

CALIBAN 

A little. But now Prospero has bent 

his head a little in remorse, my smoky 

mind begins to clear.  
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ARIEL 

I have disdained you and your shaggy kind,  

but feel some force of earth entering here— 

a power swelling in myself.  

(Touches chest)  

Earthy being, 

am I more like you than I have known?  

 

CALIBAN 

I've faulted your flickering mind, 

judged you light-weight, yet I need some of the 

light that kindles you, can I have it, spirit?  

 

ARIEL 

We can't survive with me flailing in air 

and you helpless on the ground, can we? 

Let's find our future, death or life, together.  

 

CALIBAN 

Wait: Can we conjure magic of 

our own to save us?! Maybe the future's in  

your magic. You are free to use it.  

 

ARIEL 

Yes, that’s right. But I am so out 

of practice of my own magic-making.  

 

CALIBAN 

You're the one who made the ocean roar 

and brought radiant delusions to confuse 

Prospero’s enemies.  

 

ARIEL 

It’s true, before I was imprisoned, I 

enchanted this windy realm and cast harmless 

charms like mist to delight everyone. 

Can I do it again, to save us?  

 

CALIBAN 

You need no other voice than yours 

to rule you now.  
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ARIEL 

But I won't act alone, as Prospero 

did. We must unite, Caliban.  

 

CALIBAN 

You stir my hope. First, we must restore 

to all the shining coinage of our language 

so it gleams in our mouths again— 

 

ARIEL 

—and say our syllables proudly to story 

our forests, sea and bays, reviving native 

powers all around. Caliban, 

wash off the grim pollution of your heart, 

take back your rightful role in our society.  

 

CALIBAN 

I will stand firm, pronounce my free name:  

I am no one’s shadow, I am Caliban, 

Caliban.  

 

ARIEL 

And with my magic lighting our attempts,  

we'll find a way— 

 

CALIBAN 

—to sweep our skies of poison. You're master now,  

every one of us will do your magic!  

 

ARIEL 

All with claws, teeth, wings, fins, 

buds, roots, flowers and leaves 

in these woods and bays and, of course, 

in the air, will imagine healing spells!  

 

CALIBAN 

Ariel, call every spirit of our cherished isle  

from pine, rose and wave, call all you love 

and tell them in your weightless style 

how much we need each voice for our above.  

(Points to sky)  
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ARIEL 

Call all that live on your rich ground, 

the wolf, the ant, hedgehog and snake, 

instruct each one with your wise heart, rebound 

to some collective action we will take— 

 

CALIBAN 

—to find a fix for what is broke.  

 

ARIEL 

Meanwhile, I’ll hug the earth, save breath,  

conjure rain to infiltrate the smoke—  

 

CALIBAN 

—and your sweet winds chase away death.  

 

ARIEL 

Our days of division now are past.  

 

ARIEL, CALIBAN 

Together we our sky spell cast.  

 

We hear, at first, faintly, all the voices of the island speaking a 

beautiful language. The voices crescendo. Rain begins to fall, 

crescendos. Ariel and Caliban, joyous together in the rain, look 

up, dance, embrace, etc. 

 

 

THE END 
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Air Fair 
 

by Richard Leise 

 

*This story was first published in Midway Journal. 

 

 

 

 

“Air Fair” doesn’t make sense. What Mary sees doesn’t 

compute.  

Only there’s no doubt. Right there, on TV, is Aunt Kit. And 

she’s wearing, down to the necklace and turquoise earrings, just what 

she’d worn to her mother’s funeral. What sort of demented mojo is this?  

Beneath the dramatic voiceover—  

 

This is the Plaintiff, Catherine Schmidt. She says that she 

purchased airfare for her son so that he could attend his grandmother’s 

funeral. She also said that she paid kennel charges for her son’s pet cat, 

Poster, who couldn’t be left unattended, and required daily medication 

for a thyroid condition. This is no mere child’s play. Catherine’s here in 

the name of justice, suing her unscrupulous adult child for the price of 

the roundtrip ticket and the kitty condo, an amount…. 

 

—in walks Aunt Kit.  

Mary gawks. Reaches for her phone. Dour in funeral blacks—

obviously coached, Aunt Kit never sneers like that—she takes her place 

at the stand. And like that—just like that!—Aunt Kit looks completely 

out of place, a tombstone in the middle of a playground. And just like a 

headstone she, too, is inscribed, defined by a bold white font detailing 

her name, complaint, and the sum she’s seeking.  

This, and Mary thumbs open her contacts, is horrifying.  

Since summer, Mary has seen some fantastic episodes. 

“Material Witness” is a favorite. The defendant, a pretty woman who, 

after discovering her fiancé was having an affair, arranged to meet the 

man for dinner, poured her glass of Malbec atop his head, then left the 
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restaurant. The man sued because his suit, a pinstriped Saint Laurent, 

was ruined.  

Judgment: The Defendant.   

“I Scream” is another classic. “Single Mom” Jasmine Hearth 

had sued King Cone (the conglomerate humorously represented by the 

high school senior who served the sundae) because her tween daughter’s 

“bug out” ice cream contained, in addition to candy, an actual spider—a 

brown recluse.  

The girl had been eating while swinging, and she had set her 

sundae on the ground.  

 No one had been hurt.  

Judgment: The Defendant.  

Most disputes were petty. Salesmen reneging on third-party 

warranties. Roommates recouping security deposits. Mary marveled at 

the sorts of people The People’s Court attracted, noting how producers 

planted fap fodder in the audience so that the aspiring actresses’ 

reactions—bemused and suggestive—were available for public 

consumption.  

That the litigants dressed up? This bothered Mary. The idea that 

these people were in a courtroom? This bothered Mary. That producers 

wanted Mary to believe these people cared about what was on the line? 

This bothered Mary. Whatever the context, Mary was expected to 

believe that each dispute carried the same gravitas. And so the litigants, 

parading themselves as celebrities, had very little means by which to 

distinguish themselves from one another.  

Not one to judge, but what could Mary do? Sometimes your 

thoughts have you.  

These people?  

Ew. No thank you.  

Ponytails aside—how many men sported ponytails?—these 

were guys whose dress shirts came pre-packaged with ties. And the 

women. Mary didn’t understand them. She imagined them 

circumnavigating department stores, the air a miasma of bubblegum and 

cheap perfume, passing mirrored colonnades making a fun house of 

“Women’s Clothing” sections as they picked up sleeves and slid apart 

slacks, images of their televised selves, like sugar plums, dancing in their 

heads.  

 So to see her family? What does this say about— 
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In comes cousin Anthony, bursting through the door like a 

WWE wrestler, the spectators laughing, the announcer professionally 

oozing. 

 

This is the defendant Anthony Taylor. He insists his mother was 

helping him, and that she darn well knew he didn’t have the money to fly 

across the country. Moreover, being new to Colorado, his mother 

understood he had no one to look after his sick kitty. Touched that his 

mother wanted him by her side, he arranged to be with her during this 

difficult time. Because his position as a junior tax accountant was new, 

he had not accrued paid time off. Anthony is counter-suing his mother 

for…. 

 

 Oooof. Disgusting.  

Isn’t an awareness, not to mention an acceptance of the margins 

outlining one’s limitations, uncommon? Had to be. This is what sets 

Mary apart, makes her extraordinary. Or maybe it doesn’t. Or maybe it 

doesn’t matter.  

Either way, Mary is not one of them.  

She drops her phone.  

The other morning she had read, and had no trouble believing, 

that trees communicate; that, for example, acacias alert other acacias to 

the presence of nearby giraffes, grazing. While she enjoyed this content, 

what she values most is not her thoughts (which she still entertains), but 

that she has entire afternoons of ideas she is not obligated to process, let 

alone share. Sentiments and opinions that she is free to discard as much 

as she is expected to possess (let alone defend, or come up with). 

And she turns off the television.  

Quietly, even diffidently, Mary rises from her seat. Cupping a 

hand in front of the screen she feels heat, her hand a glass containing 

warm water.  

And she shakes her head as if remembering something.  
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A Sad Case 
 

by Edward Belfar 

 

 

 

 

 

The year had begun auspiciously for Martin Schwartz. His 

practice was thriving like never before. Suddenly, everybody wanted to 

get divorced. Media attention began to come his way.  

In the second week of January, Shoreline Magazine featured 

him on its cover under the headline “Top Long Island Lawyers.” The 

photograph, a torso shot taken with the camera, angled slightly upward, 

captured him girded for battle, his arms folded across his chest, his mouth 

a taut line, his eyes coldly appraising an unseen opponent. The 

accompanying profile lauded him as “the man you want on your side” if 

your plans for the coming year included a divorce and custody litigation. 

Initially, he thought he came off well. Rereading the article, however, he 

began to have some doubts, which crystalized when his wife, Julia, 

flipping through the pages at the breakfast table one Sunday morning, 

read some of his more provocative quotes back to him: “‘Marty Schwartz 

will go to war for you.’ Really? You sound like a bully.” 

“Well, it’s a good thing you didn’t read it before you married 

me. Now, you’re stuck.”  

“That’s not as funny as you think.”  

Pushing the magazine aside, she gathered up the plates and the 

cups and deposited them in the sink. 

In an interview with a reporter from Newsday, Martin—no 

longer Marty—tried to show himself in a more gentle light.  

“When clients come to me, the first thing I ask them is whether 

they’re sure they want to get divorced. Are they sure the relationship 

can’t be fixed? This may sound strange coming from a divorce lawyer, 

but I believe in marriage. I believe that it’s love, and our obligations to 

those we love and who love us, that keep us centered and give us a reason 

to live. It may cost me some business that way, but I sleep well at night.” 

“Did I sound too sappy?” he asked Julia. 
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“The sentiments are fine. You can sound very caring when you 

want to. Now try to live up to your words for a change.”  

After two interviews on local radio stations, Martin, upon a 

friend’s recommendation, hired an agent. Though Martin had never 

appeared on television before, the agent soon landed him a coveted guest 

spot on a national cable newscast. The attorney greeted the news with 

some trepidation. A stocky man with a large, square head, a slightly 

receding hairline, hooded eyes, incipient jowls, and a thick, mostly white 

goatee, he worried that his appearance might prove a liability on 

television. Opposing litigants, and the occasional disgruntled client, had 

told him over the years that he reminded them of a used-car salesman, 

the kind of home remodeling contractor who would take their money and 

never finish the job, or, worst of all, their exes.  

“No worries,” the agent assured him. “The studio people are 

pros. They’ll have you looking like George Clooney. I mean like George 

Clooney ten years ago. Besides, this is too good a chance to pass up.” 

The agent proved correct. A sprinkling of hair fibers removed a 

decade’s worth of gray, while leaving just enough to provide the proper 

measure of gravitas. Makeup and lighting smoothed his blemishes away.   

Billed as an expert on family law, he led off the noon hour with 

his take on the sensational divorce and custody case of a pop singer who 

went by the mononym of Tiffany: “If she were my client, I would sit her 

down and tell her that if she wants those kids back, she needs to check 

herself into a rehab center and stay there this time until she finishes her 

treatment. She needs to show the court that she’s making a real effort to 

clean up her act and that she’ll put those kids first from now on. That’s 

easier said than done, I know, especially since the whole thing has 

become such a media circus. It’s a tremendously sad case—a tragedy to 

see someone so gifted fall so far. It’s even more tragic for the kids, caught 

in between the way they are. The kids are always the ones who suffer the 

most in these situations.”  

Congratulatory calls and texts kept his phone buzzing the rest 

of the afternoon. They came from friends, relatives, acquaintances, and 

colleagues, from people he saw almost every day and some he had not 

communicated with in years. He looked great, everyone told him, and 

his talk was superb—a perfect blend of authoritativeness and 

compassion.  
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As he had not heard from Julia by late afternoon, however, he 

texted her: “See the broadcast?” She wrote back, ominously, “In NJ. Dad 

had a fall.”    

 

* * * 

 

Some colleagues had offered to take Martin out for a 

celebratory happy hour, and he had reluctantly begged off, citing the 

need to visit his daughter in the hospital. Standing in the hallway outside 

the hospital dayroom, watching Heather braid the hair of a fellow patient, 

he regretted his decision. He could have used a drink or two.  

Tawny-haired and green-eyed, Heather, at thirteen, was the 

youngest patient on the ward. A slender wisp of a girl, she hid what little 

roundness she possessed in an oversized sweatshirt and baggy jeans. Her 

companion—pallid, skeletal, and flat-chested as a boy—may have been 

close to Heather in age or quite a bit older. All the eating-disordered 

patients looked like teenagers, though some were in their late twenties.  

She was standing while she braided because standing, she 

believed, burned calories. The harried staff acted as if they believed it as 

well. They would scold her and order her to sit. She would obey, only to 

spring back to her feet again as soon as she thought herself unobserved. 

The day before, she had pushed the nurse on duty too far and gotten 

herself locked in a seclusion room for two hours. Though he sometimes 

wondered whether the staff were too hard on her, Martin, trusting that 

they knew best, had always taken their side. For that, she could not 

forgive him.   

Slowly, he crossed the dayroom, a large, rectangular area with 

pale blue walls festooned with papier-mâché snowflakes. Heather’s 

group had mainly gathered in the far corner opposite the entrance. 

Denied the use of their cell phones in the day room, they chatted, played 

board games, or, like Heather and her friend, braided one another’s hair. 

They seemed an incongruously cheery lot to find on a psych ward. A 

more heterogeneous but much less animated assemblage of patients 

afflicted with affective disorders, the majority middle-aged or older, 

occupied the seats along the near wall and a sofa in the rear. These 

patients were allowed the use of their phones, and several were texting 

or scrolling through their messages. Others dozed or gazed blankly at the 

walls or at the television.    
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“Heather?” Martin called softly as he sat down in an armchair 

beside Heather’s friend.  

An unseen but palpable curtain fell between father and 

daughter. The light Heather’s eyes dimmed; the smile tightened until it 

became a grimace; the fingers that had been working with such 

adroitness suddenly grew clumsy.  

“Heather, you know you’re supposed to be sitting down.” 

She kept her eyes on the braid. Frowning, she shook her head, 

undid the braid, and started her work anew.   

“Heather, do we have to go through this every time?” 

Her silence provided the answer.  

“Heather! Heather, you look at me when I’m talking to you.” 

He felt the eyes of everyone else in the room upon him, but hers 

remained resolutely focused on her task. Lacking the stomach for a fight, 

he slipped out of the room.   

 

* * * 

 

Back at home, Martin poured himself a glass of Zinfandel and 

turned on the news. There was another story about Tiffany, followed by 

an interview with a presidential advisor who sought to allay the worries 

of investors over some recent volatility in the market.   

“Contrary to all these hysterical media reports you’ve been 

hearing, this so-called pandemic is not going to shut down the economy. 

I can assure you today that we have it contained. It absolutely will not 

become widespread here. This is the United States, not China.” 

The official’s confidence, however, seemed forced, and he 

answered the interviewer’s questions evasively. Martin, heretofore 

inclined to view the news reports as sensationalistic, found the segment 

unsettling.  

He turned off the television, and after fortifying himself with a 

second glass of Zinfandel, he called Julia. The news from New Jersey 

was as bad as he had feared. His father-in-law had fallen in the bathroom 

during the night and hit his head.  

“So she does nothing, absolutely nothing, for nine hours, and 

then she calls me at work, just before my presentation. ‘Why didn’t you 

call me right away,’ I ask.  ‘It’s nothing,’ she tells me. ‘I didn’t want to 

bother you. It’s just a little scratch.’ ‘You’re calling me at work about a 
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little scratch?’ I drop everything, drive out to Metuchen, and I find him 

lying there on the living room sofa with this big bandage across his 

forehead. It’s soaked with blood. There’s blood dripping down his cheek, 

blood on his pajamas, blood everywhere. He’s been lying there bleeding 

for all those hours, and he looks like he doesn’t know where he is. I ask 

her, ‘Why didn’t you call me? Why didn’t you call 911?’ You know what 

she tells me? ‘I didn’t want to upset you.’ I suppose I should be grateful 

she didn’t let him bleed out right there on the sofa. I can’t fucking do this 

anymore. I just can’t.” 

“I know. I know. It’s hard. How is he now?” 

“He’s at Robert Wood Johnson. They’ll be keeping him 

overnight at least. I just brought Mom home, and now I’m going back 

there.” 

“Do you really have to? If he’s stable, I mean. He’s probably 

sleeping. Why don’t you get some rest while you can?”  

“Mom’s resting. I can’t rest. Somebody has to be there when he 

wakes up in his hospital room the middle of the night and starts 

screaming because he doesn’t know where in the world he is or how he 

got there. Who else is going to do it, if not me?” 

The anger in her voice and the implied criticism militated 

against his pursuing the issue any further. 

“Well, he’s getting good care there, and he’s a tough old bird. 

I’m sure he’ll be fine.” 

“He’s not going to be fine, damn it! He’s not fine, I’m not fine, 

Heather’s not fine, nobody’s fine. Except you, with your magazine 

covers and your TV spots. For you, everything’s fine.”  

“Look, we’ll talk when you get home. We’ll figure something 

out.” 

“Figure what out? How I can be in two places at once? How I 

can stop him from falling when I’m eighty miles away?” 

Having no better answer, he at last fell back upon the truth: “I 

don’t know.”  

A lengthy silence followed.  

“Are you still there?”  

“Did you see Heather today?”  

She was sobbing. 

“Of course. I just got back from the hospital. She seemed a little 

better today.” 
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“Better? Really? How?” 

“Just…ah…Her manner. It’s hard to put my finger on it.” 

“For a lawyer, you’ve never been a good liar. I have to go now.”  

“I love you,” he said, but she had already hung up. 

Martin reached again for the Zinfandel. 

 

* * * 

 

As lugubrious as he found the prospect of dining out alone, 

staying put held even less appeal. The four-bedroom colonial, purchased 

when he and Julia anticipated having more children, had always felt far 

too large for a family of three. For one, it was as cavernous and desolate 

as an empty airplane hangar. Martin decided to get dinner in town.   

Despite the cold and the lowering sky, he opted to walk the half-

mile to Main Street.  

After sitting all day, he needed some air and exercise, and the 

search for a parking space on Main, or within easy walking distance, had 

become increasingly irksome, even on weeknights. In just a few years, 

his sleepy little village had metamorphosed into a town trendy enough to 

have attracted the notice of Shoreline Magazine and Newsday. Along 

Main Street, two luncheonettes, a beer distributorship, and an auto 

mechanic’s shop, all longtime fixtures in the town, had vanished within 

a span of a half-year. In their place, there had sprung up a cluster of new 

restaurants, two wine shops, a French bakery, a cheese store, and even 

an outlet that dealt solely in olive oil. Once, Martin’s Mercedes S-Class 

had stood out on Main Street; now, he would regularly see Ferraris and 

Lamborghinis parked there.  

Exiting his cul-de-sac, Martin felt the full force of the wind. He 

had brought with him neither hat nor gloves, and by the time he reached 

Main Street, which was oddly devoid of traffic and had parking spaces 

in abundance, his fingers, ears, and toes were stinging. Some windblown 

snow had begun to settle on the grassy surfaces. He remembered having 

heard something on the radio while driving home from the hospital about 

a storm on the way, but he had not listened closely.       

The upscale part of town lay several blocks ahead, east of the 

railroad tracks. On the west side, there remained a small stretch that the 

new breed of entrepreneurs had not yet claimed. There the dining options 

consisted of a franchise sub shop, a Chinese takeout place, and a 
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purveyor of pizza desiccated by lying all day under heat lamps. Dinner 

could wait, Martin decided. He needed to get out of the cold, and he 

could use another drink or two.   

A block or so west of the tracks stood a bar called the 

Stationhouse Tavern. In the nineteen years he had lived in the town, 

Marty had walked past it innumerable times but never once thought to 

venture inside. As a refuge from the wind, though, it would do as well as 

any other place.  

 The interior was dim and drafty, its paneled walls bearing few 

adornments, save for a couple of pictures of the railroad station of early 

twentieth-century vintage. On a shelf on the wall behind the bar, stood a 

television tuned to a hockey game, the sound muted.   

Besides Martin, there were but three patrons at the bar. One of 

them wore a baseball cap bearing the logo of the local volunteer fire 

company. With his sagging posture, rheumy eyes, and cheeks lined with 

white stubble, he looked as though he had just risen from a sickbed. He 

listened stoically, sometimes nodding, while a younger man with a wispy 

moustache and a Make America Great Again Cap, fulminated against 

communists and pedophiles.  

The woman to the younger man’s left would have fit in on 

Heather’s ward, except that, rather than trying to conceal her body 

beneath baggy clothes, she wore a clingy black V-necked sweater and 

tight-fitting jeans. Her hair was wavy and black, with smoky wisps of 

gray, and her eyelashes long and spiky. Her lavender nail polish matched 

the hue of her eye shadow. She looked bored.  

Passing up several unoccupied chairs, Martin settled himself at 

the opposite end of the bar. On the wall to his left, there hung an antique, 

or more likely faux-antique, tin sign advertising a brand of whiskey with 

a nautical name. The sign featured a profile of a young woman, nude but 

for pirate boots and a tri-corner hat. Seated on a whiskey barrel on a 

beach, she was looking out over the ocean through a long, brass 

telescope. Gazing at the sign, Martin tried to remember when he and Julia 

had last had sex. Some time back in the fall, he guessed. And the time 

before that? Summer? One for each season of the year. As desire had 

faded away, so, too, had laughter and small intimacies. Often, they 

passed each other in the house like ghosts. Why had everything gone so 

wrong?    
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The bartender, a lean, dour, balding man, was desultorily 

wiping down some glasses. If he had noticed Martin enter, he gave no 

sign. 

“Excuse me.” 

“Just a second.” 

Putting aside his rag, the bartender shuffled down to Martin’s 

end of the bar.  

“What’ll it be?”  

“A Scotch, please. You have Glenlivet?” 

The bartender frowned. 

“You can get that up the street, pal. This is a shot-and-a-beer 

kind of place.” 

“Right. Well, the thing about going up the street is that it gets 

too crowded. Everybody goes there. Johnny Walker will do.” 

Muttering something under his breath, the bartender departed. 

When he returned, he set Martin’s glass down hard, splashing some of 

the scotch on the bar. 

At the other end, the older man put on his grim-laden jacket and 

left. The young man slid his chair closer to that of the woman. He said 

something to her, and she shook her head. He leaned in more closely still 

and placed his hand over hers. She snatched her hand away and picked 

up her glass and her keys from the bar. A moment later, she had settled 

into the chair beside Martin’s. A heavy, clove-like scent wafted in the air 

around her. 

“The MAGA ass clown giving you a hard time?”   

“The creeper! He has two kids at home. He says he’s a 

pipefitter, but he’s in here day and night. I think his girlfriend supports 

the three of them.” 

The man glared at them, and Martin, who had stared down 

many a hostile witness, glared back. 

“I’d love to sink my teeth into him in a courtroom. He’s the kind 

of deadbeat who probably wouldn’t even bother to show up, though. 

When his girlfriend finally comes to her senses and kicks him out, she’ll 

never see a dime of child support.” 

Martin and his younger antagonist continued to lock eyes, until 

the latter looked away. Finishing his beer, the young man rose to leave. 

On his way out, he gave the door a violent shove. 

“You’re a lawyer?” 
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“Yep. And I play one on TV, too. If you were watching at noon 

today, you would have seen me. They had me on to talk about that awful 

mess with Tiffany.” 

The woman yawned. Martin felt even more deflated than he had 

after his visit with Heather. 

“I don’t watch TV, I don’t care about Tiffany one way or the 

other, and above all, I hate lawyers.” 

“You and everybody else. Until you need one to get you out of 

trouble.”  

“I worked for a lawyer once. He paid me nothing. I asked him 

for a raise because I couldn’t afford my rent. He told me I should find a 

cheaper apartment. He said, ‘What are you, five-one, five-two? How 

much do you weigh? Maybe 110 when you’re dripping wet? How much 

space do you really need?’ I spit in his face. He threatened to have me 

arrested, but I guess he decided it wasn’t worth his time if he couldn’t 

bill for it. 

“Now I teach math to eighth graders. Ungrateful little shits.” 

Martin signaled the bartender, who looked the other way.  

“What is it with this guy? Is it my face he doesn’t like?” 

“Probably. It’s unfamiliar. And your suit, too. You are a little 

overdressed for this dump.” 

 “How does he stay in business?” 

“I don’t know, but he does. Maybe not for much longer, though. 

It used to be like a party in here every night. The people who come 

now…” 

She waved her hand dismissively. When she beckoned the 

bartender, holding two fingers aloft, he came promptly, bearing a pair of 

shot glasses. No sooner did he set them down than they were empty 

again. 

“Two more,” said Martin.  

“I guess my money is good here after all, as long as I’m 

spending enough of it,” he whispered as the bartender shuffled away. “I 

have a daughter who’s in eighth grade. I’d be thrilled if she weighed 110. 

She won’t eat unless someone forces her. It’s like she’s trying to make 

herself disappear. We had to put her in the hospital. Second time in six 

months. She was always such a happy, sweet-natured kid. Now, she 

won’t even look at me. Literally won’t look at me. How the hell does 

that happen?” 
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He looked again at the woman on the barrel. Her outlines had 

begun to blur.  

“You need another drink. Or two.” 

Swaying in her chair, his drinking companion leaned against 

him. Martin felt the gentle pressure of her hand upon his knee.  

The bartender brought two more rounds, then returned once 

more bearing a bottle in a brown paper bag.  

“I’m taking this one home. You want to help me finish it?”  

Once, such a proposition, accompanied by the creep of a 

woman’s hand up his inner thigh, would have made him hard in an 

instant. Now he felt but a faint stirring, a vestigial reflex. “Thanks, but I 

really should go. I’ve had way too much to drink already.” 

She withdrew her hand. 

“What’s the matter? The wedding ring weighing you down?” 

“Among other things.” 

“Well, at least walk me outside, in case the MAGA creeper is 

lurking around.” 

“I think I scared him off. It doesn’t take much with someone 

like him. But all right.” 

 

* * * 

 

Neither the MAGA creeper nor anyone else was about on the 

street. The snow, falling thickly now, wind-tossed, forming eddies in the 

air, had already blanketed the sidewalk.  

“Wait,” the woman said, standing in front of the Stationhouse 

door.  

She rifled through her handbag, finally plucking out a pack of 

cigarettes. Cupping her hand to shield the flame, she lit one. She and 

Martin started toward her car, but they had only gone a few steps before 

the cigarette went out. She lit it again, with the same result. Tossing it 

aside, she poked around for another, but the pack slipped from her hands. 

She dropped to her knees, groping in the snow. By the time she found 

the cigarettes, the pack was thoroughly soaked. She crumbled it up and 

flung it away. As she tried to rise, she slipped and fell onto her side and 

cried out in pain. Martin pulled her to her feet and then held her arm to 

keep her upright. The trek to the car—in actual distance, less than a 

block—felt interminable.   
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The Volkswagen had a cavernous dent in the passenger’s side 

door and lacked a front grille. Assorted smaller dents, nicks, scratches, 

scuff marks, and rust spots marred the dark-blue body, along with a 

streak of white paint—the residue, perhaps, of a parking lot encounter 

with another car. The car was parked crookedly, its rear wheels almost 

flush against the curb, its front end protruding into the road. The woman 

slipped again as she stepped off the curb, but Martin caught her. 

Reaching the car, she suddenly pivoted about, her back flush against the 

front passenger door and window, her face inches from his, her eyes 

expectant. Still unaroused, he kissed her anyway, but he had hesitated a 

moment too long. Her mouth remained half-closed, and her tongue lay 

inert. She tasted of whiskey and cigarettes, of 2 a.m. at the Stationhouse, 

of bedsheets soiled by strangers, of hopes raised and dashed by 

duplicitous married men. He shrank back.   

“What?”  

“It wouldn’t do either of us any good.” 

“Now you decide that? You’re a shit.” 

“A lot of people have told me that.” 

“A pathetic shit. There’s nothing more pathetic than a married 

man who can’t make up his mind.” 

The woman turned her back to him. Bracing herself against the 

car, she slid around the hood to the driver’s side. She used her coat sleeve 

to brush snow from the windshield.  

The Volkswagen started on the third try, then sputtered and 

stalled. Starting it again, she gunned the engine. The car took off, leaving 

a cloud of blue-black exhaust in its wake. It fishtailed into the opposite 

lane and back, before righting itself. Gaining speed, it headed toward the 

tracks.  

There came a ringing from up ahead and a flashing of red lights. 

Martin saw the railroad crossing arms slowly descending. He heard a 

locomotive horn: two long blasts, one short, another long one—and then 

the rumbling of wheels. The train, an express, was approaching too 

rapidly to stop here.  

Shedding snow from its roof, the Volkswagen swerved around 

the first crossing arm. In the silver light of the oncoming locomotive, the 

car, with its snow-coated windows, took on a ghostly cast. Martin 

averted his eyes. The rumbling grew louder, and from the horn there 

came a single, sustained howl of fury. But he did not hear the sound for 
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which he was bracing—that of a crash. A drop in the pitch of horn blasts 

told him that the engine had passed the crossing. The rumbling began to 

recede, and the crossing arms rose again. Looking up the street, he did 

not see the Volkswagen. Already the snow had begun to cover over its 

tire tracks.  

Turning homeward, into the wind and the whirling snow, 

Martin, shielding his eyes, inched his way along the sidewalk. 
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Podcast 
 

by Martyn Sullivan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The recording was buried like cursed old gold deep within the 

internet, nestling beneath pop-up adverts and auto-loading distractions 

warning ‘turn away now!’ We had pulled it down and stretched it out 

ready the night before the drive. The memory of it is crisp, and I can hear 

it in the dark.  

 

* * * 

 

My friend and I share a favourite comedian, an edgy, depraved, 

debauched and shocking performer, although in truth he doesn't say 

anything so despicable, it’s only filthy jokes and dark humour. Like 

almost everyone today, he has his own podcast upon which his comic 

friends turn up as guests, up-and-coming nearly successful comedians 

will appear, his manager too, he shills dubious products and makes light 

of the grift, that sort of territory. The assembled company talk nonsense 

together, get drunk, and share the tall tales they have told on air before. 

There is an ever-growing collection of in-jokes, you feel included and 

rewarded for having learned the argot. And now and then he will take 

the time to talk to someone much more interesting. On our way to a long 

weekend of camping, we listened as he sat down on tour in Amsterdam 

with an American ex-pat comic to swap tales and, of course, drink. 

Straight in. The ex-pat used to be a black site guard—a bleak 

military facility that didn't officially exist inside of the internal fence line 

of a more standard base located deep inside the Iraqi desert—sometime 

around 2003 during the second war, the war of WMDs, occupation and 

regime change. He and his unit were complete fuckups, trainee artillery 

that couldn't do maths, they didn't understand compass bearings or 

coordinates and were rated useless. Embarrassments to the entire army 

training programme. And they didn’t care. They absolutely failed every 
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aspect of their training and were given the choice of either going back to 

the start of it all with the next intake of recruits and learning again how 

to lace their boots up or they could go with the friendly officer they had 

never met before to be guards at a facility processing enemy combatants 

in Iraq. This was all well before anything like Guantanamo Bay was 

known about. The ex-pat was one of a bare handful who took the smiling 

man’s offer and moved out on schedule on the last day of training. The 

others preferred to stay in infancy. 

Days later, he found himself within the aforementioned facility 

that didn't exist. He and his fellows were the lowest of the low on site 

besides the unfortunate prisoners, and they were forbidden to talk to 

either the intelligence operatives, the western nations’ special forces 

teams, or the detainees themselves. Their time was spent sleeping or 

performing one of three major duties: peeling potatoes and other group 

food preparations—it quickly turned out this was the highlight of the 

deployment; secondly, dragging prisoners from their cells and into, and 

then back out of, interrogation suites; and finally, standing guard outside 

of the interrogation rooms where either the special forces members 

would brutalise the detainees physically or the CIA and their 

counterparts from Britain and France would find ways to break the 

enemy mentally and emotionally.  

I listened as the ex-pat recounted a shift on guard where he 

observed a British special forces team returning to the base with a high 

value target, an Al Qaeda operator that intelligence had indicated as 

being the trigger man who killed a young British soldier on patrol during 

the occupation with a sniper’s bullet. The SAS, as that was who they 

were, dragged the man into one of the vacant cells and then spent the 

next three hours beating the detainee and carefully inflicting injuries 

upon his body. For three hours. And for three hours the ex-pat stood 

guard outside the cell, in the heat, with nothing to do other than listen to 

the increasingly red meat inside turn to shreds, doggedly staring ahead 

as the captive whimpered close by and inevitably fell into incoherent 

howling, unable to plead for mercy or scream defiance through the 

trauma.  

He described how he thought the soldiers deliberately broke 

most of the bones in the man’s body before at the last possible moment, 

when any more violence would have led to an actual killing, instead 

handed the detainee over to the camp for medical treatment and to begin 
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the official interrogation process, the wounds sustained being written up 

as entirely received during the capture. I remember glancing at my friend 

driving our van, he looked as equal parts horrified and fascinated as I 

was, we both murmured "fucking hell" to the other. Neither of us were 

going to be the one to turn it off, although now—a mixture of ashamed 

and sickened—I wish that I had.  

We listened as the corruption of the black site guards began, 

duty turning into acquiescence and ambivalence, then into collaboration 

just to get through the posting. We heard how at the start of the posting, 

the snatch squads of terrifying special forces soldiers who behaved as if 

they were composed of nothing but living metal and fury dragged in 

actual suspected terrorists, men who perhaps had shot and bombed 

civilians and western forces, and how the commandoes later returned 

with these men’s brothers and fathers—who must have known what 

plotting if any had taken place—and then the local gangsters who 

perhaps had sold these terror operatives new weapons, fresh explosives 

or loaned them money, and then the men's neighbours who might have 

seen something. Finally, the men’s sons.  

The ex-pat described how an Australian soldier with the 

physique of a body building gorilla dragged an eleven-year-old boy into 

an interrogation cell and then spent the next hour screaming angry 

English at the child, eventually leaving nothing but a puddle of wet 

bloody flesh crying into the room’s concrete floor. Carefully, the ex-pat 

gathered the boy up and silently deposited him back into his cell. There 

was no authorisation of concern or kindness, but the action of the older 

male body hoisting up the crushed child made me think of unspoken 

words, needed and assumed, language barriers, unregulatable warmth 

crossing over uneven systems of flesh and I wondered what comfort 

could the naked possibly take from a brush with camouflage cloth.  

It bothered me more and more that it was never revealed what 

happened to any of the men and boys taken out of Fallujah, Basra, and 

god only knows wherever else. No indication that they were released or 

that they were tried and punished for whatever could be pinned on them, 

or even quietly murdered in our name. They could have been moved on 

to an official prison that we became familiar enough with to be outraged 

at the very mention of. They could still be there under another rotation 

of idiots who could not complete their basic training.  
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After dinner one night, while the ex-pat cleared waste and 

emptied bins, a CIA officer thanked a SEAL for unleashing an attack dog 

when he did during a capture, it had bitten off an insurgent’s face and 

saved the officer's life. The SEAL grunted, shrugged, and reported that 

his dog had indeed defecated out a perfect Iraqi eyeball earlier—the stalk 

still attached, he then tossed some meat to said monstrous dog—all 

brown angles, and maw. 

At the time, before and after the drive, I happened to be 

attending some sort of blended counselling and therapy for entirely 

unremarkable reasons. I didn’t feel the need then, or rather I didn’t feel 

that I had permission, to say that in the hours after listening I have never 

felt more nauseous for such a sustained period, and that I’ve never been 

so frightened as from the severe possibilities of being so abruptly torn 

away from a life, whether life goofing off in an Arkansas training camp 

failing to launch explosives correctly or from a life in Basra wondering 

whether my father and brother would ever come back.  

Four years later. Life is better than ever, except that I can’t stop 

thinking about the podcast—my culpability for listening, for being in 

some way entertained by cruelty, by a war crime. I remember months 

later telling my friend that it was the most disturbing thing I had ever 

listened to. I recall him nodding and just quietly replying ‘yeah.’ No 

arguments or discussion like we normally have over films, albums, 

comedy sets, or even the details of old deeds from two decades ago and 

how we each remember things differently, just mutual acknowledgement 

that we are worse and a little less for what we heard. The dreams have 

only come a handful of times, but once they never came at all, and now 

they fall once a year, once a month, twice, maybe a third. I find myself 

standing, peeling potatoes, and staring down into the trashcan as a perfect 

eyeball stares back incredulous.    
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The Knight 
The Story of Krystov Sov, The Robber Knight 

 
A play 
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Krystov Sov,    A Medievalish Knight, Adult 

The Robber Knight  

 

Svejkar     Sov’s Squire 

 

The Little Girl    A little girl, 9–11 years old 

 

Priest     A priest or minister 

 

Wendy     A business woman who really 

knows how to lean in 

 

Jay     A guy in a suit 
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Ramparts of the Trosky Castle in the 

Czech paradise. The year is 1438, or 

so.  

 

AT RISE: 

Krystov Sov, THE ROBBER KNIGHT, enters still putting on his 

costume: Some sort of medievalish garb. SVEJKAR, in less 

elegant medievalish garb, comes out helping The Robber 

Knight with his costume.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Holy shit, there are people here already.  

 

SVEJKAR 

That’s what I’ve been telling you.  

 

The Robber Knight fusses with his costume. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Does this really matter?  

 

Svejkar helps The Robber Knight. 

 

SVEJKAR 

I have no idea. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Why not? 

 

SVEJKAR 

You ask too many questions. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

It’s so much trouble. 

 

SVEJKAR 

It is what it is. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Why do we keep doing it? 

 

SVEJKAR 

Easier than farming, less dangerous than war.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

It’s so much work and it never turns out exactly as expected.  

 

SVEJKAR 

You’re telling me. I wanted to be the knight.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You, the knight?  

 

SVEJKAR 

Yes, me the knight. Why not?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You’re so, so, so... average.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Average.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Average. Standard. Typical. Underwhelming. The mean. If I were to add 

up all of the men in the world and divide by the number of men I added 

together—I’d get you.  

 

SVEJKAR 

And so you do… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

What? 

 

SVEJKAR 

Have me, I mean.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Are we done?  

 

Svejkar completes getting The Robber Knight into his costume.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Down below with you maty.  

 

SVEJKAR 

I believe that’s on a ship. 
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

What’s on a ship? 

 

SVEJKAR 

The phrase, “Down below with you maty.”  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I don’t understand.  

 

SVEJKAR 

We are not on a ship. This is the parapet of the Trosky Castle. Out there 

is the landscape of the Czech Paradise waiting for the light of the sun. 

And you, you are Krystov Sov, The Robber Knight, who is terrorizing 

the people of this land as far as the eye can see and beyond. Living off 

the work of the peasants and the merchants who stray onto our roads.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

A pirate, if you will. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Except you’re a knight in a castle. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I could be a libertarian? 

 

SVEJKAR 

Except you are not. You’re a knight in a castle. A rogue, robber knight. 

But a knight.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I am a pirate. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Suit yourself. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

And you, who are you?  

 

SVEJKAR 

I am Svejkar, your squire. Your sidekick. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I have a sidekick?  
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SVEJKAR 

It’s what’s in the script we memorized. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

How is it to be my sidekick?  

 

SVEJKAR 

You don’t really want me to tell you. 

  

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

No. 

 

SVEJKAR 

You’re just passing time. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Better than passing gas.  

 

The sun rises revealing the landscape of the Czech Paradise.  

 

SVEJKAR 

There, there’s the sun.  

 

A doorbell rings.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Remember to address me as skipper in front of anyone.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Skipper? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Yes, skipper. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Sure thing, skipper.  

 

Svejkar exits. The Robber Knight turns to the audience. He is 

instantly anxious. 

 

He turns toward where Svejkar went.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Damn it. I should’ve gone. Yes, well. I think it is customary that when a 

character is left all alone on a stage like this, that he express some inner 

truth or deliberate some point having to do with the drama at hand. But 

that also means more memorization for the actor… Goddamnit, I know 

enough not to get myself into these positions, but here I am. OK. Deep 

inner truth or point having to do with the drama… 

 

The Robber Knight thinks. 

 

He stops. Looks at the audience. Nope. No deep thought. He 

thinks. 

 

He thinks. 

 

He begins to fiddle with something on stage. 

 

He finds something he doesn’t like. He adjusts that.  

 

He looks at the audience. Maybe there’s someone in the 

audience he finds attractive. He smiles. He flirts. If he doesn’t 

get a response, he shrugs his shoulders.  

 

If he gets a positive response he goes over to the audience 

member.  

 

Finally, Svejkar pushes THE LITTLE GIRL, in a nice flower 

print dress, onto the stage.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Oh, thank goodness. 

 

SVEJKAR 

You didn’t do the soliloquy again. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

That’s the last time I am getting left on this stage alone. What am I 

supposed to say to these people?  

 

SVEJKAR 

An inner truth or some point of deliberation about the drama at hand.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I never have anything like that to say. Who’s this ruffian?  

 

SVEJKAR 

Your first opponent of the day… 

 

The Robber Knight glares at Svejkar. 

 

SVEJKAR 

...skipper.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

What do you call yourself, you marauder?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I’m a little girl. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

From what port did you sail? 

 

SVEJKAR 

Interestingly she hailed me by saying, “Ahoy.”  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Is this true?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

That’s what everyone by the river says these days.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

But it’s a nautical term? 

 

SVEJKAR 

I believe it is, skipper.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Then why does this little Bohemian girl use a nautical term here in the 

very center of the European continent?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Maybe it has something to do with river traffic and how the men of this 

region work in the seaport town of Hamburg after the harvest at the 

mouth of the Vltava, or Elba as the Germans call it.  
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The Robber Knight turns to Svejkar.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Off the bridge. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Are you sure. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Aye, maty. I can handle this buccaneer.  

 

Svejkar turns to exit. 

 

The Robber Knight clears his throat. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Aye, aye, skipper.  

 

Svejkar exits.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

So you have come to challenge me?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I have not. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Then what have you come for? 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

To get back the food you took from my family.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Food? 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Yes, because I am hungry. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Hungry?  
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THE LITTLE GIRL 

Are you going to just keep doing that? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Doing what?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Turn whatever I say into a question.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Some harmless fun. 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Is that what you call it? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Don’t you have food where you are from?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Not since you began stealing from us.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I take what is rightfully mine.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

How can you say that? You take what you can. You steal. You kill.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I am more powerful than you are, isn’t that true?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Yes. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Stronger? 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Yes. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Smarter? 
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THE LITTLE GIRL 

No.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Smart enough to have this ship and take what I want from whoever sails 

past? Because I am better than you, I take whatever I need. And I need 

whatever I want. It’s the invisible hand of the market. You are too young 

to understand.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I did have a two-year-old brother before he died of starvation because 

you took all of the food.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Do you know what I do with impudent marauders like you?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

You throw them over the wall. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Exactly. 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I need food. I am starving. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Do you even understand what is happening here?  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I’m a little girl. A very hungry little girl.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I’ll explain it to you then. 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Over a small meal? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I have the ability to tell the future through to the first few months of the 

year 2014.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

The world still exists in 2014? 
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Yes, yes it most certainly does. 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

How do you know? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I just have this ability.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

You can foretell the future until the end of the year 2014?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Yes. 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Why 2014? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I don’t know, that’s how I am. That’s how I was created.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

But it seems rather arbitrary. Why not some other date? 1528? 1682? 

1796? 1818? 3092?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I see what you’re doing.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Me, I’m not doing anything, I’m just a little girl.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

OK. Enough. Here’s what happens… If you correctly predict something 

in the future, you get to live. If you make an incorrect prediction, I kill 

you and we throw your corpse over the wall to rot with the rest of them.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

But who will make the decision about whether my prediction is correct 

or incorrect?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I will.  
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THE LITTLE GIRL 

You? I don’t trust you.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You have no choice.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I saw you take my family’s last bit of food, our last goat. I saw you 

slaughter, cook and eat it. All the while my brother begged you to give 

him a scrap.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I don’t remember your goat or family. It’s all a blur of creative 

destruction for me. 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

He died later that same day. Two years old.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Let’s say you are not lying to me. Which I believe you are. But let’s posit 

that you’re not.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

Yes.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Why hadn’t your parents slaughtered that goat before my arrival and fed 

your brother with it if he was so hungry.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I don’t know. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You should ask them why your brother died, then. Not blame me for 

taking what was my due by right and privilege of my station and 

ancestry. 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

I can’t. They’re dead.  

 

She begins to cry. 

 

The Robber Knight takes out his sword and points it at the girl. 
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Enough with the nostalgia. Make your prediction.  

 

The little girl hesitates.  

 

The Robber Knight pushes the point of the sword into her 

stomach.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

It will rain tomorrow.  

 

The Robber Knight runs her through with the sword. 

 

The Little Girl crumbles to the ground. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Tomorrow will be a glorious, sunny day. Every creature alive will feel 

that this paradise of mine is worth every sacrifice we make for it.  

 

Svejkar enters. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Oh good, it’s over. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

The scene was dragging a bit. 

 

SVEJKAR 

No, no nothing like that. You know she has to be done by 8:30. She has 

dance practice in the morning.  

 

The Robber Knight is disappointed with Svejkar.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Oh, I’m sorry Krystof, you want to maintain the pretense of it all. Of 

course, of course.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

No. It’s not that.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Not that.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

A little girl.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Yes. A little girl.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Not exactly a formidable opponent.  

 

SVEJKAR 

An opponent is an opponent. What’s the difference. She’s dead.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

She’s pretending to be dead. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Yes, but for the sake of the narrative…I saw you kill her.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Well, I cannot kill her in my mind. She will stay alive there forever. The 

image of her little body crumbling after I impaled her with this sword. If 

you offer me a choice between soap and toothpaste, I will choose soap 

to wash these hands of the guilt.  

 

SVEJKAR 

I’ll get some soap. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

No, get toothpaste. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Because you were lying. You don’t really care about her at all.  

 

They both start laughing.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

What’s one more or less peasant girl to me. She chose to be poor, stupid 

and now dead. She only has herself to blame. She could’ve been anything 

she wanted. What a waste. 

 

SVEJKAR 

You almost had me there.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT. 

Let’s get her body out of here before it starts to stink up the deck.  

 

SVEJKAR 

The parapet?  

 

They pick up her body. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Is that what you call it?  

 

SVEJKAR 

I’m not sure. But I know that a deck is on a ship.  

 

They throw her over the side of the wall. She falls onto a 

mattress.  

 

SVEJKAR 

She didn’t fall far.  

 

The Robber Knight reaches over with his sword and pushes her.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

There she goes. 

 

SVEJKAR 

What’s that? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Someone climbing up the port side. 

 

SVEJKAR 

I told you the bodies were piling up too quickly. We should’ve burned 

them.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

It sends a message.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Yes, come climb up the bodies into the castle and kill Sov and Svejkar. 

That’s the message.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Who is he?  

 

SVEJKAR 

I can’t make him out through the swarms of flies.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

He slipped and fell into that pile of maggots.  

 

SVEJKAR 

That’s a collar. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Is it a priest? 

 

SVEJKAR 

Ha. A priest.  

 

The priest, dressed in modern, contemporary clothes, clambers 

over the battlement and cleans himself of maggots and human 

meat.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Identify yourself, priest, now that you’ve climbed over our gunwale.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Battlement.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

What?  

 

SVEJKAR 

That’s a battlement. A gunwale is the top edge of the side of a ship.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Now that you’ve climbed over the edge of the… 

 

SVEJKAR 

…battlement… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Identify yourself. 
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PRIEST 

I am Father Felix Mouton. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Ha. 

 

PRIEST 

Why do you laugh?  

 

SVEJKAR 

Your name means sheep meat.  

 

PRIEST 

And what is your name? 

 

SVEJKAR 

Svejkar.  

 

The priest turns to face The Robber Knight.  

 

PRIEST 

Then you must be Krystov Sov von Helfenburg. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I am.  

 

PRIEST 

It is said that you can foretell the future. 

  

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

If I put my mind to it, yes.  

 

Svejkar turns to leave. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Where are you going? 

 

SVEJKAR 

You want me to stay, I’ll stay. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

No, go. 
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SVEJKAR 

Father Mutton, I have to tell you, it always ends the same way around 

here.  

 

PRIEST 

But now god is making his presence felt. 

 

SVEJKAR 

How? Where? 

 

PRIEST 

Through me.  

 

SVEJKAR 

A maggot and meat covered priest named sheep meat in a land where 

hardly anyone except the eldest of peasant ladies crosses the threshold 

of your religious edifices?  

 

Svejkar turns. 

 

PRIEST 

I understand, my son.  

 

Svejkar looks at the priest, shrugs and leaves.  

 

PRIEST 

You are from Helfenburg in Bohemia, not the Helfenberg in Austria. 

That is clear.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Why is that clear? 

 

PRIEST 

That pile of corpses is not the work of an Austrian.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I have seen much worse. 

 

PRIEST 

I agree. But that pile of corpses…  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

More than in the emperor's name? 
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PRIEST 

Don't be silly, the numbers are paltry. But the organization… 

 

Svejkar comes out with a mop and pale.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Oh, I’m sorry. I thought for sure… 

 

PRIEST 

Thought for sure what? 

 

SVEJKAR 

That this scene would be over. 

 

PRIEST 

By god’s grace it is still in progress.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Let me know when to come back. OK? 

  

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Aye, aye maty.  

 

Svejkar shakes his head and leaves. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

The organization?  

 

PRIEST 

What you’ve done with the bodies.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

It’s a very neat pile, a few hundred feet up the side of the vessel.  

 

PRIEST 

Yes, a Slav would call that neat.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

What do you want priest? You know I have killed your kind before.  

 

The priest looks around.  
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PRIEST 

Oh yes, I saw Brother Novak’s body on the way up. I almost didn’t 

recognize his bones. But his cassock still showed off his shape. That I 

recognized. I kissed his bones and prayed over him.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Is that what took you so long getting up here? A kiss.  

 

PRIEST 

So this is it?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

This is what? 

 

PRIEST 

The view.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

The whole of the Czech Paradise spread out in front of you like a willing 

virgin. 

 

PRIEST 

Yes, well… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

A willing choir boy. 

 

PRIEST 

I’ve seen better views, then. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Enough with your insults. 

 

PRIEST 

Ready to kill me. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

To be honest, yes. 

 

PRIEST 

Aren’t you going to challenge me to a contest?  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You would like to test your luck?  

 

PRIEST 

With god on my side, it will not be luck. 

  

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Very well. You tell me three events between today and the first few 

months of 2014 that will really occur. If you are correct, I let you live. If 

you are wrong, even once, your body will be added to that pile of stiffs 

on wet side of the hull. 

 

PRIEST 

May I pray first? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

If you hurry.  

 

The priest kneels and whispers prayers.  

 

PRIEST 

Dear god almighty, may you bless this day of creation with your 

bountiful love and mercy on this and all of your creatures. May they 

find… 

 

The Robber Knight moves closer to hear what the priest is 

saying.  

 

The priest notices. And lowers his voice.   

 

PRIEST 

May they find peace and comfort, despite the sufferings brought on them 

by their own imperfection… 

 

The Robber Knight moves closer to hear what the priest is 

saying.  

 

The priest lowers his voice even further.  

 

PRIEST 

…Or the suffering brought upon them by the imperfection of others.  
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The Robber Knight pulls out a dagger and slashes the priest’s 

throat. His body collapses on the stage.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Svejkar!  

 

Svejkar runs on eating a sandwich.  

 

SVEJKAR 

I just started eating. I knew I should’ve waited. You didn’t even get to 

the contest, did you?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I didn’t like the tone of his prayers. That looks good.  

 

Svejkar gobbles down his sandwich.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Don’t worry, I’ll make you something later. Let’s clean this up first.  

 

He reaches down to pick up the priest. The Robber Knight is 

hungry.  

 

SVEJKAR 

I said I’ll make you something after we clean this up. I can’t carry him 

over the battlement by myself. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

The what? 

 

SVEJKAR 

The battlement.  

 

The Robber Knight shrugs.  

 

SVEJKAR 

The gunwale, skipper. Over the gunwale.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Ah, of course.  

 

The Robber Knight comes over. And together with Svejkar, they 

lift the body of the priest up and over the battlement.  
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SVEJKAR 

So he lost?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

His prayers annoyed me.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Doesn’t seem fair. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I don’t mind prayers as long as they don’t get in the way of my schedule.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Your schedule.  

 

The Robber Knight laughs.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I do crack myself up. I don’t have a schedule. The only principle that 

matters here is that I make all this possible. Without me this world, as 

you see it right now, would disappear. And what a disaster that would 

be. Svejkar, it is our duty to make sure this state of affairs continues for 

ever.  

 

Svejkar thinks. 

 

The doorbell rings.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Someone’s at our gate.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Lower the gang plank, I will welcome them onboard.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Suit yourself.  

 

The Robber Knight exits pulling out his sword. He returns and 

waits.  

 

The doorbell rings again.  
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SVEJKAR 

Skipper.  

 

The Robber Knight exits. 

  

Svejkar walks over to a rope tied to a wheel and unfastens it. 

The rope uncoils rapidly. The dull thud of a wooden bridge 

dropping sounds.  

 

SVEJKAR 

I know what you’re asking yourselves: How can I take this? Right? Can’t 

I see what’s going on? Or that, at the very least, if I just start asking the 

right questions then I could reason my way through all of this. I could 

make up my mind to end this insanity? So why don’t I? Why don’t I ask 

the right questions, get angry and do something? Isn’t that what you are 

wondering? Well, here’s what I am wondering: I am a character in a play 

set in the middle ages. You are an audience sitting in a Republic. You 

are letting very real sociopaths actually really rule you. Sociopaths, like 

our good ole Krystov here, are celebrated and held up as paragons of 

leadership. You elect them, on a regular basis, to the highest offices in 

the most powerful institutions of your society, all the while knowing that 

they are fully contemptuous of those very institutions, and especially, of 

you. And just like Krystov, they don’t lie. They tell you exactly what 

they want to do: Empower a small extremely powerful elite at the 

expense of everyone else. They say it. I have to ask you, how can you 

tolerate this? Why aren't you doing anything about such an obvious 

danger to your society?  

 

A nautical whistle announcing the boarding of an important 

person onto a ship sounds.  

 

SVEJKAR 

As for me, a fictional character in a play about a sociopath, I know what 

I have to do. The real question is, do you?  

 

Svejkar abruptly stops when The Robber Knight leads WENDY 

JOHNSON, arranging her sensible business skirt, and her 

assistant JAY SPENCER, in a modern dark fashionable 

business suit and carrying a briefcase, onto the stage at the end 

of his sword.  

 

WENDY 

Who’s in charge here? I demand to know who’s in charge here.  
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The Robber Knight pokes her with the end of his sword.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Be quiet, landlubber. 

 

JAY 

Aren’t we still on land? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Quiet.  

 

The Robber Knight holds up a small pistol.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You would not believe where I found this?  

 

Wendy pulls down her skirt a little showing where it was. 

 

Svejkar is not amused 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Ah, we are disturbing you. 

 

SVEJKAR 

No, it’s OK. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Are you sure? 

 

WENDY 

What the hell is happening here? Who is in charge?  

 

SVEJKAR 

He is. 

 

WENDY 

You? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Yes. 

 

JAY 

We were expecting someone… 
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The Robber Knight threatens Jay.  

 

JAY 

…exactly like you.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

How dare you attack Trosky Castle with this canon?  

 

WENDY 

That is for personal protection only.  

 

JAY 

The roads are dangerous. 

 

WENDY 

The whale-roads… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Dangerous because of me. 

 

WENDY 

Look, Mr. Sov.  

 

She takes a step forward. The Robber Knight points his sword 

at her throat.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Take this and throw it over the side.  

 

Svejkar gingerly takes the gun from The Robber Knight.  

 

SVEJKAR 

I’ll make you a sandwich, skipper. 

  

Svejkar exits. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

That would be nice. I am hungry.  

 

JAY 

Look, Ms. Johnson is a busy woman. 

  

The Robber Knight points his sword at Jay.  
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WENDY 

Captain Sov. 

 

The Robber Knight smiles. Wendy approaches.  

 

WENDY 

Captain Sov, the oceans are rough. The land is far. But old sea dogs like 

us can come to an understanding. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Can we? 

 

WENDY 

Of course, we can. Jay. 

 

Jay pulls out some papers from the attaché case in his hand and 

gives them to Wendy.  

 

Wendy hands them to The Robber Knight.  

 

WENDY 

Men like you and I get along. Actually, I like to think of myself as one 

of you. One of the people that make this world actually work. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Go on.  

 

WENDY 

People like you and I, we are the people that give all those others the 

reasons, the plans they need to do the things that need to get done. They 

need to be told what to do, when to do it, how much to do it. And men 

and women like you and me, we are the ones that give them that 

information. Otherwise, there would be chaos. No progress. Stagnation. 

Think of the GDP!  

 

JAY 

It makes me shudder. 

 

WENDY 

Show the captain the numbers.  

 

From just offstage, Jay pulls out a large chart with a big curved 

line going up across it.  
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WENDY 

If I may? 

 

Wendy takes The Robber Knight’s sword from him and uses it 

as a pointer.  

 

WENDY 

This is right now. 

 

She points to the left side of the graph.  

 

WENDY 

This is the situation if we work together. Your force and my will united 

can increase both of our positions innumerably. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Innumerably? 

 

WENDY 

That’s right.  

 

The Robber Knight takes his sword back. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You are merchants from the city? 

 

JAY 

Dresden. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Dresden. 

 

WENDY 

We are high tech. A new model of prosperity. Completely different.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Completely different.  

 

WENDY 

Of course, we recognize power for what it is. That hasn’t changed. You. 

You have the power. Your actions here prove that.  
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JAY 

Your interference in our affairs. They are… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Costly, I bet. 

 

WENDY 

But together… Together… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Together we can rule the world. 

 

WENDY 

Well… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Our little corner of paradise. 

 

WENDY 

Together we can rule, maximize the opportunities of our little corner of 

the Czech paradise.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

And him? 

 

WENDY 

Who? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Him.  

 

The Robber Knight points at Jay.  

 

WENDY 

What about him?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Is he one of the leaders or the followers?  

 

JAY    WENDY 

Leader.      Follower.  

  

The Robber Knight points his sword at Jay. 
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Then you won’t mind?  

 

WENDY 

No, not at all.  

 

The Robber Knight runs Jay through. 

 

Jay collapses in a pile of flesh in clothes. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Well, then, that makes the situation clearer.  

 

WENDY 

It does? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Yes. 

 

WENDY 

My dear Captain. How? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Because I’ll treat you like I treat everyone else.  

 

WENDY 

But… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You are about to say that you are not like everyone else.  

 

WENDY 

But… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Am I right? Isn’t that what you were about say?  

 

Wendy nods.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Here’s the deal, Wendy. I can foretell the future until the first few months 

of the year 2014. Please don’t ask why. That’s just the case. But it doesn’t 

even matter whether it’s true or not. Here’s the deal. You predict 

something true about the future up to the first few months of the year 

2014, and I will sign your document and let you live. But if you predict 

wrong, you will walk the plank.  

 

WENDY 

What plank?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I will kill you. And add your body to the pile on the other side of the 

gunwale.  

 

WENDY 

The battlement? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

The gunwale. 

 

WENDY 

Gunwale, of course. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Ready.  

 

WENDY 

No.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You have 15 seconds. 1-one thousand. 2-one thousand. 3-one thousand. 

4-one thousand. 5- one thousand. 6-one thousand. 15-one thousand. Go.  

 

WENDY 

In the year 2014 there will be a Republic.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Yes.  
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WENDY 

On a continent in the Western Hemisphere… One soon to be 

rediscovered from the perspective of people on the European 

subcontinent… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Yes. Add some detail now.  

 

WENDY 

It will be called the United State of America… 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Very good.  

 

WENDY 

And after 93 years of having the right to vote, women will have equal 

rights as citizens of this republic.  

 

The Robber Knight runs her through.  

 

Svejkar returns with a white bread sandwich on a plane plate. 

He looks at the two dead bodies.  

 

SVEJKAR 

What happened?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

She really didn’t get that as long as she played by my rules, there was no 

real way for her to win. 

 

SVEJKAR 

Did you tell her that? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Now, c’mon. That wouldn’t be unfair.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Do you want this now? 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Let’s clean up this mess.  
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Svejkar puts the plate down. He and The Robber Knight pick up 

and toss the bodies over the wall.  

 

SVEJKAR 

How long are we going to go on like this?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Forever, from what I can tell.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Don’t you think we are just lucky?  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

That’s outrageous.  

 

SVEJKAR 

And just because we are lucky, we shouldn’t squander everything by 

ourselves. And maybe make the world more useful for everyone.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Where did you get these ideas? You and I work hard for everything we 

get. We use our wits and our brawn. Anyone could do it. They’re just not 

smart enough or strong enough. Who should benefit from paradise—the 

weak? The leeches who just take, take, take but have no perspective. 

Look at that perspective. You think just anyone can have that?  

 

SVEJKAR 

But this castle. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

What about it? 

 

SVEJKAR 

We didn’t build it ourselves. Actually, at all.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

So?  

 

SVEJKAR 

It was built by all the towns and villages around here in order to 

safeguard the area for the safe passage of goods and services to the 

benefit of all.  
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THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

You can’t prove that the presence of this castle benefits every single 

person in this paradise. Like the presence of a lighthouse at the mouth of 

a harbor, you cannot quantify the benefits of such a construction for the 

miller up the road from the port town. How much does the miller benefit 

because some number of sailors that don’t drown? Most of whom 

smoked or had heart disease anyway. Those sailors were on death’s door. 

Not worth saving. And anyway, from the miller’s perspective, those 

sailors are not his patrons. Why should the miller pay for the saving of 

the lives of those sailors. There is no way to quantify the benefits to the 

miller.  

 

They are done with the body tossing and cleaning.  

 

The Robber Knight sits down and starts to eat his sandwich.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Who put those ridiculous notions in your head?  

 

He motions towards the audience.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Did they put you up to it? 

 

SVEJKAR 

If only.  

 

Svejkar pulls out the gun.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

I told you to toss that over the side.  

 

Svejkar points the barrel at The Robber Knight. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Don’t do that. 

 

SVEJKAR 

I think you are just lucky.  

 

He spins the barrel. 
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SVEJKAR 

And you have some number of chances you will survive the pulling of 

the trigger. One chance you will die.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

This is absurd. I am Krystov Sov von Helfenberg, the Robber Knight. 

This is the Czech Paradise. Zitau is that way, and Gorlitz that.  

 

SVEJKAR 

Then you won't mind. 

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Let me eat in peace, Svejkar.  

 

He pulls the trigger. After a moment, the sound of the gun going 

off sounds.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

All is lost. All is lost.  

 

The Robber Knight is dead. 

 

Svejkar turns to the Czech Paradise. 

 

SVEJKAR 

The revolution has begun. All is new again.  

 

He lets the bullets drop to the floor.  

 

He runs to the battlement and, holding his gun high, yells out to 

paradise.  

 

SVEJKAR 

The revolution has begun! All is new again!  

 

After a moment, bloodied Krystov Sov, The Robber Knight 

stands up.  

 

THE ROBBER KNIGHT 

Don’t be alarmed. I am an actor. A highly trained professional in the art 

of coming back from the dead.  
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Svejkar turns and lowers his weapon and joins The Robber 

Knight downstage.  

 

SVEJKAR 

This ending was medieval. The castle stands, a new skipper at the helm, 

if you will.  

 

The Robber Knight smiles and welcomes Svejkar.  

 

The bloodied Little Girl joins Svejkar and The Robber Knight.  

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

But the ship and direction—like the steady flow of the Vltava toward 

Hamburg—is being controlled toward an avoidable disaster.  

 

The bloodied Priest joins the chorus.  

 

PRIEST 

One could say this ship has already run aground.  

 

The bloodied Wendy joins the chorus.  

 

WENDY 

A hierarchy is only as good as the service it provides.  

 

The bloodied Jay joins the chorus. 

 

JAY 

How much suffering it alleviates.  

 

ALL 

(except Svejkar) 

The bloodied… 

 

SVEJKAR 

And the apparently unbloodied.  

 

ALL 

Stand together… 

 

THE LITTLE GIRL 

And command you...  
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ALL 

Stop worshipping sociopaths. It ain’t a ship. It’s democracy.  

 

 

 

 

THE END 
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Fishing Lines 

 
by Cecilia Kennedy 

 

 

 

 

 

On the rocky stretches of Whidbey Island, my mother found a 

broken fishing line. It shined in the light that tore through the clouds, so 

she picked it up and held it in her right palm until the wind bit through 

her skin, causing her to stick her hand in her coat pocket. She said she 

felt the strand reach from her palm and cut right through the fabric of her 

pocket, burrowing itself into her side, deep within, planting itself right 

under her belly button. Doctors couldn’t remove it, so she learned to live 

with it. In fact, she grew to love its thin, silky nature—its pearly white 

sheen.  

One day, it sloughed off golden seeds that scattered upon the 

ground when she walked. I grew from one of these seeds, sprouting up 

right beside her, with my own strand of fishing line, attached to hers.  

When I was a child, she used to bring me to the playground, and 

we’d sit side by side in the sand box while the other kids ran around, 

playing. I’d been told, quite firmly, not to get up and run. The fishing 

line that held us together would be fatal to both of us if it broke. To 

remind me of our fragile existence, the line sometimes bleeds, thick 

crimson drops beading and running from my side to hers, meeting in the 

middle and falling in gelatinous globules that break and spread. If she 

bends down to clean them up, I must bend too, and so that’s just how we 

go—my mother and I—coordinating our movements, day to day. 

Often, I long to go to school, like others my age, but I take my 

lessons at the kitchen table, my mother beside me, reading books, 

tackling assignments—and she always has something to say. Sometimes, 

it’s a word of praise, but usually, it’s long, thin strokes of the pen, her 

words over mine—not side-by-side, but directly over: “Here, let me do 

it for you.” And inside, I slowly hear the voice in my head soften. 

Eventually, I just hand my pen to her. 
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* * * 

 

On a windy day in Whidbey, my mother and I walk the beach, 

but I can’t seem to take my eyes off the water. I stop my mother’s steps 

at least five times before I come to a complete stand-still. She asks me 

what I’m looking at. I’m not really sure. It’s something that shines—

something thin and wavy—almost imperceptible, and the voice inside 

my head grows louder—the one I didn’t think I had anymore. And it tells 

me to find out more. So, I take a step forward. My mother pulls back. I 

rush ahead, breaking the rules. I feel a tremendous pull, a tension, a pain 

ripping right at the center of my stomach. Blood tints the water, but I 

swim out anyway and reach for the wavy thing shining in the light, my 

right palm entangled in fine seaweed threads that slip through my 

fingers—my mother’s form a distant slash, waving in the wind on the 

shore.  
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The Tea Shop 
 

by Makena Metz 

 

 

 

 

 

The smell of baking croissants filled the tiny tea shop.  

Warm buttery vapors swirled through the wooden tables and 

worn, mismatched chairs, the smell wafting out from the tiny kitchen on 

the cool sunrise-kissed breeze.  

The fireplace glowed as flames bloomed in the grate to warm 

the thawing shop, independent of any key or button. 

A bell dinged, soft, from the door as it opened, and Anna smiled 

as her first customers walked inside, past the frosted windows covered 

with the pale lavender curtains draped with white twinkle lights. The 

fresh scent of rain clung to the customers as some sat in blue armchairs, 

some warmed their hands over the crackling fireplace in the corner, and 

the others lined up in front of the counter. 

Anna liked the customers that came in the mornings—ever 

since her mother had passed last year, she’d craved the smiles that 

brushed her face like a breath of warm, summer air. It was the only thing 

that staved off the loneliness and the constant rain from overtaking her 

completely.  

Still, sometimes she wished it would. 

Anna doled out coffees and teas, croissants, and muffins, and 

watched with satisfaction as the early birds sat at their tables or headed 

out the jingling door, the flavors of joy or peace, amusement, or bliss 

tingling on their tongues.  

Anna had been baking emotions into her pastries since her 

mother had taught her how to cook. Always the positive ones—to let 

someone taste sunshine on a rainy day, or to help another find solace 

from their grueling job. To help people find compassion in heartbreak or 

absolution from haunting guilt or internalized shame.  

Happiness tasted like all kinds of things—bright lemon or 

soothing mint, spicy chai or velvety chocolate.  
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Whenever Anna had baked with her darkest emotions—rage or 

pain or grief, her pastries tasted like bitter licorice or acrid pepper; the 

kind of flavor that dug deep into your palette, that wouldn’t let go. That 

had you trying to drown the sensation at the end of a bottle or numb it in 

a cloud of smoke. 

Anna doled out warmed pastries and steaming drinks as the sun 

rose, nodding and chatting with her usuals, and offering a shy smile to 

the newcomers.  

They always found her, somehow, the ones that really needed 

to. The almost-father with grief haunting his dark eyes, his wife 

recovering from a miscarriage. The older person with a battered dog tag 

around their neck, ancient scars crisscrossing their face. The young 

woman that’d had a port in her chest, tubing sticking out from her t-shirt, 

her bruised, tired eyes aged beyond her years.  

That one had really killed her.  

There’d been victims of heartbreak and abuse, people running 

to or from something or someone, people who had no one to talk to, 

people who were all but invisible.  

They all found their way to Anna’s tea shop. 

Anna pulled another batch of croissants out of the oven, this 

time chocolate orange, the smell coating her tongue. She closed the oven 

with a knee, breathing heavily, and set the tray down on the counter.  

Pulling off the oven mitts patterned with tiny black cats, Anna 

caught her breath, wiping sweat off her brow with a spare lavender tea 

towel.  

It wasn’t easy to run this place—but the mouthwatering aroma, 

and the scent of love, pure and sweet, that emanated from the shop into 

the pastries and dissolved into the customer’s stomachs, made it all worth 

it.   

It didn’t matter if she was shaking, fingers cramping from 

rolling the dough into perfect, twists and arcs. It didn’t matter if she was 

so exhausted at night that she fell into a black, dreamless dark, silence 

coating her whispering mind, fueled by melatonin and muscle relaxers. 

It didn’t matter if she was the only one left to run the place—being the 

sole baker, cashier, and toilet cleaner. 

Her family’s shop had been there for almost thirty years. This 

was her mother’s store. She’d grown up in this shop. Anna wasn’t going 

to let her body’s betrayal take it from her.  
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Fingertips burning, she gently scooped up each and every 

croissant from the silicone mat on the baking tray and placed them in her 

wicker display basket. She’d set them on top of the counter next to the 

cursive, chalk sign that spelled out “fresh pastries daily” and let the 

aroma tempt her customers.  

She almost always sold out—everyone in town bought their 

breakfast from her store. And almost everyone in town knew about the 

special pick-me-up in her baking. 

Anna bustled out of the kitchen, carrying the croissants to the 

counter. She placed them just so and then traded a man a muffin for a 

crumpled five-dollar bill—he gestured to keep the change.  

After he exited into the heavy downpour, the door jingled again, 

and then a young woman entered.  

Her face was washed out, faded, almost grey against the 

lavender curtains and twinkling lights. The customer looked up at the 

menu board, her straight, light brown hair damp from the rain, her distant 

eyes taking in the words. She stuck her hands into the pockets of her 

oversized men’s sweatshirt—the logo of some sports team or other on it, 

her pale face impassive.  

Anna tensed behind the counter, feeling an absence—a void, 

emanating from her.  

Her long legs in those black jeans walked up to the counter, 

where she leaned a hip against it, like she couldn’t stand up straight 

without the support.  

She cleared her throat, like she hadn’t used her voice in some 

time. It came out rough, crackling. “I’ll have a…” Her voice faded as she 

lost her words. Hazel eyes looked up at the menu, lost.  

She looked down at the counter. The rain drummed down on 

the roof. “I heard you…”  

Anna bit her lip, pausing. The fire crackled. The other 

customers murmured behind them.  

“What did you hear?”  

The woman stiffened as she paused, her eyes darting around the 

room. Taking in the few people in the shop—a polished man with dark 

hair and glasses, typing away on his computer. Two middle aged women 

in t-shirts and pajama pants, sitting and chatting, their small, fuzzy dogs 

sitting on their laps. 
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The sound of cars whooshing through the downpour echoed in 

through the windows.  

The young woman in the hoodie looked down at the “fresh 

pastries daily” sign by the croissants. She closed her eyes, seeming to 

hold herself together by willpower alone.  

“I don’t want to feel like…”  

The corner of Anna’s mouth lifted, offering a tentative smile. 

“I have…other pastries in the back, normal ones, if you want 

one.”  

The woman swallowed, shifting, glancing at Anna’s face.  

Anna wiped the pristine counter with a rag. Waiting. Listening.  

“Do you have…I want to feel—” She took a breath. “I want to 

feel angry.”  

A silence spread through Anna’s mind. She opened her mouth, 

brows sliding together.  

The young woman continued, “I want, to– to feel angry, 

because…”  

Her hazel eyes blazed with raw honesty.  

Her voice was hoarse as she said, “’Cus it’s better than…than 

feeling like this.”  

Anna looked into those dimming, green-brown eyes and she 

knew. She knew it as clearly as if she’d heard it spoken, as clear as a bell 

ringing. She knew.  

“Come with me. Let’s– let’s make you some tea.”  

 

* * * 

 

Anna put the “back in 10 minutes” sign on the counter—she 

trusted the customers in the shop, as well as the wards on the door, to 

make sure that nothing happened to the register while she was in the 

back.   

She beckoned those eyes to follow her around the counter, but 

the young woman in the oversize hoodie hesitated by the edge of the 

counter.   

“Come on, I’ll take you to the back uh—” 

A small cough, like the words were stuck in her throat. “Emily.” 

“Emily.”  
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Anna nodded and started walking. A few heartbeats later, she 

heard Emily’s quiet footsteps padding across the wooden floor as she 

followed. 

Emily followed her down the creaking hallway, past paintings 

Anna’s mother had drawn of tea flowers with faces and bumble bees 

playing instruments and cats reading books and all sorts of wonderful, 

odd little paintings. 

Anna, already slightly out of breath, led Emily through a 

doorway. The young woman wafted in behind her, trailing her like a 

shadow.  

Anna inhaled and gestured across the room to a grey weathered, 

comfortable couch. A worn, light brown coffee table sat in front of it, 

with books and notebooks and pens dripping off of it and onto a plush, 

white rug.  

Against the wall, which was such a light blue it was almost 

white, there was a tiny, stone fountain with frogs spitting water, and on 

the other side of the room, plants sprouted up from their pots—lavender 

and eucalyptus and sage—next to a crowded bookshelf.  

The aroma of the herbs swirled around the room, the burbling 

fountain creating a muted bubble of silence within the walls. This was 

Anna’s break room, her safe space. 

Emily perched on the couch, on the edge of the cushion, at the 

edge of the room, as if she was afraid she might fall inside of it if she got 

any closer.  

Anna walked over to the electric tea kettle atop the wooden 

counter opposite the couch. She pushed the handle down, boiling the 

water already in the pot.  

She caught her breath, willing her heartbeat to slow.  

“Do you like tea?” 

Emily started, as if she hadn’t expected Anna to speak. 

She nodded and pulled her sleeves lower, over her hands.  

Anna smiled and asked, “Any flavors you like?”  

Emily shrugged, such a slight shifting of her shoulders that it 

was barely noticeable.  

Anna knew this girl might be a ghost, a shell of her former self. 

Whatever that had been or looked like, it wasn’t this girl on her couch.  

Anna pursed her lips and pulled out a light blue, ceramic mug 

speckled like an eggshell, from the shelf under the counter.  
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“You know,” Anna hummed as she set down the mug, “Making 

tea is its own kind of magic.”  

She didn’t look back at the young woman—didn’t turn her head 

towards the stare she could feel prickling the back of her neck. 

“There’s a ritual to it—an order.” 

Anna opened the metal tin and lifted out the netted tea bag flush 

with brown and green leaves, knowing instinctively which flavor to put 

into the cup.  

“There’s a reason I serve tea and pastries, instead of any old 

sandwich. These ingredients, these recipes, these flavors…they cast their 

own spell. Even without my magic.”  

Anna opened a jar of raw honey, scooping it out with a teaspoon 

and into the mug.  

The plastic handle on the teapot pinged upwards.  

Anna lifted the kettle and carefully poured the boiling stream of 

water into the mug. She took the spoon and gently swirled it under the 

water, inhaling the sweet scent.  

Steam wafted upwards, plunging Anna’s face into white mist 

for a moment.  

When it cleared, the tea was steeping. 

Anna turned around and looked at Emily. Her brown hair fell 

around her face, but her gaze was on the floor, her shoulders hunched 

inside that hoodie. Like it was padding. Like it was armor.  

Anna took in a deep breath and picked up the cup of tea, 

wincing as she noticed she was shaking, but managing to keep the liquid 

steady in the cup. 

Anna sat down, not too close to Emily, and held the tea out to 

her, fingertips straining. 

For a moment, there was silence and steam, slight shaking, an 

invitation. Then, Emily took the mug.  

Anna watched her as she held the cup up to her nose, closed her 

eyes, and inhaled. 

“It smells like…”  

Anna folded her vibrating hands on her lap.  

“Like, the ocean and– and wisteria– in summer, and…”  

Anna placed a hand on the fabric of the couch, between their 

bodies.   
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“You don’t have to tell me if you don’t want to. About that. Or 

about anything.”  

Emily wiped a tear off her cheek with her palm.  

“The smell reminds me of…what– what made me happy. 

Before.”  

Anna nodded, letting the silence speak for her. The fountain 

murmured comfort in the way that water whispers lullabies. 

Emily sniffled, then said, her voice rough, “I just want to stop 

feeling this way. This…emptiness inside my chest. Inside my bones.” 

Anna nodded, keeping her gaze on the fountain, watching the 

stone frogs spit water into the basin.  

“Do you…” Anna asked, “Do you want to talk about it?”  

A pause as Emily took in the question. With her pale fingers 

gripping—clenching—around the mug, she brought it to her lips. Her 

breathing was jagged, but she took a sip. 

“I want to stop feeling like this. I want to feel…like, like he 

didn’t destroy me. Like he didn’t—” Emily took a shuddering breath in. 

“Like he didn’t break me.” 

Emily tensed inside her sweatshirt and set the tea down on the 

coffee table.  

Cautious, Anna turned her gaze to Emily’s eyes, which stared 

across the space, at nothing, at emptiness, brimming with tears.  

The emptiness radiated out of her, creating an aura—Anna 

didn’t need magic to sense it. 

The tears trickled down Emily’s face, but she kept speaking, 

clear and calm. She wrapped her arms around her chest.  

“Am I still even me?” She whispered, “When my own body has 

been violated and I want to scratch off my own skin, scratch it all off, 

because I don’t fit in it– I don’t fit in it, inside of it, anymore. I wish I 

was…invisible. Or that I didn’t– didn’t exist.”  

Anna’s throat welled with emotion as she remembered feeling 

the same. How sometimes, flickers of that feeling popped up, when her 

body was at its worst. When she didn’t have a confidant, or a friend, or 

well, anyone really, to help take care of her when she most needed it. 

When she wished more than anything, that her body could be something 

it was not. When she wished trading bodies was as easy as making a 

hollow wish.  
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She trained her gaze on Emily’s downcast face, tears dripping 

off of her chin. 

Anna inhaled. “Soon after my mother died…I got sick.”  

Emily picked up her tea and took another, small sip. Anna 

exhaled. 

“She had been sick for so long…I couldn’t remember what her 

being healthy looked like. We didn’t even consider that it might be 

hereditary. So after she died, I got diagnosed with the disease that killed 

her. That took her from me.”  

Anna’s eyes filled with tears as gravel stung her throat. But she 

kept speaking, swallowing the knot, keeping her eyes on Emily’s face, 

letting her see her pain. 

“We were both in the will, but my sister has kids to take care 

of, so I got the tea shop—this shop. Just after I got diagnosed. It was a 

hard time.”  

Anna remembered walking into the store, dust covering all 

surfaces, no one waiting inside for her, just grief and dust and memories 

that were once beautiful, now too painful to look at. Picking up the 

broom and sweeping the dust and grime away, as if she could reset the 

place, as if making it clean and charming once more would somehow 

make things right. 

Emily took another sip of the tea. Anna cleared her throat, 

continuing.  

“After I reopened the store, I felt…I felt like my illness had 

taken my body away from me. Suddenly, I was a stranger in my own 

skin. I’d never felt that way before…so heavy. Like I was a stone, like 

the air was water, and I was sinking with each step I took. And I’m still 

sinking. I’m still heavy. Even now, more than a year later, and I still feel 

like I don’t know my own body. Because it’s different now. Because it’s 

a trauma that my healthy body was taken away from me. Because I didn’t 

have a choice.”  

Emily rubbed her face again, brushing tears out of her eyes.  

Her hazel eyes met Anna’s and she blinked as Anna grabbed 

her hand.  

Emily’s face crumpled as she stared their interwoven fingers. 

The roots of two different trees, intertwined. Leaning on each other.   

Anna squeezed Emily’s hand.  
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“Like any negative emotion we feel, I cannot make you or bake 

you anything that will make that feeling vanish completely. Even if 

you’re angry and magically feel happy…this feeling will be there, under 

it. Holding you down. Because a piece of you was torn open. You need 

time to heal.” 

Emily hesitated, pausing in her seat.  

“But if you let me eat something I—” 

Anna shook her head. “No, I can’t.”  

Anna let go of Emily’s hand, pulling away.  

Emily leaned closer, tea sloshing out of the mug and onto her 

leg, not caring about the warm dampness. 

“Please, I– I don’t have time to feel like this. I need to be able 

to function, to get a job and– and finish my degree and—” 

“You can’t band aid this emotion with another.” Anna leaned 

forward. “You want to feel something—anything—other than just, 

numb? You wish you could get angry—to get revenge? To get even? 

To—” 

“To just get out of bed in the morning!” Emily cried, standing 

up, water sloshing from the mug in her hand. “To be able to function—

to go to class, and call my parents, and get my fucking mail from the 

mailbox without wanting to crawl into the trash chute or jump off a 

fucking roof! To be able to get out of bed in the morning, or take a 

shower, or just do anything at all that requires effort.”  

Emily sniffed and set her cup down on the coffee table to wipe 

her tears with a sleeve.  

The fountain gurgled. Anna swallowed.  

“I know. I know. I hear you. I’ve been there too.” 

When the grief was so endless she wanted to sleep forever. 

When her body was so inflamed she would have done anything to switch 

her skin for another’s. But she had the Tea Shop. And that was enough. 

Emily let out a shaking breath, running a hand through her hair, 

then walking forward on the rug. 

“I don’t want to feel…nothing anymore. Anything is better than 

that. But that’s all I can feel. I’m just…” 

Emily paused, looking at Anna, her gaze haunted. 

“I’m just…” Emily croaked, her hazel eyes filling with more 

tears.  
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Anna stood up, slow and steady, approaching Emily like she 

was made of glass. Like one wrong breath might blow her over.  

And even as her own hands shook, she pulled Emily close to 

her, tucking her head around her bony shoulder. 

“You are not broken,” she whispered into Emily’s ear. “And 

you are allowed—more than allowed—to feel like this.” 

Emily’s arms wrapped around her torso, squeezing tightly. 

Anna felt Emily’s body heave as she sobbed into her apron.  

Gentle, she rubbed the young woman’s back. “It’s okay,” she 

murmured, “It’s okay.”  

 

* * * 

 

After Emily had blown her nose, finished her cup of tea, and 

her damp sleeves had dried, Anna shifted on the couch. 

“My pastries aren’t a cure all. It’s not a– they’re not something 

that can magically make things better. They help bring people a– a 

moment. A moment of a feeling. And a moment—only a moment—is all 

we really need to change.” 

Emily nodded, letting out a deep breath, releasing something 

intangible, but releasing it nonetheless. Anna noticed something there—

the girl Emily once was, and the girl she could be—glimmering under 

the surface. 

Anna smiled and asked, “Have you ever wanted to work in a 

bakery?”  

Emily shrugged, “No but, it sounds fun.” She frowned. “Not– 

not like this though. I wouldn’t be a great employee. I uh– I wouldn’t be 

much of a person to be around right now, either.”   

Anna nodded, standing up. “I understand.”  

Emily cocked her head to the side, blinking, a movement so 

familiar that Anna paused, an idea so outrageous taking shape in her 

mind that it momentarily stunned her.  

“Wait, I think…I have an idea.” 

 

* * * 

 

After closing the tea shop early and flipping the sign to “closed” 

on the door, Anna and Emily started baking. 
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They preheated the oven as they rolled out the dough and Anna 

helped Emily select the flavors she wanted from the pantry.  

Cinnamon and cloves, ginger and nutmeg, star anise and 

cardamom.  

They rolled the sliced apples in sugar and spices and lemon 

juice and filled the dough, brushing the edges with egg wash.  

“It’s this simple?” Emily asked, curious.  

“It’s all about intention,” Anna replied, “Not just what you put 

in the recipe.” 

Together, they slid the apple turnover into the oven. 

Anna thought Emily might be nervous as they baked, but there 

was no twitching in her muscles, no eyeing of the kitchen door. 

Anna almost wanted to laugh—it was ludicrous, what they’d 

concocted, but sometimes the universe gave you ideas for a reason. Anna 

didn’t need to be a witch to know that.  

As the dough rose in the oven, Anna’s spell held firm. No 

burning, no leaking.  

They watched the timer tick down the seconds as they waited. 

Finally, it rang. The pastry was ready.  

The smell of appley warmth, smelling like home, like reading a 

book by the fire on a cold, rainy day, filled the air of the kitchen as they 

pulled the tray from the oven.  

Anna set it down on the granite countertop, then transferred the 

fritter to a plate, and then scooted the pastry down the counter to her 

right.  

Emily considered the pastry.  

Anna looked at Emily from the corner of her eye. “Are you sure 

about this?” 

“So, you’ll pay me part time?” 

“Plus free room and board.” Anna laughed, “But we’d share the 

tip jar.”  

“And I wouldn’t have to—” 

“Nothing you aren’t comfortable with.”  

Anna turned, peering at Emily’s face. 

Emily nodded and brought the pastry to her lips.  

Her face filled with something close to home—something Anna 

could almost name, something familiar. 
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Emily bit into the pastry, her eyes closing as she tasted the 

flavors she’d chosen.  

As Emily swallowed the pastry, Anna noticed the young 

woman’s first, faint smile. 

 

* * * 

 

Anna opened the tea shop like always, blustering into the 

warmth of the room from the cool morning air. 

The bell jingled as she set down her bags of fresh produce.  

Her stomach knotted as she glanced around the empty shop.  

The fire crackled, eternal in its hearth. 

“Mrrw!” A cat demanded.  

Anna beamed as a tiny, bony tabby cat ran up to her, tail 

twitching with delight as she butted her head against Anna’s leg.  

Anna reached down and picked up the cat, saying good morning 

to the stretchy creature, then cuddling her close to her chest.  

The cat purred as she held her, like she was generating 

electricity—like she was a supernova waiting to burst out and transform, 

the light of a new star about to shine out, thousands of years in the 

making. 

Anna walked them to the kitchen, already imagining the 

pastries they would make today, how they might sell them with one tiny 

paw print pressed into the surface of each one.  

Anna set the feline down on the ground, sensing her presence 

below her. 

As the cat’s paws touched the ground, she stood up on her hind 

legs, then stretched up and up, transforming, until Emily was once again 

standing in Anna’s kitchen. 

She grinned, actually grinned, at Anna, her face looking several 

years younger—more open, filled with light.  

“Come on, assistant,” Anna joked, “Let’s get baking.”  

 

* * * 

 

Hiring Emily had been the best decision Anna had made in a 

long time. When customers needed help, but she had to finish prepping 
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or cleaning or frosting, Emily dealt with the line of customers, a line that 

seemed to be ever growing.  

The tiny cat paw prints in the pastries had indeed worked like a 

charm—drawing not only her usuals, but people from all over the city.  

There were bad days, like when Emily ran into an old roommate 

from the dorms on her way home from class, or when she’d been flirted 

with by a young customer who wouldn’t back off. Then, Anna heard the 

pitter-pattering of paws on the kitchen floor, before Emily appeared in 

her sleek brown tabby form, her tiny body shaking, ears folded back, 

then tucked into herself, curled up in a ball in front of the warm oven. 

Anna would reach down and give her a scratch on the head, 

murmuring that it was okay to want to hide, that she was safe in this shop 

and in this body—and that everyone had ups and downs and that healing 

isn’t linear. 

And on the good days—Emily was a blessed help, especially 

when Anna’s shaking, burning limbs needed time in her break room to 

cool down and rest.   

These days, Emily wandered through the coffee shop in her 

jeans and a lavender shirt with the shop’s new logo stenciled on it—a cat 

perched on a coffee cup, batting at the foam on the top of a latté.  

She would play music from the new speakers they’d installed 

by the counter, dancing around the shop while passing people their 

drinks and pastries.  

Sometimes, Emily would run through the store in her cat form, 

getting pets and cuddles from customers, chasing dust motes in the air, 

and leaping high up on the mantel or falling asleep in front of the ever-

burning fireplace. 

Anna continued pressing joy and happiness and healing into her 

pastries—seasoning them with love and comfort and companionship and 

peace.  

Helping people who needed it—even when they didn’t ask.  

At the end of the day, after Anna had finished washing the 

dishes, and Emily had swept and mopped the floors, they always sat 

down at a table together, a perfectly ordinary pastry on a plate in the 

space between them.  

The white lights twinkled above the lavender curtains and soft 

music played from the speakers as they discussed the day and what 

needed to be done tomorrow, what recipes needed to be prepped and 
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baked, what the seasonal special was—while Anna’s shaking hands 

ripped the delicate dough in half, holding it out to Emily.  

And as the sun set on the tea shop, they both took a bite. 
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A Wake 

 
Short Film by Brian Petti 

 

Starring Gina Scherzo and Diane Clayton 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Watch A Wake at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NQO9pn3UQc  

 

 

 

BRIAN PETTI is a Hudson-Valley, NY-based playwright who 

has been published and produced in NYC, LA, and Ireland. 
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Gina Scherzo, Brian 

Petti, Diane Clayton 

From Left to Right: 

Gina Scherzo and 
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“St. John of Suburbia (or, Lycanthrope Limbo)” by John P. Bray 
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“The Tea Shop” by Makena Metz 

“A Wake” by Brian Petti, Starring Gina Scherzo and Diane Clayton 

 

The relationship between life, society, and the art of storytelling is one so 

intimately intertwined that it would be nearly impossible to discuss one 

without considering the others. While this issue of For Page & Screen 

Magazine is presented without a pre-determined theme, we feel that these 

stories collectively embody the interconnectedness of life and storytelling.  

Whether it’s by exploring the awkwardness of new relationships or 

mourning those that are no more, criticizing society or realizing our 

complacency in it, or understanding trauma and embarking on a journey to 

heal from it, these stories capture the messy, terrible, and beautiful nature 

of life. We hope they’ll find their way into your heart, too.  
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